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TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE UN MODEL R E G U T I O N S ON THE
TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS

The mdtimodai transport of dangerous goods is a hi& risk enterprise for the
participants, the public, and public and private property. This study examines the Iack of
conpency of safety and environmental protection rules which govem the international
transport of dangerous goods, dong with the concurrent progressive efforts of the
international community to ensure global and inter-modal harmonization of these d e s . It
discusses their inadequacy and proposes a solution.
The anaiysis of the
d e s , fragmented dong modal and geographical h e s ,
shows that they do not suniciently introduce the safety, environmentai protection and
Liability considerations into the Iegd regime goveniuig the international mdtimodal
ruovement of daugerous good. Rather, they cause confusion and ignorance of c h e r s ,
shippers, packers, inspecting authorities and others with respect to the applicable
preventive requirements and consequent üabilities. This situation dso seriously impedes
efficiency in the transport of dangerous goods.
The thesis argues that such a result is not acceptable when tested against the
international COIWNUI~~Y'S principies and objectives in this field. The p ~ c i p l e sof
sustainabie development c d upon intematiooal organizations and goveniments to
cooperate, interrelate, coordinate and integrate in their Iaw-making in the neid of
environmental protection. While the study recognizes the progressive consistency of
safety and environmental protection d e s , as a resuit of the United Nations'
harmonization work embodied in the United Nations Recommendation on the Transport
of Dangerous Goods, it argues that a M e r step needs to be taken to accelemte the
process and to e m e their global unitorrnit-yand implementation.
The legislative step that this study proposes is the transformation of the U.N.
Recommendations into a IegaiIy binding world convention on the transport of dangerous
goods by aiI modes of transport+ The thesis establishes the need and viability of the
proposed solution based on the analysis of the existing systern of noms, regdatory
structure and policy premises The proposed world convention, &ce it would contain a
single set of d e s combining mode-independent and mode-specinc standards, capable of
direct implementation, is expected to eIiminate the confusion that exists under the present
chaotic system.
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This study examines and andyses the regdatory system which govems the
intemationaI multimodd transportation of dangerous goods, and establishes the need for
improvement of the present system. The solution that the study offers is the
transformation of the non-binding United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods into a binding world-wide convention.
The proposed sohtion is based on the andysis of the three relevant elements

which affect the international transport of dangerous goods: the nature of, and the risks
involved with the activity of the rnuitimodai transport of dangerous goods; the
international community's objectives in this field; and the international regdatory system
that govems the activity. ResuIts of the analysis of these three elements demonstrate that,
dthough the international community has agreed that the d e s goveming the activity
need to be gIobaiIy harmonized and apptied, they rem& hgmented and inconsistent
The transport of dangerous goods is a typicd example of a rnulti-disciplinary
activity. It is a transport activity, the activity of the energy or chernicd industries, and an
environmental protection activity. Given its muiti-disciphary character, the

transportation of dangerous goods is aiso a remarkable example of inter-0rganil:atiooa.I
activities at the world, regional, and national levels where industry interests are being
bdanced against safety and environmentd concems.
The growiug mvn.OnmentaI awareness of the public, as weII a s concem with
economic cost impIications of accidents mvoIMig dangerous goods has given rise to the
hcreased scientEc research and knowIedge on the impact of chanicals on human beaîth
1

2
h m direct (accidents involving dangerous goods), and indirect (poiIutÏon) exposureSure

During the Iast two decades, worldwide concem with the risk posed by the kcreasing
frequency of the rnovement of dangemus goods by a i l modes of transport has radicdy
changed the methodology and scope of research, as welI as the profile of participants
Uivolved in defining the risks that dangerous materials present

These factors, coupled with the globaiization of the world economy, the rapid
iucrease in the production and transportation of chemicals, particuiarly by mdtimodal

means, introduced a new and genuine approach to the sening of objectives to be achieved by
legal instruments goveming the transport of dangerous goods.

This new philosophy

promotes the necessity that environmental protection considerations be introduced hto
every kind of commerciai activity. Furthemore, urriversaiity of the d e s and instruments

dealing with the transport of dangerous goods is viewed to be a synonym of their efficiency.
As a r d t , these Ïnstruments are meant to capture the transport and the chernical hdustry's

commerciai interests into an extensive legaI and social Iandscape revolving around the
notion of the giobd protection of 'bcommon vdues." Legai recognition at the international
Ievel of the right to deveiopment subject to lights to safety and a healthy e n v ~ o ~ l ~ ~ l e n t '
ÏncreasingIy reduced and redefïned the terms and conditions tmder which mmmy cornmerciai
activities, mcluding the transport of dangerous goods, cm be IawfuIy perfomed As a

result, the historicdy unTimitecikedorn of the parties to trade off th& commercial niterrsts

is being radically conditioned by the demand that the enemnent and safety are

In the light of the foregoing it is safe to Say that in the field of the transport of
dangerous goods, the basic policy premise is that it is no longer wholIy at the contractkg
parties' disaetion to contract their duties, nghts and responsi%iLities.Rather it is society at

large that imposes on them strict standards of behavior, thus safeguarding wider public
interests which can be endangerd by their activities. In the same manna as the parties to

the transport contract must comply with public requirernents, because cornpliance rnakes
their activities Iawful h m individuai and social points of view, Iaw-makers, courts, and aiI

actors who mate and interpret the respective d e s m u s nonetheless, foIIow the same Luie

As an outcome of this trend, different authontative bodies have adopted numemus

international instruments establishmg standards for the world transport of dangerous goods.

While one class of these instruments establishes and promotes technicd standards and
procedures for the safe and environrnentdy sound transport of dangerous goods, another

class promotes rmiform d e s and procedures concenrgig the Iegd responsibilities. The first
class of d e s are tectmical treaties, regulaiions, and standards which c o d t u t e the body of

public international Iaw on the matter. The second category are d e s which set uniforrn

standards of Iiability and compensation for damage caused in the course of transporthg

dangerous goods, and amount to a body of S i t d o n a l private Iaw. The two categorks of
d e s are, however, mterreIated, with a notabIy mcreased contribution of the tececd

Worid Coufèrence on Human Rights, i%?mo Dec~rnationand hgtm of Action. UN. D o c
AlCONFJ57/23,1993.For a discussion of the nght to deveIopmen&dety and a healthy environment see
Cmüge of Dmgemus Goo& md Ponutmrt~6y Sea: the Saety Aspect (European Pariïament, Dkctorate
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standards to the Legd system governing the tcruisport of dangerous goods. The technical

standards £Ïrstprovide the h m e withi. which the legititnacy to the hazardous activity c m
be established. Most regdations provide that the transport of dangerous goods is prohrbited

d e s s performed in full cornpliance with applicabIe requirements of these regulations. This
means that the ody key to make possiile the carriage of dangerous goods is the observance
of technical n o m s which set out the safety and environmental protection standards, thus
ensuring precautionary approach ui the protection of the environment, The transport of
dangerous goods perfiomed 9i violation of these standards can resuit ui public prosecution
and sentencîng. Furthemore, the technicd noms, which describe and classify dangerous

goods in temis of the risk that they present, and thm set out standards for their safe carnage,
provide the &une of reference within which Iegai questions and disputes mkhg fiom the

transport of dangerous goods between private interests can be resoIved.
Existing international instruments and the inter-organizational activities
concemed with the transport of dangerous goods ciearly promote the new philosophy
when d e m g the problems and set out the objectives to be achieved The instruments
governing the transportation of dangerous goods by any mode of transport seek to satim
the folIowing basic goais:
1. to prevent accidents to persons, materid damage and damage to means of

tmmq~ort, popdations, property and the environment in generai, tlrmugh woridwide

hannonized safety standards and pollution prwention mechanisns;
2. to qpickiy and adequateIy compensate those who sufEer damage h m any

G e n d for Research, L994) at 74 -76-
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accidents;
3. whilst h p o s b g the above preventive and remediai standards and mstnmients, the

iegd htmments must set them as high as necessary to achieve their goals, but without
imposing prohibitive costs on the participants in the transport operation and without
discouraghg techno1ogica.I progreçs and economic deveIopment- Moreover, worldwide
harmonization m u t be sought to e b a t e hindrances to international transport by
&pifQing transport, bdIing and checkmg formalities;
4. to coocdinate worldwide activities of international organizations. to achieve the

highest possible leveI of cooperation between scientific and supporting organizations and

agencies in order to avoid overlapping or contradicting actions orland standards;
5. because both safety and environment are coasidered to be problems with a global
scope, the prïncipIes of coordination, c o o p d o n , mtegration and interrelation as
estabfished by the United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development

(UNCED)shotdd infonn the pursuit of the above aims.
Agakt this background, this thesis sets out to determine whether existing

international Iaw effectively and adequateIy accompIishes these gods in regards to
international muitimodd transport of dangerous goods. The Ieading aiterion in makuig
this determination is whether different international instruments tirst,consistentiy achieve
the common ends and second, whether the obligations they put in place are imposed on

those best able to bear them in Iight of the gIobai character and complexity of both
muithnockd transport o p d o n , and the dangerous character of the goods camed. If they

are not, the LikeIihood that the htematÏonaI mStnmrents wiII operate effectiveIy is

6
substantially reduced
More specifically, this study demonstrates the existence, and the principles of the
new philosophy which shape the mtemationai community's Iegislative action in the field of

the transport of dangerous goods. Second, the study d e s d e s existhg international d e s
dealhg with the transport of dangerous goods by d modes of transport and evaiuates them
against these principles. Third, it estabiishes that the international conventions, particularly

those of a private 1ega.i nature, have not, so far, made shrrdy moves to af6Vm accepted
principles, Foudi, the argument is developed that the lack of d o r m i t y of administrative,
safiety and envirunmentai regdations within and between the modes of transport obstructs
the transfomatimonof technicai regdations into legai noms capable of bringing private-law

niles within a broader legd concept bearing on safety and envimumentai protection. Finaiiy
the study advocates a self-contained world-wide Convention on the Multimodal Transport

of Dangerous Goods by aU Modes of Transport as a conditio sine qua non for buiIding a
conceptuaiIy and legdy inclusive body of niles to ded with the transport of dangerous
goods by dimodes of transport.
Chapter 1 of this study introduces the basic elements of the technicai and legaI

concepts of muItimodd transport m generai, and the transport of dangerous goods in

particuiar. It also seeks to provide understanding of risks and their social and Legai
aspects associated with the transport of dangerous goods. This information is expected,
besides providmg a basic understandmg of the integrated nature of rnuitknodd transport
operation itseIf, to support an understandmg of the economic-socio-IegaI philosophy that
has developed and hfluenced the poIicy and Iaw-makmg process in the field of the

7
transport of dangerous goods. It dso c l d e s ternis, dennitions and existing concepts
related to the transport of dangernus goods. The review of different dennitional concepts
assists in establishuig the argument of this study that the failwe to adopt a common

dennition of dangerous goods harnpers the creation of shared legal concepts specifically
dealuig with "regdated" dangerous goods. For example, the private law definition of
dangerous goods, because it assidates the category of "reguiated dangerous goods" into
a common law generic definition of dangerous goods, determines the distriiution of nsks
based on contract and common law concepts. These concepts, however, have not
suEcientiy evohed to fiilow conceptual and legai developments surmimding "regulated
dangerous goods."
Chapter 2 explains the policy and institutionai settings that are reffected in, and
within which the existing international d e s on the transport of dangerous goods have

a d o r should be developed. This chapter dso seeks to add to an understanding of the
impact of new deveIoprnents emerging flom the world conferences on the environment

and development on the public international law-making process concerning safiety and
protection of the environment. Moreover, it portrays the way in which the relevant
international bodies perform their regdatory and standard settmg roies. This
understanding heIps pIace the proposal for the uew convention under the heading of
sustainable development of the transport and chernicd industry.
Chapter 3 mtroduces and analyses the mtemationai d
e
s which have been

developed to prescriie safety and en.nmentaI protection standatds and to distriinte
responsi'bilities for implementationof these standardsto carriers and shippers engaged mthe

8

sea, rail, and road transport of daugerous goods, as weII as to aüocate liabilities between

hem for consequences arising out of such transportation. in addition

to these

modal

instniments, this part introduces and evaluates those international instruments which
explicitiy deai, or are relevant to, the multimodal transport of dangaous goods. In the body

of the thesis the environmental and civil Liability d e s are discussed separately with the akn
of establishing whether a legd position which has arisen in one segment of law can be
developed and applied to an equal degree of effdveness in another segment of the
reguiatory structure. Thus, for the purpose of the discussion, the mtemational ùistniments
dealing with the carriage of dangernus goods will be divided into two broad categories:
1. those dealing with safety and enWoumentai protection

2. those deahg with liability and compensation issues

WhiIe the analyses conducted in chapters 1 and 2 serve to demonstrate the
rationale b e h d the need that safeîy, enviromentai protection, and iiability issues in the
field of the transport of dangerous goods are dealt with at the global Ievel, harmonized
across the board, and fit into the same context, the andysis of reievant d e s in chapter 3
dÎscusses their fragmentation and inconsistency.
Chapter 4 examines contractual Iiabilities for damage caused by the transport of

dangerous goods. The survey conducted m this chapter serves to support the thesis'
argument that, because of lack of legay bmdmg set of d e s to be appiied rmifordy and
by all modes of transport, docation of IiabiIity suffiers fiom a great ded of uncertainty,
m pdcdar

in mdtÏmodaI transport. It shows that standards of due care to which

shippers and carriers are held in civil Iaw do not comcide wÏth public standards. Findmgs
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of this chapter strengthen the case for the proposed legislative step.
Chapter 5 pinpoints the strict Liability regime's inconsistencies, which might

create a problem for courts to detemime the third party liability for damage, caused by
the transport of dangerous goods.

Chapter 6 sumarises the findnigs of the foregohg chapters, evduates them,
draws conclusions and offers a solution based upon them. The specific topics of
evduation and the proposed solution are chosen because of their relevance to safety,
environmental protection, and the facilitation of transport, which are proclaimed
objectives of the international community in this field. This last part of the thesis
develops the principal argument of this study that ai1 d e s dealing with the transport of
dangerous goods have to form a technicaily, huictionally, and concephially consistent

system, carrying the same objectives, namely the safety of people and property and
environmenta1 protection. This can be achieved by transposing the existing system of
safety and environmental protection d e s into a singie, Miform set of d e s applicable to

ail participants in the tramportation chah regardess of the mode of transport and the
legai j~~sdiction
in which they are operating. The concludmg part of the thesis proposes
that the United Nations Recommendation on the Transport of Dangerous Goods be
transformed into an intemationd convention. This chapter aiso estabhhes the viabiIity of
the proposed soIution, given both the Ievel of evolution of the existing regdatory and

mstitutional structure and proclamied commitments of the international cornmaoity to
work towards a highly d o m system in the field of the transport of dangerous goods.

CHAPTERI

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOOLDS
1.1.

General introduction
The aim of this part is to provide a bnef insight mto basic technicai and iegal

elements of rnuItimodaI transportation, and to pinpoint those issues which decisively
contnbute to the legd, socid and technicd controversy associated with the multirnodal
movernent of dangerous goods. The basic understanding of the technical and legd
organization of muItimodaI transport operations in generd that this chapter seeks to provide,
shouid contribute to fbrther defining the specific legai and technicai controvmy associated
with the international mdtimodd transport of dangaous goods. More spe&caUy, this part

explains the elements of technical and legai integration of the transport mdustq as it relates
to economic globalkation, and analyses these elements agamst emerghg enviromnentd

e
srelative to the tramport of dangerous goods.
protection d
The analysis is expected to support the tmderlying argument of this study that
besides the very nature of the muitimodai transport operation as descnbed m this chapter,
the gI0ba.I sociaI risks attached to the transport of dangerous goods by d modes of
transport, as elaborated in section 2 of this chapter, re@e consistency m ail the legd
instruments govwJng that particda.activity.
1.2.

Technkai concepts of transport integration
The redy crucial elexnent of economic progress is not invention per se since so

c d e d "newtechnology" is usuaIly based on oId science, but innovation, whereby the oId

and new ideas, miited with long-temr experience, are put to work. The contama
IO

II
evolution is a good example of this process at work. Attempts to increase the efficiency
of transport resulted in technologicaI progress and change. One of the most remarkable
technological developments in the field of transport has been the introduction of tmïtization,

in particdar containerization. It is evident that the ever increasing use of containers has
faciltated and promoted the development of a '"total - transport systemIt concept.' It is to be
emphasized that mulhodal transport as a Iegal concept and container transport as a
technicd concept have, in principle, nothhg to do with each other. Multimodal transport,
however, presents the outcome of market requüernents for -O&

integration and was

brought about by the so-cded container revolution.
Both the ideas to IMitize the cargo and to move it by more than one mode of
transport f5om the shipper's door to the receiver's pIace of business are not new and
revolutionary but have been arotmd for years before they MIy came into practice. What
was new and revolutionary was the development of techniques which facilitated the

hancihg and movernent of cargo between different modes, thus making the muitimodal
transport concept work. However, oniy with the development of adequate economic,
commercial, and Iegai hhstmcture did the multimodai transportation a*

full

justifkation.

Unlike containerizationwhich is viewed largeIy in temis of revoiutionary
technoIogîcal change in cargo hâadIing, transport eqoipment, ports and temiinai EiciIities,
and means of transport, the focns of mdthnodd transport m generai ternis is the

'

YHayuth, Intennodality Concept und Practice, (Lioyd's of London Press Ltd: Londoaew
York/Hamburg Hong Kong, 1987) at 8. R De Wit, Multmrodut Pcnqporr, (Lioyd's of London Press:
LondonMew YoddHamburg/EfongKong, 1995) at 5.
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organisation of the transport mdustry and the synchronisationof the distniution system.
Mdtimodd transport is sirnply de-

as the movement of one unit of cargo h m

shipper to consignee by at least two different modes of transport under a singie conûact,
single rate and through liability. It is designeci to transport the goods in the most cost- and

tirne - effective way possible. in order to achieve the objectives of multimodality, intensive

cooperation and coordination among ~ o r t a t i o nmodes which m a t e the transport

network are essentid.
A transport network is defined by a set of links and nodes? Transport links are made
up of transport routes, such as shippïng liaes, rail iines, airways, hîghways or navigable

rivers. The nodes are intersection points of the network and comect the iinks in the spem?

The conventional h c t i o n of both links and nodes in the transport network have changed in
the mdtimodal transport concept The transportation nodes are now not perceived as a h a l
stop for a transport mode but d e r as a link m the transportation chah which must be
overcome quickly and efncient.Iy?

The revolutionary technoiogical change m trrmsportation associated with
containerizaiion and other means of transport and equipment, has provided the necessary
hfhstmcture for the various modes to d o w the basic conditions for the flow of the unit of

cargo by aU modes. The @ty

of the transport network inthe mdtimodai transport concept

is not measured by single-mode potentiaIities but rather by the degree of co~mectivity
between Iniks or the reIaîÎve contnbation of the &gie element to the total system. The

-

Hayuth, Id, at 8.
Id.
rd.
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successful movement of cargo in the totaI transport system can be achieved oniy in ternis of

the capacity of individual modes and carriers for interaction with other modes. As far as

possible, the individual modes m u t be readily avaiIabIe, reliable, fiexiLble and rapid, and any
adverse impact on safiety, the environment ,or human Me and health must be restricted to a
minimum,5
The dominance of the conventional, hgmented Le. single - mode approach in the
transport mdustry has been dispensed with by the integrated approach indicative of the total
transport concept which measures a i i system components as they contnbute to the
continuous flow of goods through the entire transport chah from ongin to destination. The
flow of cargoes fiom production site to delivery point by more than one mode of transport
involves a complex network system of Luiks varying in Iength and capacity and employing

multiple modes and participants. This demands a hi@degree of technicd standardization,

an appropriate mforrnation and communication network, as welI as logistic support.

1.2.1,

Unitization
One truck and one railway joumey at each end of the sea voyage m the case of

conventioad break-buik transport requires a piece of cargo to go through 33 "stepsw of

handIing and transportation between 1 e a . gthe seUer's Ioadmg platform and arrivùzg at its
destination. Oniy 5 of these steps are actud movements of goods: the other 28 concem the
physicd handling of the cargo! The pressure towards unitkation has corne in response to

the needs of bot6 shippers and carriers to achieve sa-

iutransport cost per unît of goods

See Cornage of Dangemus G o o h and Poflutants 6y Sea: the Safi e e c t (Enropean Padknent,
Directorate Generai forResearch, 1994) at 13UNCTAD, Ll~t&atrott of Cargo, Report 6y t h Secrettmiot (United Nations: New York, 1990) at I 1.
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through the eIimination of the manual hmdling of individual packages at each stage of
W e r , and also k u g h the increased efficiency of vehicles and facilities. The shippers

have htmduced mechanised methods of handhg their products in order to achieve
economies of scaie of distnibution. Ship operators have been attracted to unitkation as a way
of reducing rapidly rishg cargo handling costs in ports and aiso in shortenhg the tirne vent

in the ports of loading and dischargingbreak-bulk cargo.
Unitization of cargo is therefore a method of handling general cargo? The main
characteristics of general cargo are heterogeneity of nature and diversity of shape. These
have been major obstacles to the development of mechanical stowage. Mechanical stowage

has becorne possiiie by the introduction of stand;udized units of suitable sizes and weights
to permit the economicai and efficient use of mechanicd equipment. The greatest thne

-

saving advantages of the unitization of cargo is generaily achieved where a large number of

carriers participate in rndtmiodd transport operation and where the cargo is transferred at
many différent points.

AU types of unitkation are devised for the handling of a number of individuai items
a s a single unit However the objectives ofthis anaiysis are co&ed to the container system
of unitisation since it is the most widely used means of muItimodaI transportaticm.
ContaineTuation and palI&atioon

At the pomt at whÏch they became capabIe of penetratmg aII phases and means of

transport *out

mtecmedîate reloadmg and with the contents intact, containers have

evoIved h m theu initiai fünction as a means of packaging to bekg a means ofmdti-modal
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transportation. Containerization is now the cornmon denomhator of a pwing mdtimodal

transport system.

The definition of containers in the ISO Recommendation R-668 encompasses their
main features:
(A) freight container is an article of transport equipment, a) of a
permanent character and accordingly strong enough to be suitable for
repeated use; (b) speciaiiy designated to facilitate the carriage of goods by
one or more of modes of transport, without intermediate reloading; (c)
fitted with devices permitting its ready handluig, paaicuiady its transfer
nom one mode of transport to anothet; (d) so designed as to be easy to nII
and empty;
The tenu fieight container includes neither vehicIes nor conventionai
packaging.
Containers corne in several types and sizes. They cm be classified according to the*
size, the materials used in their construction and the nature of de commodity to be pIaced m

them. There are containers for reguiar cargo as weiI as for refrigerated, penshable, and
hazardous cargoes. As regards the size of containers the usud dimensions are twenty or

forty feet long with the height and width of eight feet e

d

AIthough the container is the common denommator of the mdtimodal transport
system which is a m e n t transport concept, the container itseif is not a ment invention.

Large containers of various kinds have been used as a means of packaging in idand and
overseas distribution for many years. The origin of contamers can be traced as far back as
1906 when an 18 x 8 x 8 R steel container was used in the North Atlantic trade between the
p
p
p
p
p
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-

The cargoes are cIassifiedas generai cargoes if dey are nipacked fomt Id
s See generaiiy Lorry AM Rafler- Tiie Challenge of Intermodat Contaiiter StandmdrSaî5orr, Research
Paper, Canadian Mamie Transpoaation Centre- May 1996, See ako E. Go14 Mmitime Trcnt~pon
(LexhgtouBooks, 1981)-
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United States of Amaica and ~ u r q e ?In Europe, London Midland and Scottish Railways

first introduced containers in 1926.
AIthough the potentiazities of the application of containers were recognised as long

ago as 193110,the revolutionary conceptual metamorphosis fÏom viewing them as only
bemg the boxes and means of packaging to appreciating theu capacity for a total intepted
distribution system has been h g delayed. With the improved economy of the Western
World in the 1950s and 1960s and the stkring of some deveIoping countnes, particulariy m

South East Asia, the increased volumes of cargo which began moving internationaily corne

up against the lunitations of traditional cargo-handling methods, inefficient port facilities
and an older and aghg means of transport!

' The increased volume of cargo on one side and

the physicd handling of the break - buik cargo on other side d t e d in the slow htm around

of ships, heavy congestion of ports, probIems of the synchronisation of further distni%ution
of cargo and consequently mmase of the transport costs per unit of cargo.
initiaiIy change came in the form of technologicai innovation: in cargo haudling
methods, in vehicle design, and m port € d t i e s . Wth correspondhg changes in ail
equipment and facirities used, such as specialIy equipped trucks, raiIroad cars, port
instanation and ships, the scene was set and ready for the conceptual development of the
transportation system: mtegrateddoor-to-dwr tran~~ortation!~

9

UNCTAD Report, supra, note 6, at 1 2
The use of containers is another direction niwhich wc thmL p a t e r pmgress might be made. The great
advantages ofcontainers, p
~
~iu mmimising
i
y the nsk ofdamage and M reducing the cost of handimg
are so obvions h t it is a matter of some sarprise to as h t they are not more generdy use&" UK Royal
Commission on Transport (Cmnd, 3751,1971) at 43, pmgraph- 153, quoted h m K M Johnson, TIie
Econommrcs
of Cont&mizotron (London: GMen & Unwh, 1971) a t 1 2
R De Wik ~ p mnote
. 1, at 5-10. See a b . Y. H a m mpra. note 1.
U Y ~ y u t knote
, 1,
~ at~12 -15,
'O

"
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It was cIear that in order to achieve savings in tramport costs p a unit and effective
service to shipper and consumers, contmuous flow through the entire transport chah h m
origin to destination m the most cost and time effective way is essentid. It is the two
features, n d y , suitability for standardisationand for accommodation of large *antities of
gooodds, that turneci the container from being the meam of packagkg to being the tool of the

new transport concept - mdtimodality? Due to standardised fonn, a container may be
carried by almost any mode of transport and easily transshipped between modes.

Moreover due to its size, there is the possïbility for large quantities of goods to be
hansshipped between modes.
Another way to convene cargo for multunodai movement is pdletization of
packaged goods for couvenience of m

g them into containers or as independent units.

The following definition of the pallet appears in the European Convention on Customs
Treaûnent of Pallets used in International ~ r a n s ~ o r t : ' ~
(A) device on the deck of which a quantity of goods can be assernbled to
form a unit of Ioad for the purpose of transporthg it, or of handling or
stachg it with the assistance of mechanical appliances. This device is made
up of two decks separated by bearers or of a single deck supported by f e e ~
its overall height is reduced to a minimum compatible with handling by
forklift trucks and pallet trucks.

The majority of paiIets are constructed as to ensare repeated use, but s o t d e d
disposabIe or throw away pallets are strucîured to wàhstand at least one door-to-door
journey. The shape and use of paIIets seldom varies, certainly not as much as containers
For f'ixrther teading on the concept of muitimodality se+ J.H. Mahoncy, Ihternationuï Freight
Tra~sportatiorr,(Westport, Eno Faandaion for Transportation 1989, at 103420. See aho, R De Wif
supra, note 1, at 1-17,
r*
Conventionon Ctcstoms Treatment of Puflets med M ïntenranonal Tramport, 9 December 1960- US,
DOC.EXCE1396 -E/EcEllXANS/St9,429U,N. T,S- 211'3
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with respect to the uses to which may be put.15Pallets are widely used in the rndtimodal

transport of dangerous goods for consolidation of plastic and sted drums in which
dangerous goods are packaged for transpod6
1.3.

LegaI concepts: legislative integratioa
While technicd integration of transport seams to work efficiently, the Iegai

problems brought about by contaiaerization are d l 1 far fiom b d h g acceptabIe

The law on rnuItimodal transport is characterised by vast differences between
so~utions.'~
the rules governing different ticansport modes in respect of administrative and iiability

regimes. There have been several attempts to create a rmiform iiability regime for
mdtimodaI transport which would work despite this variety of modal liability regimes.

One of them is the so-cded network system of fiability, which seeks to apply exkthg
conventions without any mod.ifÎcations.'s When the location where the darnage has
occurred could not be pinpointeci, the system is modified For cases of tdocaiised Ioss or

damage." The so-cdled d o m system operates on a separate IeveI nom unimodal

conventions. AU liability systems have been critiased, and severai attempts have been
made to either make mandatory d e s , or to create mode1 d e s which the parties to a

" CTNCTAD Repoc supra,note 6,at 12.
16

See generaily Hizzmdorrs Cmgo Bunerikt artÎcies on pdetisation ofdangrnus cargo.

of the legai problems invoLved with the dtimodal transport hns bem arpmsed by S a d
Sodan as foIIow:
law travek with the cargo and changes as différent modes and Iaws appIy to
diffezestmodes and a s ~ c t i o n achanges
i
bring mto piay treaties, comrentionsand different IawWnS,Sorkm,
ULimitedLiabïiity in MdtÏmodai Transport and the E f f ' i of DeteguI;iîion,* (1989) 13 Mat, Lav, 285, at
"The compIcdy

"m

288..
" So called a "pure network system" See genemZly E
L De W i t q r a . note I, at 138-141.
L9 Id, at 141-143,
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contract for muItunodaI carriage might incorporate Înto their contractZo The
extraordinarily Iong and difncult negotiation of the United Nations Convention on
Intemationd Mukirnoda1 Transport of ~oods;' which basicaily mates a uniform

iiability system, brought to light the dinicuities of the problem, particularly with respect
to the confikt of conventions. The United Nations Multimodal Convention is not yet in
force, and it is not anticipated

that it w i U enter into force for some considerable

time.2"The above introduction indicates that technical and commercial integration of the

transport operation embodied in the muitimodai transport has modified the traditionai
transportation scene. The new commercial and technicd practices brought about by
mdtimodal transport have dennitely composed a new and different structure in which the
definition of goods and the roie of a carrier and a shipper have assumed hovative and
more complex fonns. Shippers and carriers have not ody had to adjust to deaiing with

the transport unit rather than with individual goods, but dso to look at the transport
operation in a more inclusive rnanner. International multimodai transport operators have
to integrate the services provided by unimodal transport cornparties operathg in mirent
countries into efncient transport IogÏstic and Iegal chahs. To achieve this the transport
operaton have to offer muitimodaI contracts in their own name and to assume
responsibiIity dong the entire transport chah. MuitimodaI transport takes advantage of
the developments in container based traaspoa Iogistics to offer better and more cost-

- - -.- - - -

.

" See UNCX'ADACC Ruies for M d t i m o ~T'on Documents, ICC Pubiication No. 481; Sec a h t
1975 [CCL/k@om Rulesfora Combined TrrmsportDocument,
"UNCXAD Doc. TDMT/CONFf6(1980),rcproduced in (L980 ) 15 B TL. at 8; Cbrispeels, 'The United
Nations Convention on Iiitematiod MuItimodaI Transport of Goods: A Background Note" (1980) 15
E-TL, at 87; Nasseri, K, "The Muitimodal Convention" (1988)19JMLC at 23 1.
22
See g e n d y Mankabady The Muitimodai Transport of Goods Conventionr A CbaUengt to Unitnoda[
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effective senrices for shippers. Moreover, mdtimodal tramport offers a responsible
relationship between the supplier of senrices and the shipper requiring the service.

The mdtimodai transport operatot is not a simple intermediary or a shipper's
agent which organises the transport operation without accepting responsibility for the
goods; it is an entity responsible to the shipper for the goods under its custody, fkom
ongin to destination. It is dso responsible to the sub-contracted unimodal carriers that the
goods are accurately descnied in the muItimoda1 transport document, and are fit for
carnage? In such a coherent rnultimodal transport approach, consistent information on

the part of aiI concerned is a key element for the efficient performance of the muitimodal

system as a whole. This study argues that the international legal environment in which
the activity of multimodal transport of dangerous goods operates is not appropriate to
stimdate the coherent responsibility of al1 participants involved.

1.4.

Transport of dangerous goods
This section introduces the nsks associated with transporthg dangerous goods

and the effort of the intemationa1 commtmity to deke them and to develop strategies to
reduce or eIiminate them.

The devefopment of more cornplex chemicai products,

foUowed by increased expotme*multiple hazards, and scientinc uncertainties, has given
rise to a change of methods for denning the risk and assessing its elements,

The fact that the chemical industry and reIated transportation

services benefit

mdMduals and society at Iarge has never been challenged. Disastrous consequences of

Transport Conventions"(1983) 32LCLQ. at 121,
Se+ gmreraIEy CMCTAD, Mulrànodal Tmnsyort a d Tradmg Opportumfes, U N Doc.
UNCTAD/SDD/MT/S ( A p d 5,1994) at 3,
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the transport accidents uivolving dangerous goods have made it clear, however, that the

activity has to be subjected to h g e n t regulations if the nsk is to be prevented.
Accidents may take a heavy tolI on people's
harm the environment."

Me, h b , property, and c m irreparably

The groups at risk are identical to groups which benefit from

the transport activity: shippers who can lose their cargo without compensation and can be

Iiable for other Iosses and damages; carriers who can have their vehicle and other
shippers' goods damaged and m e r be exposed to third party liability; the crew whose
lives and health can be dkectiy exposed to different risks; govemments who often incur
clean-up costs and restoration of environment; a variety of individual victims who might
Iose their Lives, suffer personai injury, be resettled, lose their hcome, etc; fishermen who

can lose income; the toun*stUidustry which might Iose customers; and the general public
that might well be deprived of the use of pollution-fiee public goods such as beaches and
parks. Yet, the legitimacy to the activity of the carriage of dangerous goods is not at

stake, since it is considered to be essentiai for He. Rather than prohibitkg the activity
which is beneficid to the society and its members, the activity is permitted under
stringent conditions established by detded regdations provided it pays its way. The
regdations deveIoped to reduce the safety and environmentd hazards, and to protect
private inter est^^ a11 attempt to evahate and dehe the elements and classes of risks that
they seek to prevent or to protect nom.

This section expIains the natine of risks associated with the transport of dangernus
goods m general, and mdtimodd transport in particuIar. It also addresses the issue of the

"For accÏdents mvoIving packaged diangemus goods see AppidDr 2

different definitions of dangerous goods and different methods of the evaluation of nsks
associated with them and the impact of such differences on the legd instnunents and their
concepts. The diversity of definitions of the same subject category, Le., dangerous goods,
developed for different pmposes, reveais for this study a critically relevant fact: the

existing legd regime, evolved with the aim of globaily combating risks associated with

the transport of dangerous goods, is in reality an inconsistent and fragmented set of
instruments for dealing with the problem. The inconsistency and the limitations of
different pieces of legislation in denning the rkks is primafacie evidence of the fact that
different social and technical standards are not coordinated towards common ends, but
continue to promote their narrowly and separateIy defined purposes.

1Al. Specifc risks related to the multimodai transport of dangerous goods
The world chernicd industry has experienced phenomend growth during the past
four decades. Since the end of WorId War II the nurnber of chernicals produced has

muitipiied twenty five t h e s ?

Almost 11 million naturally occinring or man-made

chemicals have been identined?About 100,000 chemicds are currently produced on a
commercial bais with 1, 500 chemicals, however, accounting for 95 per cent of world
chemicai production. Approximately 1, 000 new chemical substances enter the markets
every year? World-wide d e s reached $ 1,206 bülion in 1991, with petrochemicals

having the Iargest &are of about 40 per cent In the same year the chernical mdustry
25

ALEce, "Risk Management in chenid
Safety: Some G e n d Observations ReIatmg to the State of
the Art" (1986) S t TheSkience of the Tord Enviromnent at 6.
R Lonngrexr. Ii-ernattonaf Approaches to Chmicak Contruk A Hu7oricaI OvmerYfew
(StocLholmr
Nationai Chexnicd Inspectorate, 1992).
'7 United Nations, Review of Se&
Cltlstm, Fikst PihaFe: Toxic Qienicuk and H e u r Wartes,UN
Doc- EiCN.1716 (1994).
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accounted for 7 per cent of global O P , and 9 per cent of international trade .The main

geographical markets and production bases are Western Europe, the United States, and

lapan, which together account for 90 per cent of world sales and output.28 The transport
of chemicais and other hazardous goods is therefore an essentid activity upon which

many sectors of the chemicai industry depend. The trends over the years in the transport
of dangerous goods and materiais go hand in hand with such economic developrnents:
dangerous goods ûansportation is, and wiH be guided by the growth in international

chernicd trade. Today more than 50 per cent of ail goods c e e d worldwide are
contidered as dangerous.
Transportation of chemicais in packaged f o m supersedes buk

due to

changed logistic patterns, which in order to provide safe3* and efficient" movement of
cargo, favour container transpod2 The transport of dangerous goods in conventional,
container, ro-ro, and Simrlar ships has ùicreased tremendously in the Iast decades. It is
assumed that about 100 nii21ion tons of dangernus goods are çhipped in contaS,erized f o m
shce more and more shippers realue that the additiond protection of the cargo provided by

United Nations, fndupny md Dewlopnent, Global Repon 1993/94. U . N. PublNo. E93. Ii.IE.4. (1994)
See P. BockhoIts and 1. Heidebri.uk, e&, Chemcuf Spifi and Emetgency Mimagement at S'a
(BostonfLondon: KiuwerAcademic PubIishers, 1988).
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The mternationai commrmr*tyhas recognized that containersprovide an ideai haven for the movement of
dangerous goods in packaged forni, E, GOIL Hondbook om M i e Po&lutioa (ArevÏdaI, Norwey:
Assurance ForenÎngea Card, 1985) at 50.
" The progressive use ofcontainers is due to a numbnofnasoiw, but most important is the shippers' and
carrÎers' need to mtegrate door-to-door services throttgh a dtimodai transport operatio11 They provide
redactions of himdIing costs, safety and reLlabilitytySee suprat section 1.2.
a RMeIiîa, UIM050/UN/ECEguidehes on packagihg of cargoes, mcIuding dangerous goods m packed
fonn nito Cargo T q o a Unit appiicabIe to transport operations by alI sufiace and water modes of
tnuispoh. Proceedw of the 13& ~ntmatruna1
Symposium on the Tr~llspor~
of Dangerour Goods &ySea
md ini'mrd Wmerways(Seonl:19%) at 171,
29
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the container presents a considerable safety and economic a d ~ a n t a ~ eFor
? ~economic and
safety reasons the unitization of grnerd cargo in contamers has become an accepted practice
on aII major trade routes between industnalized nations. Ship-tumaround times have been
cut in haifand cargo damages reduced?
Despite a great convenience provided by the container transport of dangerous
goods, it is evident h m reported incidents that there are many specinc nsks attached to
the movement of packaged chemicds multirnodally. The danger that some chemicds

carried exclusively in packaged form pose to the environment and human heaith is not
proportionai to the magnitude of spill but rather to their inherent hazardous
charactenstics. Some explosives dso carried exc1usiveLy in packaged form are able to
produce explosions "en mass" with catasimphic consequences." The andysis of facts of
reported incidents involving hazardous substances in packaged form indicates some
points that make their ûansportation more complex and different h m bulk transport of
such goods. Packages containing hazardous substances may be lost at sea through
adverse weather, coIlision grounding or accidents on board, or jettisonhg in emergency
situations to secure the safety of the ship and crew. Packages accidentally recovered by
fisheiman and other seafarers or washed ashore cm, particdarly if leaking, pose a ri& to

human health and the environment? Furthemore, the search, recovery of chernicals and

ofSIrfpphg Economics and Logistic: Bremen, 1989 293, at 296.
rd
" DBedeman, "Dead m Water: IntemationalLaw, Diplomacy, and Compensation for Chernid Po11ution
at Se%* (1986) 26 YTrgrrgrnta
J o d of rntentationa~lawat 496, See a h , Appendac 2.
MO,Search md Recmery of Pachged Goou5 Lost m Sea (IMO.JIondon,I99I).

the cleaning up is cumbersome, difncuit, tirne consuming and expensive."
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In order for

cargo to be moved mukimodauy it has to be packaged in bags, boxes, steel and plastic
drums, cyhders, giass and plastic bottles, plastic and can gallons, stackable containers, and
the like, and unitized in a single shipment in a pallet or stowed in a container or truck M e r

and transported by diff-t

transport modes? This means that a single shipment of

dangerous goods moves in different combiuatÏons of modes and through different
corntries. This dso means that the same single shipment is being managed by many
actors which participate in the preparation of the goods for shiprnent, carriage, handling,

and delivery.

Unlike other cargoes moved multirnodd~y,the objective to be achieved in moving
the singIe mit of dangerous cargo is not ody to efficientIy move Eom one link to

another, but to efficiently negotiate links and nodes avoiding risks attached to the
movement of dangerous cargo. In order to achieve this task, it is of paramount
importance that ai1 participants in the transport ch*

Le., shippers, raiI, road, sea

carriers, are aware of the nature of the cargo they deal with. WhiIe the transfer h m one to

the next mode is carried out without handIing the cargo itself, but just by moving the
container, the cargo packed inside the container has to withstand the conditions of ail modes

* Thne foiiowing extravagantcostiy saivage operations can be mentioued:
1984: Recovery ofchforide gas containers offï j - d e e n ;
1984: Recovexy ofhexaflocnide fbrn Mont touhe, off theBeIgium Coast;
1985: Recovery ofanti-knockdopes, offMogadishu, h mAnàdne:
1986: Sdvage of t h Coaster Olaf with a cargo of fiy-ash containmg substantial qpantities of heavy
metais, off Den Helder;
1987: Sdvage ofthe Coson,offCape Finnistere;
1992: Recovery ofcontainerscontainhg arsenic trioxïde and m a g n e phosphide h m Smtu Cima t
38
IL,AIexander, "Packingr A Key to S&e Transport", semimir papa pubfished in Tiie Cizmage of
Dmgeruus Goods in Contoriters 6y Sea (sponsored by Forth Ports PLC and Centre for Maritime Stuclies-

Problems fiequently occin, since ody the shippdg knows exactly what has been
packed and the subsequent c e e r s have no means of lmowledge or contml over the paclcing
of the container. Whatever cargo is stuffed into containers is hidden h m visual inspection
by the cargo handling personnel and otha Links in the multimodal movement have to rely

on the responsible behavior of the shipper and on its documentation.
Furthemore, fïagmented international and national regdations often resuit m
limited knowledge ofthe various conditions that may occu.dong the entire transport ch&.
There is no other explmation for the feSuIts of container checks made durhg road and rai1

transport showhg that, on arrivai in port, the cargo inside a container had aiready shifted,
been crushed or upset or damaged in some other way?O The accident on a later leg of

transport, e.g., at sea, may well be a consequence of the inappropriate stowage or transport
conditions of the previous phase of transport. Therefore, the shippers, the packers. sea -rail-

road-air carriers, producers, and the providefi of the means of transport and packaging, the
vehiclers crew, public authorities and a g e e s uivoIved with the transport of dangerous

goods, shouid ail be informed of the exact hazard that a particular cargo present and of the
d e s which are to be appried to prevent the parharhCUIar
hazard. In particda the mternationd

mdtimodaf operator who arranges for the transport via a complex network of different

(Nautid Mme, Forth Branch, 1993).
The shipper in mis context means or hcludes the consîgnor, exporter, container packer, or any other
person of sImitar ïnvoIvement, In principle? its meanhg most cIosely resembies that of "consignof' as
defnied m the United Nations Conventions on Intemationai Muitimodd Transport, Tt shodd be noted also
that d t Ï m o d a I transport operator is aIso in a position of a shippertowards its mb-contractors~
K NeImizow, "TEE RisL of Dangerous Goods Container Transportation and Possibiüti-es of RiPL
Redriaion" in The hceedings of the iI* ïmenrotinal Symposiim on the ieoltsport of Dangerous GoodP
6y Sea and I n h d Watmrzys (Nippon Ka@ Kentei K y o E TokÎo, Japan, 1992) at 5139

"
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modes should be f d a r with the different modes and the countries' of transit and

destination requiremaits as to classification, packing, marking, labelling, and
documenting of the shipment.
It would be logical to assume here that, in order to maxunize multimodd
efficiency and to eliminate or reduce r i s k an integrated and harmonized identification

and management of dangerous goods shouid be provided dong the entire transport chain,

Le., a uniforni set of rules that would be applicabIe to one single unit of dangerous
shipment.
Recapping the physicaI movement of dangerous goods Eom a regulatory
perspective, it is obvious that despite the tremendous dnve for internationd and
intermodal regulatory harmonization and coordination, the regime remains piecerneal,

singie-mode oriente& and created by a vast and growing bureaucracy whose acîivities
overlap, contradict and make reguIations user-non-fiiendly. In such a situation, it is not
surprishg that su-rveys indicate that mtemationai reguiations on the transportation of

dangerous goods are not observed, to a large extent. Over haIf the nurnber of unîts

inspected were found to be deficient h some way. The majority of these deficiencies

concem the identification of containers, documentation, packaging and IabelIing, and bed
stowage of cargo uiside containers?

AU deficiencies, dthough might not present a

violation of ail mode-spe&c regdations, present the danger for alI in the transport chai..

This is because, the multimodd transport of dangerpus goods introduces intrinsic and

'' Set DiÏecîoraat Generaai voor het Venroer, Lntematr'onaf Inrpectirion Program on the Transport of
Packaged Dangerous Goods in Containers, FhuL R e p o r ~1992, See aiso Reporîr on Incidmts frnolving
Dangerotts GoodF or M d e Pollutants in Pachged f o m Chboard SiripF or in Port Areas, subinission by
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potentid danger by virtue of invoIvement of the "links'' of the transport c h a h Each
member of this c h a h has the responsibility for the safe movement of the same single unit
of transport.

Although the intemational community under the Leadership of the United Nations
and its agencies has made a sturdy move towards setting up uniforni standards designed
to govern ail modes of transport of dangerous goods worldwide, the numerous nationai

and intemationai regulations are still confushg shippers and came=."

Work on the

harmonization of Iaws of the transport of dangerous goods, is being hampered by its vast
scope and by different national interests and needs.
1.4.2

DiOlerent definitions of dangerous goods

The safe and sound movement of dangerous goods nom the origin to destination,
can only be ensured if every mernber in the transportation chah knows their exact nature
and handles them in confonnity with d e s deveIoped for the safety purpose. For these

reasons aiI regdations concerned with the transport of dangerous goods consider the
determination of the nature of goods and infortuhg other participants in the
transportation chain as a prerequisite for their safe handling. The question is how the
person r e s p o n ~ ~ Itoe pass information about the dangerous nature of goods defines

them? The problem is two -fold. Fust there is no generic dennition of dangerous goods
to serve as a common gmlmd for building a d o m safety, environmenta1 protection,

Canada, DSC 3liiW-7, I I Deceniber 1997,
42
A FCL h m Austria via Bremen to Japan may reqtrire the observance ofnfteen naticmairegdations, see
Brllnmgq supra note 33, at 297-
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and Liability ~trategg!~ Second, there is no singie Est of specific dangerous goods
applicable to aU modes of transport, and employable by aiI legal sectors concerned with
the transport of dangerous goods. WhiIst the Iack of one common generic dennition

discloses fÏagmentation of concepts dealing with transportation of dangerous goods,

namely safety, environmental protection, and liability, the Iack of a single List of specinc
dangerous goods indicates both hpentation of concepts, and hgmented application of
the safety standards in practice-*

There exist a number of scientific and Iegd dennitions and interpretations of the
term "dangerous goods", al1 of them used in specific contexts, or for the purposes of
particular technicd or Legai instniments. None of them is ail-encornpassing. The resulting

numerous definitions and iists of dangerous materids have Ied to confusion and
problems, particuiarly in terms of the distniution of responsibilities.

Aaempts to define or to categorize such materiah and to agree on a comprehensive
international classification scheme or standard nomendahne has proven difficult. Typical
hazardous substances defined

sennr accordnig to

their physical properties are toxic,

corrosive, ignitable, explosive, chemicaiIy reactive. The generic t e m b % d o u scargo,"
"hazardous substances," "dangerous goods," 'hoxious and toxic substances" have ail
attempted b capture th&
-

" It Ems h

properties and the risks that such properties catryJS The term

--

d y bem establisbed that the &lis that dangerous goods poserb e e a w of their rmilfïplicity and
conjimction of nsks, mnst be Iooked upon not only m mdividuai but &O in s o d temis.
44
Shippers, -ers,
packers, terrnio;il workers, stevedores, consolidators and other participants are not
concerned wit6 grnetic defEtitl-onofdangerous goods but with very specific descriptions of their properties
and rnethods for their safe IiandIÏngIt submÏtted that "dangerous goods" shoald mdude h d o u s , noxiotts, and 6ambol substances. A.EChn.cop, "The Marine Transportaiion of H a d u s and Dangerous Goods m the Law of the Sa-An
EmergaigRegime* (2988), 11Daliiousz'e L-Jc, at 612-6 13.

"
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large number of substances and artides according to the nature of their risk.

The particulady signincmt attempts to extract elements of "dangerousness" and,
consequently, abstract them into a gened defhition, have been made withm the field of
environmental protection. For exampk, MARPOL rnakes a signincant effort to define the

deleterious properties of dangerous goods m tenns of poUution, using an amended forni of
GESAMP'S'*

limited d e u t i o n of poliution:

Pollution means the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substances
or energy oit0 the marine enWonment (including estuaies) resulting m such
deleterious effects as harm to Iiving resources, hazrird to hrmian health,
hindrance to marine activities hcluding fishing, impairment of quaiity for
use of seawater and reduction of amenities?

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea UNL LOS),^ and the
International Convention for the Prevention of PoIIution by Ships (MARPOL 1973/78), 53
'Och

identify substances as harmful to the marine enWonment if they, when introduced to

inro the sea, are üable to cause poilution in t e m ofGESAMPtsdefiniti~n?~
Article 2(2) of

MARPOL I973/78

also empIoys poiluthg characteristics OF substances c k e d m ships

when generaiIy definhg their hazardous chamter:
Hannflll subst;mces means any substances which, if htroduced into the sea,
50

GESAMP is an advisory body coosistnig of speciaiized experts nominated by the sponsoring agencies
(Mû,FAO, UNESCO,WHO, iAEA, UN, UNEP) with the principal ta& of providing scîentrfTc advice on
marine poiiution prabIems to the spomornig againcs and ta the Intergovenmientd Oceanognphic
Commission (IOC).
St
GESAMP. Repom mdstudies No. 35 - Die EvaIuatiort of the HmMd of Hanrrfiil Str6stmces Cmried by
Slies: RevrSl'onof GESAMPlsReports mdSiudies iVo.17, (MO, 1989).
United Natiions Cornenifon on the Luw of the Sea ((Montego Bay 1982) enterrd Hito force 17 Novexnber
1994), reprnited (1982) 21 KM 1261.
IntmatronaI Comentiotffor the Prevention of Poil..On by Sh@s with itl~exesand protocols (I-L L), 2
N o v d e r 1973,1340 US-T.S. f 84; (1973) 12 ILM 1319,arnended by the PmtocoI of November 1978,
f 341 UN.T.S, 3,4(F); (1978) 17 LM 546,
Y Article I
(4)UNCLOS foiiows GESAMPrsde6dÏon mcIuding"hamito mafitlelinn

"
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are liable to mate hazard to heaith, to h m Living resources and marine me,
to damage amenities or to i n t e r f i with other legitimate uses of the sea, and
includes any substancesubject to controI by the present convention.
MARPOL 1973/78, goes finther to specify vessel-carrÏed polluting substances as
fouows: 1) oiI; 2)noxious liquid substances carried in bulk; 3) harmful substances carried
in packages, portable tanks, freight containers, or road or rail tank wagons, etc.; 4)

sewage 60m ships; and 5) garbage fiom ships referring to the Est of hazardous
substances developed by the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG).

The 1973 Protocol Relatbg to the intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Marine
Pollution by Substances other than Oil, uses a combined method to d e h e hamifui
substances (other than oil): it refers to the specific list and detmes them in tems of their
liability to m a t e environmentai pohtion. In AmcIe I(2) it defines substances Other than oil

as:
(a) those substances aiumerated in a list which SMbe established by an
appropriate body designated by the Organkation and which shaii be annexed
to the present Protocol.
(b) those other substanceswhich are fiable to mate hazards to human health,
to harm h g resources and marine He, to damage amenities or to interfère
with other Iegitimate uses of the sea

So-calIed public or achninistrative conventions, amied to impose safety standards

under which dangrnus goods may be transporte& such as the Convention for the Safety of

Life at Sea (SOLAS)? Regdation Concerning the Caniage of Dangerous Goods by Rail

"

Le

International Cirstiurt /or the S i @ of
at Ses* 1974, wiîh annexes, concIuded at London
November 29,1969,973 UN-TS. 3 4 (E),12 (F); 9 ILM 45,and Protocoi with amex and ilppendix, done
at London Febniary f?,i978,1226 U.N.T.S. 237 (E),2 5 5 0 ; 17 iLM 579,
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the Eurupean Agreement ConcenUng the International Transport of Dangerous
Goods (ADR)

do not provide the definition of dangrnus goods, but desmie and classiS.

them accordùlg to the ri& that they pose Ui the course of tran~poh~~
The defkition of
dangerous goods is based on evidence of their hazardous character measured in the light of
the rkk they pose to human life and heaith, pubüc weIfare, fama, flora, and the general

environment, the only reliable criteria for their definition. However, it is to be noted, that an
understanding of the effects of chemicai spills, aithough increased dramaticdy over the last

decade, rem&

M t e d by uncertainties.

The inability of science h the field of chernical research to catch up with
technologkd development and to identify the properties and the nature of the hazards of d
chernicals which appear on the market, has determineci the method of definhg them for the

p q o s e of transportation. The definition of hazardous substances for the purpose of their
transport is therefore con6ned to the evaiuation of the nsk they present m general, and when

transported, in particuiar. The nsk assessment of chernicals is detamined with regard to

their physicd characteristics Le., expiosivity, reactivity and fiamrnability, their toxicological
and environmentai hazard, and with regard to the means of packaging and transport- On the

basis of these hdamentai criteria, dangaous goods are dexnied, classineci and d e h e d
accordingly.The goods whose propaties are not identifid or which are too dangrnus to be
-

Done at Bem, lanuary 1959.329 UX.T.S. 3.
Eumpetzn Agreement Concerning the Intmran'ontzl C-ùge
of Dangeroru Goodr by R d 30
September 1957, UN-Doc, ECE/TRANS/6O and Add.1, Corn-1, 619 UNCTTS+
7'7, Vol- 641; VoI. 774
368; Vol- 828 518; VOL 583. In 1998 Contrachg P&es to de Agreement were Austria, Belanis*
B d m Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bdgaria, Cm& Czech Repttbiic, D e n d Estonia,Fidanci, France,
Gennany, Greece, Htmgary, M y , Latvla, Liechtenstein, L i u Luxembourg, NetEtetIaods, Norway,
PoIand, Portugal, Romania, Republic ofMoldovii, Russian Federation, Slovakia, SIovenia, Spain,Sweden,
Switzerlanci,the YugosIav Repnblic ofMacedonia, Umted Kmgdom, and Yugodavia
56
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canied - due to their dangerous properties or to their reactivity to transport conditions- are

not listed in the regulations, and therefore are not dowed to be camed Substances are

classined on the bais of criteria and tests adopted within international instruments regdations governing the modal transport of dangerous goods. There have been signiscant
ciifferences in test criteria, and therefore, in the outcomes between modal regdations As a

remit, there is inconsistency in their allocation to the appropriate class, and therefore, in

theü definition.

Civil conventions which deal with the contractual and extra-contractual IiabiIities of
O United
the contractuai parties, such as the Hague-Visby Rules, 59 the Hamburg ~ u . I e s ~the

Nations Convention on the uitematiooal Mukirnodal Transport conventioQ1 Convention
on the Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)> Convention
Coacemhg Intemationai Carriage by Rail COT TIF),^^ the International Convention on

Liability and Compensation for Damage in Comection with the Caniage of Hazardous and
Noxious Substances by Sea ( H N S ) , ~and the Convention on Civil Liability for Damage
caused Diiring Carriage of Dangerous Coods by Road,

58

Rail, and uiland Navigation Vessels

For a more detalIed discussion of SOLAS see, i@a. chapter 3, section 323.L.

" Internatronal Conventionfithe Unifcarion of Certain Ruies Refating to Bi&

of Lading, signed at
Brussels August 1924, (1931)120 LN.T.S. 155; B.T.S. t 7 Cm3806, entered mto force Imie 2, f 93 t, as
mended by Protocol of Febnrary 23,1968,1412 UN.T.S, 121.
60
United Nations Convention on the Cmage of Goodr by Sea, 1978, doue at Harnbarg, March 3 t,L978,
UN-Doc, A/CONF.89/13; (1978)17 ILM 608.
ZMCïAD Doc. TD/MTlCONFf 6 (1980), repmduced m (1980) 15 E.TL. at 8.
Cowention OR the Contractfir the Inrenatr'ond Carn'age of G d by Road, 19 May 1956, 399
UN-T-S, 189,
Conchded at Ban May 9, 1980, entered mto force May 1985, (1978) B.T.S. 1 (Cm. 41) (F,E)(1993)
BTS 52(Cm23 12) (consolidatedtext)64
itftentotronaC Convention on Lra6ilr.y and Compensaiionfor Damage h Connection: with Cmage of
Hazmdors and N O ~ O ~Substances
LS
by Sea, 2 May 1996, IMO Doc, LEG/CONF/IOI8B, reprÏnted m
(1996) 35 ILM 1506-L436.

"
"
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(CTRD)~'are even Iess specific. They do not define the ternis "goods of dangerous natureIr
or "dangerous goods." With the exception of Cornythey provide the reference by which

the dangerous goods cm be defined for the purpose of alIocation of Iiabilities to private

interests. This way they permit the common Iaw to establish a flexible test for the
identitication of such goodsP6 and to assimilate the category of reguiated dangerous goods

into a pnvate law generic definition of dangerous goods.
Private law instrumentsy with the exception of COTIF/CIM, do not coafine the
definition of dangerous goods but extend it to any cargo which can endanger interests of the
contractual parties for reasons which are unreIated to their physical properties. It has been

settied law at least since Chandris v. Isbrmahen Muller Co. ~nc? that the word

"dangernus" m the expression "goods of

... (a) dangerous nanire'must

sensu interpretatioa, meaning that dangerous goods

be given a lato

are not confmed to goods of

idammable or explosive nature or th& likeP8 but should be given broad meaning. When a
contract of caniage or a charterparty employs words ''injuijlrrious, inflammable, or dangerous

goods" the words are used by way of exempüncaîîon and not by way of restriction, As wiIi
65

Convention on Civii Liabiiity for Damage C w e d During Carnage of Dangerous Gooh by Road, Rail
and inimd Navigun'orr VèsseIS, 10 October 1989, UN. Doc. ECEfITMNS/79,1989, not yet m force.
60 The Briîish Mercitant Shippriig Act, 1894 (UK)
57 & 58 Vic. c. 60, made an attempt to provide a üst of
soch goods, referring to baquafortis,varior, mphtha, benzene, gunpowder, lucifer-matches, nitrogiycerin,
petrolettm, any explosive witErM the meanhg of the Explosive Act 1875, and any other goods of a
dangrnus naturen "Dangrnus goods" as referred to mdeiA
tr
4(6) of the HagaeNÏsby Rdes use the
expression "Goods of ;m inflammabIe9explosive or ciangemus ~lilture,"which seems namiwer than the
common faw definition, which nidudes not ody physicdy dimgmas cargo, but &O cargo which is, for
example, susceptiiie ofcansing legd detenionof the vessei.
6* [195I] 1 KB. 240, at 224-226.
In ChmdrrS v. Is6rmdsten -Molk Cu. Inc. the qaestion was whether turpentme was a ciangemus cargo,
wEien the charter party prohiiitedthe shÏpment of "acids, expbsives, anns, am.-on
or other ciangerots
cargo." Mr,Jnstice D e v h applied ~EIC ejmdemg e n h ruIe to such a ciause and formd that nrrpentme was a
dangerous cargo. See aIso Efort Shipprirg v- Lritden Management SA (Gicamijr N a II9941 2 Woydk Rep-

.
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be seen later in thÏs study the fdure of pnvate Iaw instruments to make the distinction
between 'kgdateci" and other ciangemus goods and to develop an effective concept of the
docation of liability for such goods, has led to an undifferentiated application of a generd
private law regime on "public dangerous goods." While the private law regirne did
recognke the category of dangrnus goods, it did not specScaiLy recognize the "abcategory" of "regulated dangerous goods" As a result the private iaw regime does not
introduce some more specinc regime for the regulated dangernus goods preferred on the

ground that for these goods a "public law h e w o r k " exists to protect not only goods and

life but also the generai environment This situation, according to the arguments of this
study, reduces the desired capability of different d e s to achieve cornmon ends, nameiy, the
safety of people, property?and the general environment.

The third party Liability conventions, such us HNS and CRTD,were developed to
protect the general public's interests. Their refereuce to the public Iaw Iist of dangaous
goods clearly mdicates that they employ a sbicto semu d e e t i o n of dangerous goods. The

HNS and CRTD conventions do not attempt to provide aü capturing legai definitions of
dangernus goods. However, the declared purpose of these conventions and th& expiicit
reference to dangerous goods described and listeci in other Iegd instruments concerned with
public safety and environmental protectiod9 do not aUow for extensive mterpretations of
what is meant by "dangerous goods" in the context ofthese conventions.

What is obvious fbm the above analysis of diffmt dennitions of dangerous goods
171; [I99q 1 LIoyd's Rep, 577. CA; [tg981 A.C.605.; CI9981 L Lioyd's Rep337. HL@); Mitchen. Cons
v. Steel, [L9tq 2 KB- 610-

"S n

1(9) of CRTD and ArticIe (1) (5) (iv) of EINS which refa to ADR and IMDG Code
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is that there is no common genaic d e e t i o n of dangerous goods. Nor does there exist a
single List of dangrnus goods. It is, therefore, clear that the basic unifying element, nameIy

a common dennition of dangerous goods, needs to be developed, in order to unify the

ûagmented legai system. Such definition is possible to develop within the world convention

which this shidy proposes. The definition contained in this convention might be a
combination of two composite elements. Fiisf a g e n d dennition wouid be accepted in the
normative part of the convention, providing For a genenc definition, and capturing aU
individuai and social risks attached to the transport of dangerous goods."

The second

element of the definition would fonn part of regdations of specinc substances. It wodd
constitute the Iist of dangerous goods descnbed m terms of specific hazards, and classified
accordingiy. Such a defition, besides helping to ~ o r m I define
y
the classes of interests
that the convention wouId seek to protect, wouid help participants in the transport operation
to rely on a harmonized and user-fiendy set of regdations when determinmg the actuai

hazards of the substances bemg carried Furthemore, such a definition would inform other
pieces of Iaw, such as private Iaw, of the due care standards to be applied in the iiability
docation context.

Presently, harmonization of the criteria for classification, l a b e h g and, hence,
definhg o f dangerous gwds for transport is the ongoing task of the experts of internationai
o r g ~ t i o m ~However,
'
without a minimum consensus on pkciples betwem the
concemed parties, namely, governments, mdustnes and science, it is hard to direct the work
cespectiveiy,
70

As MARPOL 73/78, SOLAS, UNCLOS and

underîabgs do,

0th-

envnOmnentai Iaw conventions and suentinc
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of hamonkation towards development of the convention. Their shared concern is voiced
through diplornatic conferences, international and national organizations, non-govemmental

organizations, and Uidustry associations. A consensus of all parties concemed with the
problem is therefore imperative ifhtemationdy harmonized instruments are to be adopte&

The foLlowhg chapter of this survey will further explore and evduate the policy
framework within which the harmonization of niles and the coordination, participation,
and cooperation of di actors concemed with the transport of dangerous goods are
identified

as

the

international

-

71

commimity's

primary

policy

objectives..

--

For a more detaiied discrtssion of the Iiarmonizationwork see Ï@ap &pter 3, section 32-41,

TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS: POLICY AJ3D INSTITUTIONAL
BACKGROUND
2.1.

introduction

This chapter identifies premises h m which the international commuaity pmceeds
in goveming the hanspoa of dangernus goods. Those premises are the principles, objectives,

and relationships that have been applied through numerous international governmentai and
non-governmentai organizations and mdustry associations. and that have found expression

in numerous international provisions on the transport of dangerous goods.
The identification of the principles, sûategies and forums that the international
community has established to combat the risks attached to the transport of ciangemus goods
saves a double purpose. The nrst purpose of the policy background analysis is to provide

elanents for comparative evduation of existing Iaws on the transport of dangrnus goods

against the mtemationd community's pruiciples and sîrategies.

This analysis will help to demonstrate the generd controveny associated with the
Iaw on the transport of dangerous goods, Le., inconsistency between the mtemationd
community's proc1aÏmed objectives, and the Iaw on the subject matter. WhiIe the majonty
of nations of the world have unequivocaIIy spelled out the necessity for comprehensive and

holistic way of Iaw-making, mterprptationand apprication, incIudmg a coordinated appmach
among a i l relevant actors and interests, the Iaws on the subject matter remah fkagmented
and piecemeaI. The analysis aIso mtmduces the underIying policy theme that, the more
homogeneous the regimes on the transport of ciangemus goods and the Iess dnrergent t6en
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interpretation, the greater their effdveness with respect to safety, environmentai protection

and the economies of the transport and chemical industries. This theme supports the
pmtcipaI argument of the thesis that Iaws goveming the transport of dangerous goods need
to be unifÏed

in orda for them to achieve common ends: safety of people, property and the

environment, the just and prompt compensation of victims, and the faatation of the
activities of the transport and chernical industries.
An historicd review of the intemationd community's activities related to the

topic of the transport of dangerous goods clearly identifies the three phases of their
development. The fint phase is related to maritime transport where the "protection

reflex," prompted by the 'post-catastrophic" syndrome,

emerged. This "safety

reflex" urged the international commrmity to coIlectively review the topic of navigational

safev and develop nurnerous international instnunents dealing With it. However, the
international regdations for safety at sea in this f h t phase which took place fkom 1914,

when the f%t SOLAS was negotiated, to the late 1960s, seems not to be a result of the
global strategic initiative to protect giobd and universal values. The topic of

safes, in

this nrst phase, was viewed m relation to the packaging and I a b e h g requirements of the

cargo, and the vessel's equipment and operation, without any consideration for the
protection of the marine environment

The Torrey Canyon disaster m March 1967 bmught about a change m attitudes

and the introduction of new concepts in mternationd Iaw deahg with the transport of
dangeroirs goods. Mer this disaster, the mtemationd community came to realize h
t there

was a hdarnenitallega1 vacuum, and th& there were no proper mtemational d e s to deai
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with the poliution problem. Furthemore, the rapid increase in the international
hansportation of chernicals by ail modes of transport brought about the need for the
development of new criteria for the evduation of the problems of transporthg dangerous
goods. The recognition of the vital and globd importance of the marine environment made
the safety of global transport of dangerous goods a highly relevant topic for marine
pollution prevention. As an outcome of magnified environmental concems, the complex
and comprehensive policy, Iegd, and scientific system related to the topics of safeîy and

marine pollution prevention were developed. The 1972 Stockholm Declaration of
Principles on the Human ~nvironment,'the United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea (UNLOS):

and

numerous International Maritime Organization's safety and

environmental standards were developed in this second phase to ensure a consistent
foIlow-up of the international c o m m d t y objectives in the field of marine environmental
protection. In particdar, the Stockholm Conference adopted a Dechration enunciating a set

of twenty six principles and an Action plan3 containhg IO9 recommendations for

environmentalmanagement.
The Iater UN Conference on Environment and Developrnent (UNCED) m 1992'

can be said to have featured a Iaw-making process in the third, contemporary, phase of
the deveIopment of safiety and envir0nmenta.Iprotection instruments. The Rio Conference

See Reporr of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, StockhoEm, 5-16 Jime 197;
UN- Doc- AiCONF148/14 and Corr, 1(1972).
United Nations Convmn'on on the L a w ofrke Sea (Montego Bay: 1982) entered mto force 17 Novcmber
1994); UN. Doc.: Tire Law of the Sec- United Nmiom Convention on the Law of the Sea (New York
United Nations, 1983), repnnted in (1982) 2 1ILM f 261,
3
Suprat note I at 6-28,
* The Rio DecImunu~on EMonment and Deveïopment, UN. Doc- AICONFI1SI15Rev 1 (13 Iune 1992);
(1992)3 I ILM 876.
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produced two principal instruments, the Rio Declaraton on Environment and Development

and "Agenda 21'" containhg goveming generai principles and the program areas for the
fiiture action, developed with the aim of establishg a genuine ''world partnaship7' to
work towards sustainable developrnent. It also was the nrst forum to pronounce the
multiple interrelation between people's rights to development and thek nght to preserve

the environment for their benefit and that of friture generations.

The Rio Conference r e - a f h e d and further developed the notion that the
envîronment c m be effectively protected o d y if alI relevant factors work in a global
partnership towards the creation of an htegrated Iegd mechanism to protect the
environment. But it went M e r to consider the probtem of carriage of dangerous goods

in contexts of both the prevention of marine pollution and of chernical risks. It changed
the perception of the direction in which the safety and international environmentai

instruments goveming the transport of dangerous goods should continue to develop. The
principal outcome of the Rio Conference is the creation of the sustainable development
concept, defined in terms of the right of alI people of the world to a hedthy and
productive development in harmony with n a m .

The overriding importance which environmental protection has corne to acquire,
has aIso produced effects in relation to safety and IiabiIity issues. M e r the Rio Conference
the safiety, environment, Iiability' and t[ie efnciaicy of transport are mcreasingly bemg

considered to fit mto the same context and to further the same objectives of sustainable
development
UN- Dac. A/CONF-ISI/26, Iune 1992, at 12. For fintfier documents and commentary see NA.Robinson,
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The 1972 Stockholm Dedaration of Principles on the Human Environment

CHE): the Rio Declaration on Environment and Devdopment adopted by

the UN

Coderence on Environment and DeveIopment (üNCED in 1992; may be said to have set
the objectives and principles to govern the Iaws on the transport of dangrnus goods. These
two instnmients of "soft 1aw'" establûhed the fkamework for international action to provide

guiding principles9 for the conclusion, interpretation or application of legaiiy bhding

instruments(treaties) or non-legaiIy binding instnrments (decIarations, resolutions or a set of
guidelines) and for the estabiishmmt of appropriate institutional arrangements and viable
h d i n g mechanisms for obtalliuig the objectives defined. They have also laid down
---

Agenda L 1 and W C E D Proceedings (Oceana: t 992).
6
Supra. note 1,
7
Supra, note 4.
Agenda L I and The Rio Declaration on EMonmenr and Devefopment are major new examples of "sofl
Iaw," based "on poiitical agreement rathcr than on Iegaiiy binding instnunents." bbA1thoughnot Iegaliy
bmdmg," ''soft Iaw" instruments bbprovidea bask for voImtary cooperation, which enables the action
process to proceed expeditiously and paves the way for negotiation of bindmg agreements." M. Stmng,
bbBeyondRio: Prospects and Portentp," (1993) 4 Colo. J. Int4 EmnL L & POL 21, at 33. Unlike "liard law,"
which cornes maidy fiom custom or treaties, "soA Iaw" d i e s "on g e n d statements of principIe. Soft Iaw
instruments focus on building consensus on o particular issue, while Ieavnig more binding commitments for
subsequent agreements." Id at 3 1, n.30; Tt is important to r e c d that the term "soft iaw" is not excIusiveIy
refmed to by internationai hw s c h o h to principles fotmd m a policy--en&,
but also to the
secondary non-bmdmg regdatory instruments such as &delines, reco~~~lendations,
stanstandards, best
pratices, etc. S o m s c h o tend
~ to classify them mto the "hard law" category for they are widely
accepted and incorporated by ceference or otherwise mto internationai and national bmdmg înstruments.
For m e r comment rdated ta a &-*on
of bbhar&as opposed to "soft iaw" see ùrfia, note II; See aku
G.Palmer, "New Ways to Make hternatiod Em6ronmenta.lLaw," (1992) 86Am.J. int'l L at 259- 269,
9
The Expert Group on Idencification of PrincipIes of Intematid Law for Snstainabk Development -tes
that the role principles rnight pkty iu mtexnationd Iaw mcludes the foilowing:
-to ssist M the deveIopmentof new Iegai nrstmments;
-to assist in the mtapretationand aplriicationof mty and other obligations;
-to establish nomis of a substantive natme, mch as PrincipIe 21 of the Stockhoh DecIaration and
PrincipIe 2 of the Rio Declaration;
-to estabiish obligations of a procedurd nature, snc6 as the prnicÏpk of mfomied densiou-making,
the principle of public=participation; and
-to assist in the eiabomtionof detaiied obligations (dating, e.g, to Ievels of eeons
of pohtants,
t h e Eames for cornpliance etc,), mch as the principte of common but differe~ltiatedr e s p ~ n s i i i l See
i~~
Report of the Eapm Gmup Meeting on fdentijiicutroa of PnltcipIes of Intmncrnonal Law for Sustpnitable
Development (Geneva, Switzerland, S e p t d e r , 1995) UNDOC,48, (19%).

'
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respomîilities of the regdatory and other bodies for enslrring that mtemationai and national

legai nonns are compatible with these objectives and princip~es.'O

The fouowing section traces the ongin and patterns of the intemational community's
orientation towards creahg integrated policy m the field of transport of dangerous goods.

In addition, the attanpt is made to define those Iegai pmiciples and institutionai forms which
may be considered to be critical for the adoption, interpretation, and application of the
international instruments goveming the tramport of dangrnus goods by ail modes. In this
part of the study the relevant principles and recommendations of "soft lad' and '%hard Iaw"

instruments and their impact on the regdatory role of international bodies is reviewed."
2.2,

Interface between the transport of toxic chernicals and sustainable transport
development

The environmentdy sound management of toxic chernicals is viewed as essentid
to prevent the continuation of the mistakes of the past. The chemicai industry fias
developed without sunicient Icnowledge and consideration of its impact on human health
[O The impact of these instnimena on the law-malting process m the field of transport of dangers goods wiII
be explained in more detaiis in the folIowhg sections of tfris chapterIL
The role of "soff and "hard" Iaw in the internationai Iaw-makllig process is still an unsettied issue As
h d y estabikhed, more and more nations compfy with and accept the prineles set forih in global
dechtions, and thus the lines between "soft'and '%adt' law grow vague, The g a d pr9iciples have often
forrned the basis for new Iegai agreements and have thereby beeii tinnsformed into hard law. DetaiIed anaiysis
and elaboration on the Iegai natme of "soft" and 'rkd" Iaw is beyond the scopc of this mdy, ï'here is,
however a substantial bibiiogi?iphy dealing with the problem, For a good VS
of the poIicy-oriented
Iegai schoiars on the issue of whether the mternatind d e s that are treaty based are needed to "secure
common values," or non-treaty instruments assume the roIe of "hirrd Iaw" because primary goals of the
"hard Iaw" camiot be achieved *out
the secondary means of non-treaty nIstmments, See R HiggmSF
Pr06lems md Processr htenrationaL Law and How We C/se IL (Mord= Ciarendon Press, 1994)- See ai50
m g g i n s '%licy Considerations and îhe intemationai ludiciai Process", (1968) 17 LCLQ 58.434; P-WBirnie and AE-Boyle, intenratronat Luw and the E M m n m t (Oxfordt m e d o n h.ess, 1992) 251-299;
P,W.Bi.rnie, P. T h e RoIe of Intemationai Law in SolvÏng Certain Environmentai Problems." In= J E
Carroll (ed) Intematrond EMonmentpl D@lumacyr TJie Munagement and Resoltition of TrClltSEr)rttier
ERvironmental Problems ( New York; Cmbridge Ui&xsïty Press, 1988); T-GrilchalTa-Wesi;eir;ki,
"Framework for Understanding Soft Law," (MM) 30 MkGÏllL, Rev, 37-88;C.Chinkm, "The CbaIlenge of
SoftLaw; Development and Change Ïn Intemationai Law", (1989)38LCLQ-
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and the environment. A precautionary principle was, in generd, not appiied that is,
chemicais were not examined for hedth and environmental risks before being entered
into production, transport and use. If a risk assessment was made, it was mostiy with ri&
to human health and matenal goods in mind. The additionai aspect of risk to the
environment is a f i i y recent coasideratiou and methods for its assessment are stiu in the
initial stages of development The long-range effects of pollution, extending even to the

fùndmentai chernicd and physicd processes of the earthrs atmosphere and climate, are
o d y just becoming understood and the importance of those effects is becoming
recogniked only recently as we11.'~
At the same tirne, it is recognized that the use of chernicals is essentiai to the

deveIopment process and to the promotion of human well being. Chernicals are
extensively used by ail societies, irrespective of thek stage of development. However
some very well known accidents in the course of their production, transport, use and
disposai, accompanied with increased empiricai and theoreticai research, has made it
clear that chermrmcaIs
can take a heavy tooL on human hedth and h m the envimument.
RecogniPng the socio-economic importance of the use, and therefore production

and transport of chemicals on one side, and the rkks associated with these activities on
the other side, chapter 19, Paragraph 19.1. of Agenda 21 c d s for equitabIe and orderly
balance between environmentai and developmental goals in the management of tolcic
chemicds. This goai is believed to be ensmed through ÏmpIementation of the sustainable
deveIopment principIes of the Rio DecIaration. It states:
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A substantid use of chernicals is essential to meet the social and economic
goals of the world communïty and today's best practice demonstrates that
they can be used widely in a cost-effectivemanner and with a high degree of
safeîy. However7 a great deal remab to be done to ensure the
enWonmentaIIy somd management of toxic chemicaIs w i t b the prgiciples
of sustauiable development and improved qyality of Mie for humankIndc

Given the global scope of the problem, but the lack of sunicient scientinc
information for the assesment of nsk entailed by the use of a great number of chernicds.
the document recognizes that the hgmented and sectord approach of the international

community to i d e n m g , assessing and preventing the risk should be elimuiated.
The Rio p ~ c i p k in
s generd and the program on toxic chernicals and the transport

of dangerous goods in particuiar, are "aimed at mtegrated

solution^."'^ They strive towards

the bbgiobalizationor holistic treritmmt of the en~iroment,"'~
taking into account the need
for development and the unhampered growth of the chemicai and the transport mdustries.

The program recognizes that these objectives cm be best achieved if governments.
international organizations, non-govemmentd organizations, hdustry, and the scimtific
wodd wodd apply the backbone concepts and p ~ c i p l e sof sustainabIe development,

namely: the principle of interrelationship and htegratios'* internationai coordinatiod6
and cooperation, the precautionary p ~ c ile,
p the poiiuter-pays princïple.

This study advances the argmnent that achievment of the goal of sustainable

--

Relatiblrshi'p, sponsored by United Nations University,Tokyo (Minamata, Japan, 1346 October 1991).
See kK. Alexandre dk D. STieIton, Interrratronal Emionmentai L a w (New YorL: Intefnati~naI
htblisherJ991) at 307,
I4

rd,

" The principIe ofhterrehtions6ipaad hiegmtion i
s daIared by p r h i p I a 3 and 4 ofthe Rb D e c l m a ' and

fkther deveioped iu Chiipter 19 of Agenda 21 and presmaes comprehensive and hoIistic way of iaw
interpretaîkm and appiication, reqrkhga coonimatedapproachamong a i i relevant actors and mtetestsI6 Chapter 39 of Agenda 21 Rfen to the two issues of coordmation and consistency among internationai
legai instruments and mechaniSnSc The former mvolves the need to cIarify and strengthen t
h
e

development in the transport and production of dangerous goods requires a llIUlform and
authoritative set of safiety and environmental d e s to be imposed by states on the
industry. This assertion might seern unjust to the industty which has played an essentid
role in developing non-binding codes, guidelines and voluntaq standards which it has

Unplemented through its own instruction and control systems." However in advancing
the proposal for binding instruments to govem safety and environmental standards by ail

modes of transport, this study establishes the need for an international legislative
approach to the harmonization which would give the industry's best voluntary practices
and science's initiatives the needed authonty, and thus ensure theu uniform enforcement.

The principles of sustainable development when analyzed in a context of multunodal
transport of dangerous goods supports this assertion.

The principles of interrelationship and integration in a context of rnultimodai
hansport of dangerous goods are self-explanatory; they require consistency within safety,
enviionmentai and IiabiIity niles and amongst them. According to this study, if this
principle was to be applied to the multimodai transport of dangerous goods, it wodd
entai1 that the same reguIations shodd travel with a dangerous cargo regardIess of
jurisdiction and mode of transport. Any differences shodd be permitted based o d y on

rdationship.
IlMDG Code is a result of an industry initiative to brnig about the harmonizationof différent national and
mdustry's voiuntq safety standards and practices. It has actnreIy partïcipated in qdatmg them. Another
example ig the chemical industry which has &O brought about m~lryvoIunt.a~~
approaches. It is wonh
mentionhg European Chemkai Indastry Cornid (CEFIC) initiatives wkch, together with Intemationai
Councii of ChemÎ& Association has developed a rider o f voluntary actions desigmted to mnprPve
environmental performance, sach as ResponsrbIe Cart bitïâtnre, htemationai Chernial Environment
Propram, They are aimed at preventing chemïcai transport incidents and respondmg effectively i
fand when
they occar, Their Safety auci Quality Assessnent Systems (SQAS) appLy to the performance of truckmg,
shipping and storage companies.

'
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mode-specific technical conditi~ns.'~
This study argues that existing differences and

conflict of these d e s c m o d y be avoided if technicd standards are harmonized globaIIy
by means of a binding convention. The industries' vitai role in setting safety and, Iately,

environmental standards and in hplementing them through voluntary commitments,
programs and agreements, dong with its resources, skius, experience and technicd cooperation should be used to nourish the d o m legislation and implementation of

The industry indeed pIays an essentid role in the international law and policy
making process in the field of the transport of dangerous goods. The best example is

participation of industry's associations in harmonizing the classification and Iabelling of
chernicals which amse out of the Program area B within chapter 19 of Agenda X

I 9

It

shotdd be mentioned here that these UN efforts, because they are a non-treaty initiative,

are not backed by Iegal authority sufncient to make the harmonization M y effective in
practice."

The principle of coordination and cooperation may be viewed as an miplementing
device for accornplishuig sustainable deveIoprnent objectives m the field of transport of

dangerous goods. The obligation of States to cooperate is embodied in the 27b (the Iast)
principle of the Rio DecIaratioa
States and people shaU cooperate in good faith and in a spirit of
partnership in the fidfihnent of the proiciples embodied m this decIaration

and in the firtme devetopment of international Iaw in the field of

'
"

SustamabIe dardopment v d I be enbanced if competing legai des strive as a tmt step towards
compatibility, and as second step, towardsmutmi support, Codict 6etweend e s shouidbe avoided.
Fororthe Iist ofbdusîry associationsparticipahg m the harmonizationpmcess set Appencüx1.
For an impact ofthe UN Iiarnionization wark on creatmg a IegaI regime on the d t m i o d d transport of
dangrnusgoods is better exphineci in Chapter3, section3.2.4 1.

M e r the Rio Conference coordination and cooperation in the fieId of the
harmonization of safety and environmenid standards applicable through the We-cycle of
chemicals has been established. Coordination and cooperation is done among United
Nations Cornmittee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (UNCETDG), the

international Program on Chemicai Safety (IPCS),

the European Union (EU), and

OECD. It has d s o been established among the EconomÎc Commission for Europe (ECE),
United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP), lntemational Labor Organization

(ILO), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO),the United
Nations IndustnX Development Organization (UNIDO),

and OECD on the

inter-organization Rogram for the Sound Management of Chemicals (IOMC)which
inchdes harmonization of trade provisions. IPCS has been given the role of Iead
Coordinathg Group.

To varying degrees, the program areas involve hazard assessment (based on the
intnnsic properties of ~ h e ~ c a i srÏsk
) , assessment (ùicIuding assessment of exposure),
risk acceptability and risk management. Furthemore, Agenda 21, chapter 19, calls for a
cornmon scientSc base to be provided for these activities in order for the intemationril

community to consistently legislate preventive measmes applicabIe w i t b the entire Wecycle of chemicals.

In this respect, the document calIs for major research efforts to be

"Rio Decïwution, supra,note 4, RMcipC27"The IPCS is an inter-rectoral coonimated and scientifidy based program wnh the WEI0 as executmg
agency. ThÊ IPCS, estabIished in 1980, is a joint progtam of t6e cooperatnig organizatiom, iL0, WEO,
and UNEP to mipiement activities related to chernical safety n
e two rnaiit roles of the IPCS are: 1) to
esribM the scient.i£icbasis for the safie use of &emkais and 2) to strengthem nationai capabBies and
capacities for chm-caisafety,

-
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launched in order to Ïmprove methods of assesment of chemicals, as work progresses
towards a comrnon fiamework for risk assessment and the harmonization of the
classification of chernicals for different sectos of application (production, use, transport).

ui accordance with the recomrnendations contained in the Program on toxic chemicak of
Agenda 21, globdy harmonized hazard assessment cIassüÏcation and labeling systems

are being developed to be capable of intersectord applications. The classification is based
on the hazard assessment, Le., the risk the chernicals pose to people's health and the
environment. It builds on the compreheasive scheme for the safe transpoa of dangerous
goods elaborated within the United Nations system in current use, (a scheme which

m a d y takes into account the acute hazards of chemicals).
As wiII be seen in the next section of this chapter, and in chapter 3, the work of

the numerous bodies Ïnvoïved in regulating the transport of dangerous goods are behg

CO-ordinatedto meet this basic principïe of the chemicai safiety program requirements.

The final harmonized system because it embraces ai1 aspects of classification, labelling
and hazard communication both with regards to transport and the use of products is
designated to astist international trade and to ensure safety and environmentai protection.

The present system is essentiai for the hamionization of multimodai safety requirements.
However, it is not anticipated to become a bindmg safety mstrument for states. It is left to
the downstream, Le., modal and national IegisIation to change their Iaws to enabIe

industries to aisure the use of the system on a worIdwide basis.

The concept of prwention of en.nment;il harm, embodied Ïn RmcipIe 14 of the
Rio declaraîion, is based on the idea that the protection of the environment is best acJ&ved
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through anticipatory measures to prevent harm rather than post-hoc efforts to v a i r or

provide compensation for it. It may in fact be impossible to repair envuOumentaI harm once
it has occurred. Furthmore, compensation is a poor substitute for clean air or watn and

can not make up for the Loss of flora and fauna. The precautionary principle which is closely
related to the principle of preventionUindicates that Iack of scientific certainty is no reason

to postpone action to avoid potentially senous or irreversicble h m to the environment. No
single definition of the hecautionary Principle has prevailed and interpretations vary.

However the general idea is that where there is a SuffiCient ground for believing that an
activity or a product is LikeIy to cause threat of serious and irrevernile damage to health or
the environment, measures must be taken to reduce or to prevent that activity. in the context

of the transport ofdangerous goods, the principle is to be interpreted that the activity should
be restricted ody to carriage m accordance with safety and environmental rules.

[n the

muitimodd transport of dangerous goods this cm be attained o d y if one &gie set of

mandatory d e s follows the unit of dangernus cargo?
There is a connection between the principle of prevention of environmental h m

and the poUuter-pays principIe promoted in Principk 16 of the Rio DecIaration.
According to the poiluter-pays principie, it is miportant that the environmentai costs of
economic activities, inciuding costs of prevention of potentid harm, be intemalized

rather than imposed upon society at large- in the rndhodaf tnnspod of dangerous
goods this means that international instruments shotdd be based on operationd

- --

Rio DecImatrort, supra note 4, Rinciple 15.
z4 For precautionary prniciple se+ F.Cross "ParadorcicalPerils ofde EkcautÏonaryPrlncÏpIeW
(1996)53 K
& L Law Rmevrèw
851-925.
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responsibtlity for Liability to the parties suiTering damage whik enhancing positive

attitudes towards safety. Existing liability instruments with the strict liability and
compulsory hanciai insurance, while ensuring appropriate compensation to the victims
must not lower the standards and practices in the movement of chernicals by sea."

Although the precautionary principle is not capable of h a ~ direct
g
effect in the laws of
States, it presents guidelines for the Iaw makers.

The principle, as constnied in this study, informs the direction in which the safety
and environmentai regdations goveming aIi modes transport should take. To eliminate the
hgmented nature of safety and environmental standards, paaly caused by the nonmandatory nature of multimodaI standards, means to ensure that this principle is
efficientiy imp~emented.2%e legislative step proposed in this study, as discussed in

chapters 4 and 5, hm a potential of enhancing operational IiabiIity while improving the
safety standards at the same h e , the two aspects which are the core of both prevention

and poIIuter pay p ~ c i p l e .

2.3.

Safety as a key to sustainable transport development

The care for safety of peopIe and pmperty during the transport of dangrnus goods is
not a recent phenornenon. Neither is the attempt of the international community to enhance
both the safety and effrciency of transport through the harmonization of standards and
compatibiIity of diffierent national and modal d e s a new one. The substantial body of

national and mternationaI d e s governing the handIiog of dangerous goods bebg

CEFIC, Posiron Poper on the HNS C o n v d n LEG/68/4J7,70/4/9 and ïlBi?. 3-7ApriI 1995.
FOCa diswon of an mipact of fragmentation of saféty regdations on their application to the strict
tiabiIity concept see W a ,Chapter 5-

36
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transported has been developed to ensure that the Iives of crews and other persons hvolved

in the transport of dangerous goods, as welI as property, are piesenrd At the same tirne the
international commimity has been making efforts to harmonize different national and
international safety standards? These efforts demonstrate an awareness in the international
comfllUILity thaf in order to make this type of camage safier and more eEcient, safety

standards cannot be dealt with by the individual state and individual mode of transport, but

onty by the mternationaily harmonized body of d e s applicable across the board. M y
recently, however, did it become apparent that, given the uprecedented types of damages
and the global consequences of accidents, the unsafe transport of dangerous goods is also
detrimental to the environment and, therefore, to sustainable transport development In

addition, given the world-wide ecoaomic interests at d e 7it has been realized that the d e s
providing for safety must be dorced on as broad a basis as possible so as to lessen the
adverse effects on the competitiveness of national transport industries and to hcrease the

efficiency of muItirnodal transport?*
Shce safety and environmental protection, are being mcreashgiy viewed as two

-?

For a discussion ofthe harmonizationefforts see i f i Chapter 314.L.

The OECD report on cornpetitive advantages m shipphg demonstrates the very substantiai cost
advmtagt which substiindard operators obtain through non-observanceof intemationai d e s and standards.
Stmreys pubiished in the OECD report shaw that operatmg costs of a shipping Company c0mpIyi.gwith di
intemationai safety standards are 10-50 per cent higher &an those of substandard o p t i o n , CompIyhg
with good practÏce d e s cos& for 80400 per cent higher than substandard maintenance, Mainoimmg a
ship at m;rxinrmn safety leveis wilt r e m ap to 300 per cent more arpenditure It is ctear that noncompiiance wah or non-adoptionof mtemationd standardspmoides cornpetitive advautam Rehted to t6is
is the fact that 56 per cent of EC benefick&y owned tonnage is now fiagged out to the "mm'' marithe
countnes. OECD Report, Cornpetitive Advantoges Ubtuined 6y some Sitt',powners a a Remit of NonUbservunceof Applica6le Intenanknal Ruies ond Stmrdardr, OECD/GD/04+ 1996,
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sides of the same problem:g

safety n o m , initially basically of a technical nature, are now

being developed and evaluated against the background of weU estabfished principles of

environmentai 1awl0 Because the creation and ixnplementation of international safiety d e s
provide an adequate fiamework to minimize the risk of accidents, and therefore pollution,
these d e s are being regardeci as a general asset towards environmentai protection.

Furthmore, because these d e s now seek to protect generai interests of the international
community, principles of environmental Iaw impose new powers and obligations on States
to ensure the safe movement of dangerous goods. The principal objective laid down by the
generai principles is to ensure an integrated approach to preventing accidents, by
nirmounting the hgmented nature of the provisions and the various divergent
înterpretations.

The existing trends in mternationai Iaw on the transport of dangerous goods, which
endeavor to elimmate hgrnentation and mconsistency, are rnarkedly infîuenced by the
principles of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment heId at Stockholm

nom June 5 -16, 1972 (Stockhoh Conference) and the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development heId m Rio de Janeiro m 1992 (Rio Conference). Both

conferences as discussed in the previous chapter, produced g e n d principIes, developed
pIans of action, and Eidicated basic institutional seteings for the mipIernentation of these

" For a discussion of the "nght to safiery" and right to emmOmnentd protection" se+ "Carnage of
Dangerous Gooh and Poflutmts 6y Sea: the Safmy A s p e 6 (Empean Parhment, Dkctorate G e n d for
Research, 1994),
30 The UNCLOS c&
q o n the M O to m a t e ihe m i e s standards, practices and procedures which prevent,
reduce and control poilution ftom Vanous sources, Furthermore, UNCLOS mipcicidy recognizes M O as
%e cornpetent nItmtionaI organization" m respect of setting d e s and standardst for îhe protectionof the
marine enviromnent h m vesse1 somce polIufïonand for manitaiilhg the safieîy of navigation, See ifiat
section2-4.
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principles in respect of enviromentai protection m generaI, and the protection of s p d c
sectors.
While the Stockholm Conférence considered the safe transport of dangerous

goods exclusively in a context of marine pollution, the Rio Conference recognized that to

reduce environmentai risks attached to the transport of dangerous goods, international

action must ensure the safe production, management, and transportation by al1 modes of
transport of toxic chemicds. Because the Rio Conference had taken place in a situation

where complex relationships between those issues were govemed by diffuse powers and
broken into a system of relations, it cecognized the need to adopt a common mtapretation of
d e s and to translate them into generai principIes.
2.4.

Interface between safety at sea and protection of the marine environment

The maritime transport Lidustry, under the leadership of M O ,has developed a fairly
comprehensive set of safety niles which minnnize the possibiIity for accidents involving the

discharge of toxic substances into the marine enviromnent to occur. However, not ntil the
StockhoIm Conference was the interrelation between safe transport of dangerous goods and
the protection of marine environment considered at the global Ievel. The Stockholm

Conférence cded upon counûies to work in partnership to prevent the seas bemg poîiuted
by substances that could endanger human heaith, prove mjurious to biologicd resources,

and the W e of mamie organisms, or adverselyaffect uses of the seas.
At least three of the hmcÏpIes mcorporated in the Stockholm ~eclaration~'
appear

3t

See P, Bnnie, TIie üN und the EnVn.omnent, in United Natons,Divr'ded World 327, 337-66(Adam
Roberts & Bmedict Kingsbmy eds, 2d e& f 993) (discflssmg the UNCHE and its impact on the sttbseqnent
growth of mteniatiod enviro~~tenîd
iaw). "The StocIdioùn Dechation (a formaiization used m the UN
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to be relevant to the protection of the marine environment. Concentrating on those of

most relevance to this survey, the first one to be noted is PrincipIe 6:
The discharge of toxic substances or other substances and the release of
heat in such quantities or concentrations as to exceed the capacity of the
environment to render them hannIess must be halted in order to ensure
that serious or irreversiile damage is not inflicted upon ecosystems. The
just struggle of the peoples of dl countries against pollution should be
s~~~orted?~

Although formdated in vexy general temis, this text expresses the p ~ c i p l e
underiying the later treaty and non-treaty d e s goveming the protection of the marine
environment h m vessel-source pollution, mcluding the d e s on the safe transport of
dangernus goods.

Principle 7 refers specifically to marine pollution in providuig that:
States shaII take aU possible steps to prevent polIution of the seas by
substances that are fiable to create hazards to human health, to h m living
resomces and marine life, ddamage amenities or to interfere with other
Iegihate uses of the
PrhcipIe 22 refers to LabiIity and compensation for marine poff ution damage:
States shaD coopenite to develop M e r the international law regardhg

IiabiIity and compensation for the victims of pollution and other
environmentaï damage caused by activities within the jurisdiction or
conml of such states to areas beyond theirjirrisdi~tion?~

The impIementation of this last principle is embodied in the adoption of a nimiber

oniy when principks of speciai importance are bemg proclaimed) laid down twenty-six disparate
ptincipies, addressiqg deveIopmentai as w
e
i
I
a
t Id at 348; See also. M K Toiba
eb, Evotving Emionrnmtai Percepiiom: F m Stockholm tu Ndobi ( 1988) (repmmicïng the text of the
Stockholm Dechation o f 1972 and the Nairobi Deciaration of 1982, dong with statements of various
nations attendmg these intemaiionai en-entai
conferences).
n Report of the United Nations Conference on the Hummr EMonment" held ut StucMolm. 5-16 Jme
1972, UN-Doc. AICONFL48114 and Corr.f(1972),

"id
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of treaties on responsibility and liability for damage caused by transport accidents

Another sigificant instrument affecting reguiatory pmcess of safety standards is the

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea UNC CLOS).^ which particuIarIy in Part
XII, imposes more specific obligations on states to respond to the problem of marine

poLIution at the global level?' UNCLOS does not contain concrete marine pollution
prevention standards, nor does it purport to be a substitute for speciai agreements. Rather,
it aims at resolving the principal issues of deteminhg the rights and duties of nation

states in this regard. Its major objective is to determine states' cornpetence regarding 1)
the establishment of concrete legai &rumen& to prevent polIution of the marine
environment, and 2) compIiance with these des, thus afE.rmhg the preventive and the

rernedial approaches to marine pollution. Under the Convention, states parties undertake
obligations to protect and preserve the marine e n ~ o n m e n t ?States
~ are obiiged to take aII

necessary measuces to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment Eorn
any source? The Convention mvokes the IMO to create the des, standards, practices and

procedures so that its prïmary goal of order is achieved by the secondarymeans of treaty and

" Of partiCulx relevance for the iiability for damage caosed by the m o n of packaged goodg

;ire

lirternationai Cimention on Lrabililty und Compensation for Damage iit Connemort with Cmage of
Hmordotrs and No.xfoorr Substances 6y Sea. 2 May 1996, IMO DocLeg/CONF/10/8/3, reprinted m (1996)
35 iLM 1506-1536 and Cornterrtion on Civil Liabilityfor Damage Cmed During C m a g e of Dangerous

Goods by Road Rail and Inlmrd hrnvgaîiott Vessefi,LO October 1989, UN. Doc, ECE/TïRANSï79, f 989,
not yet in force. For a discassion of these two conventions see infia, chpter 5.
36 UNCLOS, supratnote 2.
57
The UNCLOS is not oniy the 6st statement of mternationai iaw on the issue, but aIso the nrst
co6in:cation of "soft Iaw" principIes on marine poilution as artïculatedin 1972 at the United Nations
Conferencc on the Bmnan EnVnOment (the Stocfioh Conference). See E-GoId and J- McConnei, 'The
Modern Law of the S a Framework for the Prowon and Preservation of the Emrimmndc (1991), 23
Case W: Res- IntLL) 83 -LOS,
UNCLOS, supm note 2, Article 197.

''
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non-treaty instruments? Furthermore, states are c d e d to cooperate at the gIobaI and
regional Ievels to establish such rules and procedures which prevent, reduce and conml
polIution £tom various sources? States are directed, for çuch purposes, to act especialIy
through competent international organisations or diplornatic con fer en ce^:'^ Further, they are
required to ensure that recouse is avdable, in accordance with their legal systems, for

prompt and adequate compensation or other reliefin respect of damage caused by pollution
of the marine environment by naturat or jimdicai persons tmder their jlmsdiction. States are
required to co-operate in the implementation of existmg international Iaw and the m e r
developrnent of international Iaw reIating to responsibility and liabüity for the assesment
of. and compensation for damage, and the settlement of rdated disputes. They are dso
calIed to develop criteria and procedures for payment of adequate compensation, such as
compdsory insurance or compensation fi~nds:'~

UNCLOS implicitiy recognizes M O as 'the cornpetent international
organisation" in respect of setting d e s and standards, for the protection of the marine
environment nom vesse1 source pollution and for maintahhg the safety of navigation. It

requires states to bbconformto", "'give effect to", 'to implement", 'to take account OP' %e
relevant intemationai regdations and standards adopted through the competent
international organisation." It dso refers m different articles and contexts of marine
environment protection to %e appIÏcabIe international d e s and standards", "generaIIy

Id, Artide 194.
Implications of the United Nations Convention OK the Law of the Sea. 1982 for the internan'onal
Mmitinte O r g a n IMO
~ ~ Doc. Leg/MISCIt ( Idy 28,1987).
39

JO

*' UNCLOS,suparnote 2,Article

197.

UNCLOS,suprat note 2,A&le 211.
UNCLOS. supm note 2, Artide 235.
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accepted international standardst', "gmerally accepted international regulations" or

"global and regionai d e s standards and recommaided practices and procedures".
By referrhg to the M O safety niles in the marine pollution protection context, the

üNCLOS incorporates these safety rules into the department of environmenital Iaw. While
the Stockholm Conference invites states to prevent marine pollution without referring to a

specific means of prevention, the UNCLOS specifîcdy imposes upon states the obligation
to pmtect the marine environment by, inter alfa, applying existing technicd d e s and
practices when transporting dangernus goods by sea. While the UNCLOS explicitly caiis

upon states parties to the Convention to protect the marine environment by establishing a
compreheasive h e w o r k which builds upon existing Iaw and negotiahg of new
agreements, it implicitiy mstnicts states to work towards thek general and global
acceptance,
FoUowing the generd principles laid d o m at the Stockholm Conference and the
subsequent entry in force of UNCLOS, the Rio Conference advanced a precautionary
approach to deaIing w-ith the marine pollution problem, thns remforcing the role of safety

d e s within the system. The Conference estabfished a M e r link between protection of
the seas h m pollution and the safe transport of dangerous goods by mtegrating the topics of

navigational safety, marine poiItttion prevention, and chernical safety aspects of transport of

dangerous goods mto the concept of sustainabIe deveIopment The Rio Conference, which
addressed the socalled second generation of enkamental and development issues,

reaftmned the existing stand on qnestions of marine poiiution and provided a common set
of principIes to govem the transport of dangerous goods and poDutants by aII modes of
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transport.
The text of chapter 17 of Agenda 21" rnakes continuous reference to the UNCLOS
as the basis for actions by states, thus making the interpretation of the üNCLOS provisions,
which include M O safety des, subject to sustainable development principfes. It
commences with a sigdicant staternent:
International Law, as reflected in the provisions of the United Nations
Convention of the Law of the Sea referred to in this chapter of Agenda 21,
sets foah rights and obügations of States and provides the international basis
upon which to pumie the protection and SUSbmable development of the
marine and coastai enviromnent and its resourcesJS

[n

addition, the Rio Conference recognized that the scientific uncertainties

regarding hazardous properties of chemicai products transported by ail modes of
transport require the coordinated action of states, transport and chemicai industries,
govermental and non-govemmental organizations and science, based on principIes of
sustainable development?
As chapter 3 of this study evidences, numerous international UistMnents have

been developed to contribute to the protection of the marine environment. Most of the
safety d e s prohiiit the m s p o r t of dangerous goods except m accordance with

standards set out by these mies. Shippers and carriers are made responsible by Wtue of
pubtic Iaw for the violation of the safety standards and IiabIe for damages so mflicted.
However, these safety standards as weiI as standards of responsibility for theu violation
44

TIe Rio Decimation on Eitvn.onment und Development, UN. Doc- AICONF./IS115 Rev I (13 June 1992);
(1992) 3 1 LLM 876, See a h Report on the Protemon and the Preswvution of the Miutne Emomnent,
UN Docd44i461 (1989); Report of the C M E û (New York, 1993) VOL 1, Chap- 17, which refers to "
internationai Law, as reffected in the provisions ofthe Umted Nations Convenfiou ofthe Law of the S d
Set Agenda ZI,supra, note 44, Chapter 17-

"
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are, despite international harmonisation efforts, &LI

not consistently applied and

interpreted within the sea mode of transport. Furthexmore they are not consistent with
d e s which regulate the transport of dangerous goods by other modes of transport
involved in the transportaiion c h a h These inconsistencies, because they reduce
navigational safety, increase the possibility for accidents and the subsequent discharge of
toxic substances into the sea, and substantially decrease the capability of the transport and

chemicai industries to develop in a sustainable manner.
2.5.

Institutional background
Most of the international d e s and requirements in respect of the transport of

dangerous goods have historicaiIy been developed to serve a particuiar mode's need for
safety. As a resuit, a complex and d i a s e network of authorities have been established at
the modal level to govem the safety, environmentai protection and liability standards.

Realizing the multiple adverse impact of such hgmentation, the international community,
utged by the Rio principles, has made a strong move towards bringing togaher mternational

and regionai organizations, inter-govermnentai and non-governrnentai organizations, experts
and national authorities, with the aim of estabiishing world wide haunonized standards for

the safe transport of dangerous goods by al1 modes of transport.

In order to offer an effective foIIow-up to chapter 19 of Agenda, 21 the ECOSOC
Cornmittee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods brought together a number
of international and non-governmentd organizations concemeci with different modes of

transport or different aspects of the probIem (safety of transport, chemicd safety,
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protection of the environment, efficiency of transport)?

The ECOSOC Comminee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods itself
is the center of the international unifying efforts. As a body of global scope, it produces

"Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods" (ako caiIed the "Orange
Book'') that establish worIdwide uniform standards for the safe transport of dangerous
goods by all modes of transport. Beyond the globaI ECOSOC Committee of Experts, the
subsidiary bodies of the Mand Transport Committee of UNIECE are concerned with the

harmonization of standards for road, rail and idand waterway transport of dangerous
goods exclusively for Europe. These subsidiary bodies are (1) the Working Party on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods (WP. 1 9 , responsible for the European Agreement
Conceming the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by R o d (ADR) and the
European Provisions conceming the International CarrÎage of Dangerous Goods by
iniand Waterway (AND)and (2) The Joint Meeting of the WP.15. and the RID Safety
Committee, the so-called R[D/ADR Joint Meeting, which is responsible for ensuring
harmonization between ADR and RID?

In addition to developing modaI standards these bodies are responsrile for the
harmonization of these instruments standards with the UN ~ecommendation?~
Harmonization of the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code),
which supports a consistent appIication by aII states signatories of the two world-wide
maritime conventions, nameIy SOLAS and MARPOL,is undertaken by the International
47

See Appendix 1

" The RIDIADR joint meeting is snviced jomtly by the ECE scemPiat and the secretariat of the
htergovea~lentaiOrgankttion for htematïond C&ge

By Rail (OTIF).
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Maritime Organization and its subadiary bodies. Particdarty important work for the safe
management of dangerous goods in see transport has been performed by the Maritime
Safiety Committee (MSC),which plays a vital role in developing and updating the IMDG
Code and other safiety instruments. The Maritime Environment Protection Committee

(MEPC),deals with the poilution and environmental aspects of dangerous cargo, while
the LegaI Conmittee develops instruments on third party iiability for damage caused

durhg the sea transport of dangerous goods?

While M O safety standards are accepted worldwide, COuntries that are not parties
to RIDIADR develop their own set of safety d e s to govern the rail and road movement

of dangerous goods, incorporating to more or less extent the UN Recommendations.

The Rio Principles and Agenda 21, brought about the coordination and coLIaboration5' of
activities arnong international organizations whose activities impinge on the transport of

dangernus goods. This is reflected in the creation of new institutional arrangements

between existing bodies such as the ILO, WHO, and the UNEP, to e n m e that their work
wouId complement, rather than dupIicate or clash with existbg agreements and
instruments on the safe transport of dangerous goods?2 CoiIaboration on chernicd safety
49

a discussion of the htemodai hmmonization process see i& Chapter 3, Section 324.1" ForMO'S
instruments dealing with the d e t y standards for the sen oniage of dangerous goods are

reviewed in more detail in chapter 3, section 3 2 3 .
SL Spe&ca.iiy, the draftm of Agenda 21 recommend fhat G o v m e n t s , through the cooperaîion of
relevant intemationai org;mizations and industry, where appropriate, shodd: (a) StrengtEten and expand
prognms on chernid nsk assessrnent w W n the Wted Nations systems; (b) Pmniate mecham'sms to
mcrease coilaboration amang Govenmients, industry, academia and relevant non-govemmental
organizatïons hoLved m the various aspects of risk assessment of chemîcais and reIated processes, in
partîcuIar the promotiug and coordinatmg of research actMties to impmve miderstandmg of the
mechamsmsof the action of toxic chemicaisCAgenda II, ,note 44, chapter 19, paragraph 19-4ImmediateIy before and at the thne of the Rio Conference, iu 1992, UNEP took an active rote in
promoting cooperatiou in a l i aspects of chemicai risk assessrnent and management,W W the h e w o r f t
of IPCS, an intergovemmentaimeeting was Î u London mDecember 1991, Government-desi~tedexperts,
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between these organizations in the IPCS has become the nucIeus for international
cooperation on envkonmentally sound management of toxic chemicals. Cooperation
with other programs, such as those of the OECD, and the European Union CEU) and other

regionai and governmental chemicd programs, has been promoted.

The role of harmonization of classification is being coorduiated by the
international Program on Sound Management of Chernicals (IOMC)" coordinathg group
for harmonization of chemicais classification system. The IOMC itself report to the IFCS.

The technicd work for health and environmental hazard is being undertaken by the

OECD,for hazard communication by ILO, and for physicai standards by the UN." For
the same purpose the Coordinathg Group for Hannonkation of Chernical Classification

System (CG/HCCS) with a secretanat s e ~ k e dby the [LO,was set up within the
made recommend;itions for increased coordination lnnong United Nations bodies and other international
organizations invofved in chemicai risk assessment and management, That meeting d l e d for the takmg of
appropriate mesures to enhance the rote oflPCS and to estabiish an mtergovernmentai forum on chemicai
risk assessment and management.
53 IOMC was established in 1995 to serve as a medianism for coordmating efforts of mtergovementaI
organizations in the assessment and management of chemicals. The IOMC is a cooperative undertaking
among six intergovernmentril o r g ~ t i o n (IPCS,
s
UNEP, WHO, iLO, FAO, and OECD) which works
together as partuers to promote mternationai work Inthe environmentaiiysound management of chemicals.
TEte mandate of the IOMC is the coordination of the scientific and technical work d e d out through the
existing structures of the participating orgaukations, d e r individuaity or jointiy. hter-Organization
Coordinatmg Cornmittee (LOCC) composed of representatives of the piuticipatîng organintions h s been
estabikhed to coordinate and foster joint planning of relevant activities of the Organizations, Coordination
through the IOCC ensures firlt consultation among aIi those ÏnvoIved, with the ami to ensure effective
implementation without dupIication, In order to fifitate its work, the IOCC is creating an mventory of the
chernid safety a&vÏties of the Participahg Organizations which support tfie objectives and programs of
chpter 19, Agenda 21. Specinc coordinating mechanisms have bew or are in the process of bemg
estabiished, such as harmonization of ciassification of chemÏ&, &$ormation exchange on toxic chemicais
and chenid
ri&, chernid risk evaiuaiïon and capacity bdding. These mechankm provide a reguiar
meam for a i i mterested bodies working Ïn the respectnce areas to consuit with each otfier on program p1a.m
and actMties, and to discnss ways and means o f d g that the activities are mtuaiIy supportiveY The UNCED decided to maLe haeased efforts towards harmonizatioa ofciasifÏcatÏoon and iabeiüug of
chemicaIs a decision laid d o m in one of a total of six program areas on enviromnentally somd
management of toxic chemicaIs containeci in ch;ipter 19 of Ag& 21, This program area aims at preparing
a giobdy harmonized ciasdication and compati'ble labelhg system fmcIudÎng relevant safety data sheeîs

-
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h e w o r k of the PCS. Furthemore, the decision to transfer the hamonkation work in
the area of physical hazards to the UN CETDG and to base the M e r discussion

primarily on the UN Manual of Tests and ~~iteria''is regarded as an important step to

facilitate the harmonization process internationaily.
Notable contriiutions to the ongoing world-wide hannonkation of safety and

environmenta1 protection rules has aiso been made by non-govemmental organizations

which are actively involved in scientinc and IegaI research on the subject. As weH
industry associations contnaute their expertise and exPenence?
2.6.

Policy and institutionai background: conclusions
A general review of the international commWUty's strategy developed for the

purpose of reducing risks inherent in the movement of dangerous goods, demonstrates the
widely accepted determination of states to M e r develop international Iaw. The relevant

policy oriented iastnmients, such as the 1972 Stockholm DecIaration of principles on the

Human Environment, and the Rio Principles, accompanied by the Agenda 21 spell out
the principles to govem the present and future Iaw-mahg process in the field of
dangerous goods. They both cal1 on states to build gIobalIy effective machinery for the
technical, Iegai, and scientific cooperation between goveniments, industry, govemmentai,
and non-govermentai organizations. This is to ensure a coordinated approach to the safe
and easy symbok to r e m d e r ) by the year 2001, For a more detded discussion of the hannonkation
work, see infia, chapter 3, Section 3.2-4.1,
UN Maunai ofTests and Criteria, UN. Doc S/S/AC~IOiCRP20/AddLû,
1997.
56 A good example of mdustxy participation in the woric of haxxnonization i
s h t e m a t ï o d C o u n d of
Criernid Assocîatioa (ICCA) which mitiated and accepted the program area on Sound Management of
ChemicaIs to become one of prionty items at the UNCED- CEmC has been mvoIved in hattnonization
k u g h the Product Mormation Aspects Wotkmg Party (WP FIA) and in particnIar, through its two
working parties on ~o~
harmanizatioa, The g r o q works withm IOMC, UN, OECD and iLO-

"
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management of dangerou goods and avoid the duplication and/or conflict of

international d e s . The uitimate objective, through a network of UN bodies, is to b ~ g
the existing niles into a harmonized system of classification and uniforni technicd

standards for the transport of dangerous goods by all modes of transport, These
documents make it clear that, in order for the transport and chemicai industries to deveIop

in a sustainable mamer, the existing safety and environmental standards shouid be

integrated, interrelated and made d o m across-the-board. This can be achieved through
the coordination of dl concurrent activities and through the cooperation of al1 actors that

are or shouid be involved in the Iaw-making process in this fieid. Chapter L9 of Agenda
21 declared that in the field of the transportation of dangerous goods, coordination,

cooperation and interrelation beîween al1 relevant subjects through the UN system is
taking place, and caiied for the trend to continue. Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 c d s for the

prevention of marine poUuîion and refers to WCLOS, which imposes an obligation upon
countries to d o m i l y enforce existing Iaws and to develop new Iaws which ensure the
adequate prevention of accidents whÎch can remit in discharge ofmarine pollutants.

Yet, none of the policy instruments, hciuding the Rio Dechration, indicate what
means and through which fom of normative conduct or d e s the gods embodied in theu

principles are to be achieved. The decision as to the strategy for folIowing up UNCED

has been Ieft to govemments and international d e making bodies. Despite the evident
progress achieved by the ECOSOC Committee of Experts m its harmonizmg work, the

subsequent anaiysis of the international Iaw on the transport of dangerous goods

TEiere Es a large nmnber of NGSs contü'buting to the work o f ~ n ï z a t i o nFor
. the k
tsee Appendix L
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industry7sseKreguiation cannot achieve desired tasks.''
The ECOSOC Cornmittee provides an umbrella and institutional b a i s for

cooperation of d international,

indus^ and science based forums and, therefore, has a

far-reaching iinifvuig scope. However, the &al product that these forums create, Le., UN
Recommendations, because they are not binding per se. ailows for the hgmentation of
safety and environmental protection d e s to continue. This situation can lead to accidents

with environmentai implications that the poiicy instruments seek to prevent. Because the
UN Recommendations are not part of national regdatory systems their violation cannot
be considered a violation of maudatory regulations, uniess explicitiy incorporated into

national legis~ation?~[f not impIemented by nationaI Iegislation, the

UN

Recommendations cannot be enforced by public authorities. Nor can they set standards of
care to which shippers and carriers participating in a multimodal chah of transport are

held to?
Opponents to this view wotûd raise the argument that transformhg the
Recommendations hto a convention would not change much of its legai force since the
impIernentation of internationd Uistnmients is still a voluntary act of states and no
58

European Chernical industry Cornicil ( CEFIC), Statemerrt on un inregrated opproach towardr
sustainabie dweioprnent, Position paper, Detember 12, f 992Accessed on August 19,1999
h~~I7~~~.cefic.belposition/Tad/pp~taO
13.htm,
A good example of the fdure of non-mandatory standard to consisteniiy foIiow through in a Ioss of 21
containers with Arsenic Trioxide fiom W S a n t a Clara k in its report and recommendations, the Ports and
Waterways Safety Act Board of insuiry fotmd that the cargo Ioss was caused by failure to respect M O
guidelines. The report M e r stated that i f these guidehes were apptied the Ioss rnay have prevented
AIthough the fdure to appIy the guidehes representeddepartme fimm good practice, it did not violate any
regdation since neither Panama nor the US. has hnplemented M O gmdetines by regdationsImpIementation of the iMû cargo secming guidelines in U.S. fiderd regdation was recommended- M Y
Santa Clara f Loss of Hmmdorri~Matenai ht the Atimtic Ocean û f t h e Nau Jersey Coast on 4 Jmumy
1992, (UnitedStates Ports and Waterways SafetyAct Board of Inclairy, 1992) at 1,
On the issue of the role ofregttiatio~~~
Î n dennnig standards of duc c m see *ai ehapters 4 and 5.

"

"
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international enforcing authority exists to impose on states obligations in this respect.

When analyzed a g a k t the policy background discussed in this chapter, the argument is

flawed in two respects.
First, states and industry have an international obligation to fùrther develop

intemational law to protect the environment. There has been enough evidence that noncompliance with safety and environmentai standards Ieads to accidents.6' Noncompliance is often caused by the ignomce of participants in the transportation
operation of standards applicable dong the transportation chain. hconsistency of
international rules is one of the reasons for thiso2 Therefore, whiIe inconsistency of

standards is detrimental to the prevention of accidents, members of the international
community, including industry, have cornmitted themselves at WCED and UNCHE and

LJNCLOS to the highest possible standards of protection of the environment. As&g
that the internationa.1 commtmity is satisfied with the argument that the present
hgmented system of regdations and the UN Recommendation are not sufncient tools to
support envimomental protection objectives, it has no dtemative but to discharge its
obligations and to take the next step which is to regdate actions having extemal
implications. Second, the international comrnunity must not wait for a major accident to
happen before taking the proposed IegisIative s t q . Previous experience Worms os that

existing international safiety and environmenta1 protection conventions are an outcorne of
a post-catastrophic shock m which the mternationd community found itseLf rmprepared

"' See Direcioraat Generad voor het Vervoer,, Inrenatr~naIInspectr'oon Program on the Transport of
Pachged Dangerous G o o h in Containers. F a Report 1992, See a h Reports on Iiicidents lnvoIvmg
Dangerous Goods or Marine PoUutants in packageci fonn Onboard SInps or m Port Areas, Submfssion by
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to admùiistratively and legally deal with the disastrous consequences of accidents!'
In fight of the foregokg, the thesis argues that regulation must not be brought to

bear oniy after damage has occurred. Mead the risk must be assessed beforehand in
order to eliminate the situation giving rise to danger. This is not to Say that the legal

regime cannot provide different degrees of regdations Ratber, general criteria have to be
laid down with a view to preservhg the system fiom inconsiçtency and instabilifl
The argument advanced in

study asserts that the desired uniformity would be

provided only if the transformed üN Recommendations becorne part of the nationai
regdatory systems of the world. The question is can the LJN Recommendations ensure
that their standards are implemented nationally and by ail modes of

A

negative answer to this question inevitably caI1s for a convention. A positive answer,
however, questions the necessity of the existing modal instruments in their present forms
since it wouid clearly demonstrate an overlap and, possibly, a conOict between them and
the UN Recommendations, precisely the situation that the principIe of sustainable

development targets as an undesirable pattern of Iaw-making in the field of
environmentai protection.

The present situation shows that akhough the UN Recommendations present a

Canada, DSC 3ANF.7, I I December 1997See deof Santa CImo I accident, mpra, note 59.
%ee mjm. chapter 3+section 3.23. fh. 40.
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"Safety m o t be a goal to be a-ed
by means of programmes, minmimn measnrrs, or ~O~IKIS of
protection malcmg for varynlg demes of effectiveness, but on the contmy, it is a higher value and, as
such, nmst be incorporated Ïnto the le@ systcm, gomg beyond the prrrely techicai phne- C i e of
Dangerow Guo& und Ponuttnzts &ySea: the S a f i Aspecî (European P a r b a t , Dhctorate Generai for
Research, 1994) at 68.
The possibility to transform the UN Recommendations Ïuto a cmvention wia be firrtfier discussed in
chapter 6,
62

"
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basic scheme of provisions that would aiIow the d o m devebpment of national and
international regdations governing the various modes of transport, they have not
achieved such a result.
Environmentai concems and increased use of multimodd transport have made

obvious the principal drawback of law with respect to dangerous goods moved
muitimodally: there is no Iaw comïstentiy attached to a dangerous unit of cargo as it
travels through different jrrrisdictions and changes modes of transport. Rather, it is
subject to a variety of modaI, nationaI and international niles which differ with respect to

their legai nature and the ends they seek to achieve. Such a state of hgmentation of

international instruments govemuig dangerous goods is in conflict with the international
cornmUIUlty's proclaimed policy objectives in the subject matter.
The next chapter exempIi£Îes the state of Eagmentation between and within inland

and the sea modes of hansport.

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL REGIME GOVERNING SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL, PROTECTION IN TEE TRANSPORT OF
DANGEROUS GOODS
3.1.

Introduction

The transport of dangerous goods entails much higher and more diverse nsks than
the transport of ordinary goods. Muitimodai transport of dangerous goods, because of
modaiIy different transport conditions and the number of actors involved with their

handling, poses a greater risk than unimodai transport. This study argues that the safe
and envkonmentdy sustainable international rnuitimodal transport of dangerous goods
can only be ensured if, at least, four elements of the legd regime governing the activity
function together. Fht, preventive standards in respect of classincation, packaging,
consîgnment and transporthg procedure must be set in accordance with the Iatest
technoIogicai developments and practices.' They dso must be bown or easiIy
ascertainable by their users, takuig hto account that they are not corfmed to one

particuiar mode of transport.

This r e m s their maximum congniity dong the

tcansportation chah? Second, responsiiility for the application of these preventive
standards must be assigned to those in the transport chah best able to meet these

standards? Third, adherence to these standards by the parties to the transport contract

must be consistentiy enforced t h u g h the operation of different IegaI means, including

--- -

--

-

See L Benidickson, "'EnvironmentaiLaw Sinvey, Part L" (1992) Oîîawa L Rev. 733.758-772.

'See grneraï&. The Proceedhgs of the 13* iintmatrona1SympoSnnn on the T v o r t ofDmgwrow Gook
by Sea und Inland W a i m u y s (Seoul, ~orea,26k28the0ctober 1998).
'For example the shipger is in the best position to detemmie the nature o f goods and to mform others. The
carrier is in control ofthe transport unit, stowage, transport equipmen5 the crew and the transport operation
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ù'ability instruments:'
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Finally, the innocent victims of the transport accident must be

provided with the opportun@ to efficientiy recover for the damage incurred? In 0thwords to facilitate safe transport of dangerous goods both public and private mies must
employ preventive and remedial approaches.

The variety of nsks inherent in the transport of ciangemus goods has b e n desmied
earlier in this study! The safiety and environmentai standards are imposed in order to ensure
that these nsks are reduced to a minimum. The paramount consideration of these standards

is to prevent harmfuI effects that codd occur in the course of tmsportation . While the
private and pubric d e s concemed with the safe carriage of dangerous goods have the same
objective, Le., safe carriage of dangerous goods, there is a great difference between them in
respect to the extent to which the d e s prescn'be shipper's and carriers' duties as weii as the

mamer of thek enforcement.

Public d e s first develop and apply criteria which serve to identify, descnbe and
class*

dangerous characteristics of goods. Second, they set the rnanner Ui which the

hazard inherent in the transport of such goods is to be commrmicated to those who
perform the transport or handling of the dangerous goods. They presmie documenting,
Iabehg, marking, and p1a~ardi.g~
estabiish the packagulg requirements, and develop
technicd standards in respect of the transport operation itself, and the vehicle and

transport equÎpment. FhalIy, they provide guideluies for the trainmg requkements of
those involved in the transport and handling of dangerous goods. The party found at faut

'See Bendîcksoa supmnote 1, at 773.
For the discussion of the enforcement m
see PBimie and EBoyIe, hternationd Law and the
E ~ o m e n(Oxford,
t
1992)- See ako siipra, chapters 4 and 5-
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for not complying with these d e s is, through the operation of the pubric Iaw, penalized
for putting the pubIic's interests at risk and, also, must pay for aII damage caused to
public interests fkom its faut*

Breach of these standards in a private Iaw context, however, although often used to
defie a minimum standard of due care, is not synonymous with the fadt and does not

necessarily result in Liability. While in private Iaw the cornpliance with the public standards

are not synonymous with shippers' and carriers' civil Iiability, they nevertheIess play an
important role m setting the boundary for distribution of risks between the parties to the
transport contract?

In reality, while the two bodies of des, i.e., private and public m e r in respect of
the efEects they seek to create and ciiffer also as to their enforcing mechanisms, their sectord

application is intercomected. It will be seen in the next chapter that a carrier's and a
shippefs mponsibiIities, as estabfished by the safety and environmentai ptevention des,

are an inescapable part of the liability distnhtion formula as mcorporated within their
pnvate law contracts The civil Iaw institutionsof courts and triaunais kquently refer to the

public Iaw instruments as settuig the relevant intemationai standards. SbiCppers'and
carriers' responsiiZties for Liability under the private-Iaw d
e
s a,
as a matfer of principIe,
rdated to the faifure of eiüm party to compIy with public law regdations in respect of

preparing for transport, and the transporthg of; dangerous goods.
This chapter establishes the inconsistency of the public sâfety and environmentai
protection regdations m respect to the mode of transport and Iegd ~ c t i o n sBased
.
on
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this hding, it argues that the divergence of these standards M e d e s the application of
safety and enWonmental standards in the mdtimodd movement of goods. Furthemore,

these hdings wïiI support the argument raised in the next chapter that i+ that safety and
environmental standards7ifthey mainso hgmented, cannot significantly contribute to the
consistent distriiution of lesponsiailities between shippers and carriers in mdtimodd
transport*

The analysis of Iegai Uistnunents in this chapter hdicates, however, that the safiety
and environmentai protection regdations have, in technicai te-,

reached such a state of

hannonkation at the intemationai modal and inter-modai Ievel to make them transferabIe
into an integrai legai nom applicable to multhn~daiity~Furthemore, this chapter
demonstrates that the existmg regulatory network, however hgmented, could be

transformeci witbin the UN structure to serve as an authoritative forum competent to p d o m
the needed normative mIe.

In tight of the foregomg, the following sections of this chapter proceed to
introduce the safety and enWoumental protection d e s as developed at the modal levels.

In particdar they desmie the docation of responsibilities to shippers and carriers for
precautionary measures. Then it expIores the possibility for these instnmients to
correspond with each other while attempting to achieve world-wide d o r m i t y for

muitimodd appiication.

3.2.

Internationai d e s concerned with sPiety and environmentai protection
As aIready mentioned m chapter 1, dangernus goods, particdar1y toxk chemicais,

For a detaiIeddiscpssionofthe private iaw concepts see *ar chapter 4.
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despite that they are understood to pose àgnincant risk to the environment or to human
heaith, have resisted precise definition. Scientists have found it difficuk to detemine
exactiy what kind of human and enWonmentaI hann is caused by pacticu1a.r toxic
chemicals. As a result, international efforts and initiatives to control theu safe transport

are Iimited to the procedures and methodologies for rneasuring the risk the toxic
chernicals pose and their designation to a particular class withùi the regulatory scheme
for their special treatment in the course of transport. Morts to identiQ the diverse rïsks
they pose and to develop comprehensive regulatory responses have led to the conclusion
of s e v e d signincant treaties. Despite their hgmentation in respect to the mode of

transport and geographicai scope of application, these international treaties are a fmn
recognition of the global dimension of the problem.
That being the case, technicai d e s descniing the properties of, and Iaying down

the conditions under which the participants in the transport operation are required to
move dangerous goods, have become vitally important.
Despite the high Ievel of harmonization achieved at the intemationai IeveI, these
d e s stiII puzzle shippers and carriers participahg in a multhodai transport operation.

There are a nimiber of reasons for this. Fin& international d e s for the safe transport of

dangerous goods have historicdy been developed to serve the needs of a particuIar mode
of transport. Second, they are not dorced in the same way at the national leveI.
Sometimes, because of their regiond scope, the mtemationd d e s are not appIicabIe
gIobaIIy as for example, ADR and RID.Frrrthermore, some conventions, such as SOLAS.
aithough of worIdwide scope, delegate to national authorities responsibility for Ia*g
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down detded safety and enWonmentaI protection d e s , thus reducing their uniformity.

The next sections descnie the safety and environmental protection d e s and their
basic concepts and structure as deveIoped at the modal and muitimodd Ievel to ensure the
safe transport of dangerous goods. Furthermore, they explain what role these safety niles

play in environmental protection and in private liability contexts.

3.2.1.

The road transport of dangerous goods
The hannonization of the safety provisions for the transport of dangerous goods

by road has taken ptace ody within Europe, where it is intended to replace the different

domestic regulations by a single regime. The Eiwpean Agreement Conceming the
International Transport of Dangerous Goods (ADR) was devetoped af€er the Second
WorId War h m the European d w a y agreements for the international movement of

dangerous goods, which date back to the 1890s. ADR is an agreement c i r a . up by the
W t e d Nations Economic Commission for Europe in Geneva, whereby most States in
Europe, in the interest of uniformity and fiee trading, have agreed to common d e s for

the movement of dangerous goods by road across their frontiers and through their
territories.

The Agreement was t
h
t signed in 1957, but the detailed d e s , Le. Annexes A
and B, were not pubiished mitil twelve years Iater in 1969 foUowing the entry into force
of the Agreement on 12 January, 1968, and after the annexes themselves were amended

and up-dated on 29 M y 1968. The Annexes are revised regdarly, with the cturent edàion
effective nom 1 January 1997.

3.2.l.l.European Agreement Concerning the International carnage of Dangerous
Goods by Road (ADR)

ADR is an agreement between states, and there is no overd enforcing authority
or penalties prescrïbed by it. In practice, states parties to the Agreement have enforcing
authority, Le., the authority to carry out inspections in order to ensure cornpliance with

the Agreement. Non-cornpliance may then result in action by nationai authorities in
accordance with their domestic legislation. Contracthg parties to ADR incorporate its
provisions into their domestic regtdations. Member states of the European Union apply

ADR through the '%DR Framework ~uective"~
whereby the Annexes of the ADR
h e w o r k directive, which are identical with those of the ADR, are made directiy
applicable to traffic throughout the N.
While the ADR defines the respomiilities of the parties to the transport contract

in respect of classincation, packin& IabeIing, documenthg and the carriage of dangerous
goods, it is not concerned with their contractual LiabiIicies for possible damage caused by
non-cornpliance with the d e s .
Although, ADR is basicalIy a public Iaw convention devised, primady, to protect
pubiic mterests: it is explicitIy or implicitly referred to when definhg dangerous goods

and setting out the tests for the purpose of the application of the provisions of pnvate
liability conventions concerned with the transport of ciangemus goods by road. Despite

8

Directive 94/55/EC("The ADR Framework Directive") on the appmximation of Iaws of the -ber
the transport of dangerous go& by mad made the ADR dEectly applicable wimm
E~ropean
Union Member States.
9
For a definition of the "public mtereSfSb'Ïu respect of safety and a heaIaiy mvimmnent, s e t chapter 2,
sections 22,and 24.
Sîates with regard to
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the fact that ADR standards are used as a private law device to define contrachg parties'
standards of due care, the ADR remains a public law instrument. This is so because it
imposes minimum safety conditions under which govenunents have agreed at
international and national levels to maintain the activity lawfül and have put their
enforcing mechanisms into operation to ensure it.
The key Aaicle which indicates the purpose of ADR is the second, which says in

effect that, apart fkom some excessively dangerous goods, other dangerous goods may be

moved internationaily by road pruvided that the packaging and labehg are in accordance
with AMex A, and that vehicie construction, equipment, and transport operation are in
accordance with Amex B."

The d e s in A ~ e A,
x Part 1 are about the identification of goods, theu packaging
and Iabeling, and the transport documents. They are the concem of the consigner of the
goods. The system of classification of dangerous goods under ADR follows, as ciosely

as possible, the Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods drawn up by the
United Nations EconomÏc and Social CouncÏlrsCornmittee of Experts on the Transport of

Dangerous Goods. Other d e s m Part 1 cover the documentary aspect of the carriage of
dmgerous goods by road: a consignment note and a dedaration to accompany the
consi*gnment, mixed pack&

and the methods For ciass@ing solutions and mixtures7

inciudmg wastes. AU ADR consipments must be accompanied by a transport document

10

Amiexes A and B have been ceguIarLy amended since the entry inta force of the Agreement, in
accordance with the procedme of Artide 14 of ADR The most recent edition of the Annexes mcludes a i l
mencimentsup to January 1997- UN-PubL ECE/TRANS/I 15, VoLI (1997).
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and a declaration,"

There is no specid format for the DecIaration although it must

include specinc detaiis. Further, the consigner must give the carrier the necessary
information in writing before the joumey, in order for the carrier to take the necessary
precautions. l2

ADR provides for some exceptions to the generd packing, labeiing and
documenting requirements for the sake of unhampered multimodd movement of goods.

Marginal 2006 (1) of ADR provides that when the vehicle carrying out a transport
operation subject to the provisions of ADR is conveyed over a section of the joumey
otherwise than by road hadage, then any national or international regdations which,
under the said section, govem the carriage of dangerous goods by the mode of transport
used for conveying the road vehicle, shd1 dune be applicable to the said section of the
joumey. For example if part of an ADR joumey cornes under the International Maritime
Dangerous Goods Code for a sea crossing, those d e s additionaily apply, and replace the
equivdent ADR d e s for that part of the joumey. This is particdarly reievant to

mdtimodai opentions between seaboard states in north-western Europe and
~cand~navia'~
F d e r exemptions from ADR d e s relate to packaging, markmg and labeiing of

ADR shipments which move muItï-rnodally. If an ADR joumey precedes and foilows
carriage by sea or air, the goods s h d be accepted for caniage under ADR even if the
packages and intermediate bufk containers (IBC) are IabeIed m accordance with the sea
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or ai. mode rather than with ADR, but subject to the d e s for classification and
documentation required by ADR, incIuding the specid statement: "Carnage under

marginal 2007 of ADR" This is paaicdarly relevant to shipments from outside Europe
which are subsequently carried under ADR des.

The requirements of mar@

'

2008 dso ensure that containerized ADR shipments

which are en route to a port for a sea joumey, confom with the IMDG Code requirement

in respect of a packaging certincate.'*

ADR requires that the driver must be given Uistnictions Ui writing stating for each
substance or article carried: the name of the substance or article or group of goods, its

Class and its UN aumber, or for a group of goods the UN numbers of the goods for which
the instructions apply: the nature of the danger presented by the goods, together with the

measures to be appiied for personal protection, and the immediate action to be taken in
the event of an accident."

A set of instructions must be kept in the vehicle cab and be in

a Ianguage that the driver can understand.
Annex A,

Part II consists ofchapters for each Classi of dangerous goods nmning

fFom I to 9. Apart from Class 7, which has a speciai format, the other chapters are laid

out m sections in simiIar fashion,
These are d e s d e d by the UN substance identification number, foUowed by the
name, e.g., "sulphuric acid", or by a generic

'* AD&

temi,

e.g. 'Ylammabfe liquid", '?oxic",

matgsial2007.

"T6e packagîng cemfifaa must be signed by the p a o n req~oosiblefor packaging and a deciaration nmst
be mchdedto the &ect that tEie goods are m a fÏt condition and properLy stowed msidevetc., in accordasce
with section 12 of the General introdaction (Volume f) of the htetnationd Maritmie Dangrnus Goods
Code.
ADR, mnrgmnI 10385.

"

'h.o.s",
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i.e., "not otherwise specined", meanhg that the particda materiai is not

individually named and identifïed under a "singie substance" number. In most classes,

item numbers have sub-groups (a), (b) and (c) to denote high, medium, and low degrees
of danger. These correspond to the UN Packing Groups I,
Annex A,

Part III contains a number of Appendices, of which the more important

for generaI operations are:

Amex

II and III.

A S for packaging; A.6 for IBCs and A.9 for 1abehgL7

B deals with the responsibilities of the carrier to provide and equip the

vehicle, and to ensure, respecthg the work of the ciriver, that the joumey

is carried out in

the proper manner.

Annex B imposes on the carrier the duty to ensure that requùed documents are
carried

on the vehide: transport document and dechration container packaging

certificate;

approval cemficate for certain vehi~les;'~dnver
training certin~ate;'~
permit

authorizing the transport operationZoin conformity with the d e s in Appendix B.2; other

-

" Rules for pahging of the varioos g o ~ & are given in the Ciass chaptm of Ami= k UN approved
packaging must generalIy be use& as descriied m Appendix AS, but there are specid d e s for certain
particuIarlydangerous gwds m the Class chapter itseIf. Ruies for BCs, &O to be I-M approved, are given
m Appendix A.6. RuIes for markhg the packages are aIso given m the Class chapters of Annex A. In
generai, these caii for the markmg of the UN d e r , preceded by the Ietters "UNn on aiI packages of
dangerous goods. The Class chapters specify the labels that must be attached to the packages. The TabeIe
formats are descn'bed m Appendix A.9. CIass Iabel and one or more secondary risk labels, tg. flammabfe,
and aiso toxk It is the consigner's duty to provide and attacfi the labels to packages, containers and tanks.
1s
Certain vehicles as Iisted m Append. B 2 m m be approved Tbis approvai may be a type-approvai
obtalned by the manufacturer for the '%basewvehicIe, Le. before de Ioad cornpartment or tank has been
addeci, at the pre-production stage, by the submlssion of design detaiIs to the nationai anthority.
Annual appravai certificates are then reqtmed, iisued by the national aatfiority to the effect that the vehicIe
confotms to the ADR d e s and is m a roadworthy condition,Copies mttst be c d e d on the vehicle- (1O 281
and IO 282)T b is the ADR catincab issued by the competerit attthority m each state to drives of ciangemus go&
vehicles above 3 5 tons maximum weight, in qpantities above those speufied in the tabIe at the start of
A.M~xB (IO 011). The drnrer has to attend a comse qqmved by the authonty m each State?and pass a
Wnttea examinatioa
'O ADR, margmal IO 381.

"
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vehicle featrnes;

'' £ireexthguishep and vehicle e q ~ i ~ r n e nsupervision
t;~
o f ~ehicles;'~

mked Ioading; smoking; and hmcUing? A series of Appendixes to Amex B express a
variety of technicd requirements to support these requirements.

3.22.

Rail transport of dangerous goods
The safety regdations for the rail transport of dangerous goods are subject to

unincation at the international level only within Europe, where Regulations Conceming
the international Can5age of Dangerous Goods by Rail (RID)'~apply. R D sets out the

minimum standards for the safe transport of various types of dangerous goods traveling
to or through the territory of a contracting state. RID is not a ke-standing convention as

ADR is, but it constitutes Annex I to the Uniform Ruies conceming the Contract €or the
International Cam-age of Goods by Rail (CIM), which forms Appendix B" to the
Convention Conceniulg International Carriage by Rai1 (COTIF).'*
Revisions of RID are made subject to article 19 of COTIF which provides for the
cornpetence of a Cornmittee of Experts to take decisions on proposais for amendment.
-

.

" ADR maqhai 13410 220,LO 22l and 10 261.
"ADR, rnarghai 13510240.
ADR margmaI 13610260.
''ADR. margmaI 13?lO321.
Generai d e s to do with haadhg mclude: packages to be pmperly stowed on the vehicle, and secured in
some way so that they cannot move m dation to eac6 other, or to the w a k of the vehicte; dangerous goods
to be separated h m others; toxic substances to be effectivdy separated fiom human or animar faodstuffs;
crew not to open packages; vehicIes to be cleaned in the ment of leaicage"Doue at Bem, Jamiary 1959,329 U.N.T.S. 3.
COTIF, Article 3, paragraph 1.
"" ConcIuded at Bem May 9
. 1980, entered mto force May 1985. (1978) BITS. 1 (Cm41) (F,E)(1993)
BTS SS(Cm.23 12) (consolidatedt a ) .
As of 1995 the foiiowing 37 states have ratineci or acceded to COTE :Afbania. Afgexîa,A m - a , Belgium,
Bos- & Herzegovina, BdgarÏa, Croatia, Czech RepubiÏc, Demnark, Finiand, France, G~ermaay,Greece,
K m g q , Iran, Iraq, hhd, Italy. Lebanon, Lïechtensteh, Luxembourg, Former Yugoslav Repubtic of
Macedonia, Monaco, Morocco, the NetherIands. Norway, P oIanci, Portngai, Romanh, SIovac RepubiÏc,
Siovenia, Spain, Sweden, SwitzerIand,Syrïa, T
w TmErey,United Ringdom,

"
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Article 21 sets out the procedure for notifjing the Member States by the CeniraI Office
established under COTIF? and sets a twelve month period for coming into force of any
amendment d e s s one third of them object within four months nom the date of
notifkation. Parties to the Convention guarantee to permit the carriage of goods meeting
these standards through their temtory, even when their own domestic requirements may

be Herent. Discussions are under way to restructure RID and extend its scope, making it

Appendix C to COTIF, which will in tirm require amendment." Parties to COTIF have a
duty to hplement RID within their national borders in order to ensure the public need for
sde transport of dangerous goocis, This is achieved by giving to

RID the force of law,

and enabhg the state to exercise authonty over ~orn~liance.~'
Furthemore, European

W o n "framework directives" make RID applicabie to ail dangerous goods trafnc within
the territory of the European uniod2

RID served as a mode1 for the subsequent agreement on the Carriage of
Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR). At present RID and ADR retain their common base,
and are revised together at joint meetings coordinated by the Inland Transport Committee
of the UNECE, and then approved separately by rail and mad experts. Additionai

requirements specific to either mode are aiso agreed upon at the level of the joint

29

Articles 1 and 2 of COTE contaÏu institutionai provisions conceniing the intergovernmentai
O r g k t i o n for Inteniati~naICarrîage by R d (OTIF) wîîh its headquaters n1Berri, According to Art2 of
COTIF, the piirpost of OTIF is to create, execute and M e r deveIop a d o m Iegd systern for
nitemationalcarriage by raiL
Althorigh the Worlring Group responsiile for dratang the axticIes of the new Appmdix is making
reasonabIe progress, it seems d e I y that work win be mtirely compieted in this centurytury
18 Hamdous
Cargo Bulkifn, 1988, VOL 10, at 83t
SeeTfor example, UK InternationalCouventions Act 1983, whïch gives RID the force o f hw.
" DÏreaive 96/49/EC
on the approximation of the Iaws of Memkr States wim regard to the transport of
dangerous goods by rai& 23 1dyp1996(OJ l%û936 L.235125).
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meetings. The greatest possible degree of harrnony with the United Nations
Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods is the ongoing task of the joint
meetings. Most of the provisions regardhg ~Iassification, labehg, marking,
documenting, as well as the format of ADR and R D are harmonized with each other and
with the UN Recommendations. Some technical standards for packaging and IBCs still

remain to be agreed upon. Vehicle and transport equiprnent standards, are subject to
different requkements, depending on the mode of transport.
Since the basic structure and the a h of RID are almost identicai to that of ADR,
the introduction of

R D focuses only on the unique features of rail carriage which

distinguish this instrument from ADR and other modal instnmients. WhiIe both
instruments, RID and ADR, are drafted in the fonn of regdations setting safety standards
for the transport of dangerous goods, their legal natures differ. RID forms part of another
Convention, Le., COTIF/CIM, whereas ADR is a fkee-standmg convention with
characteristics independent of any other Iegd instrument.
COTIF is the only private- law transport convention which incorporates public

law technicd d e s on the transport of dangeroos goods. The structure and the legai
nature of COTIF is rather cornpiex, because the convention tends to encompass ail Iegd
and technicd aspects of the internationai transport of goods and passengers by rail, using

Appendices and Annexes to regulate specific questions. Dangerous goods are dedt with
as a category of goods which is not permitted for carriage, d e s s performed according to

regdations which form part of the convention. Expresseci in simpIe Iegai temis, COTIF,
ImIüce other transport conventions, expressly makes the transport of dangerous goods by
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r d subject to regdations set up by this convention.
COTIF stipulates that the carri-age in international thmugh t d ï c of goods s h d
be subject to CIM. Accordùig to article 3 of C M ,the rail carrier is obiiged to carry any

goods, provided that certain conditions are mef3 and that goods do not fall within the
category of articles not acceptable for carri-age. Article 4(d) of CIM desmies goods not
acceptable for carriage by specincaily referring to the Regdations Conceming the
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail (RD) which foms h e x I to CIM.

Article 5 of C M , however, pemiits the transport of dangerous goods under conditions
laid down in the RID.

in light of the foregoing, it is safe to conclude that contractual relations between
various parties involved in the contract of caniage have to be interpreted and applied, in

respect of the definition of dangerous goods, by their p a c h g , Iabehg, rnarking,
documenthg and transporthg in terms of requirements laid down by RID. This is so,

despite the fact that RID is concemed with ensuring safety, rather than with the
reIationship between the various parties invoIved in the contract of c a ~ r h ~ e Depending
.-'~
on the circumstances, the înterests of tbkd parties may aIso be niled by the COTIF, and
the generaI Iaw of obiigations, or in continental Iaw, by general provisions concerning

M

The irreguiar, i~conect,and mcompIete desaiption of articIes not acceptaHe for Eamnge or acceptabIe
for famage tmda certain conditions, or fdme on the pmt of the consigner to observe the prescribed
precautioas m respect of ariicIesacceptable mbject to conditious pmvide the pmds for the raiIway to be
rciïeved of Iiability for foss or damage resaltmg fiom the total or parihi Ioss o f goods, CD& Article 36
paragraph 3(g), See infia- section- 32.2-1- ofthÏs chapter.
35
RDe Wit, Mufrimoduf Transport, (LIoyd's of London b:
LondodNew Y o ~ a t n b m g / H o n gKong,
1995) at 111. See &O Bill, DL, "Combiued T-ort,
The Caniage of Dangernus Goods By Ladu
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According to RID, rdways have an obligation to refuse the carriage of dangerous

goods, and if such goods are inadvertently cmied, the caniage must be stopped and the
goods is treated in accordance with the police regdations in the countries involved. This
is the point at which RID modifies the private law characteristics of COTlF and assumes
the role of an international public instrument?

3.2.2.1. Reguiations Concerning the Intemationai Cam*ageof Dangerous Goods by
Rail (RID)"
The main philosophy behind the standards set out in the RID c m be summarized
as follows: a) the carriage of dangerous goods should not present a greater hazard than

that of any other type of goods; b) the regdations should be as clear and easy to follow as
passible; c) the standards should be as high as possible without hposing prohibitive

costs on the manufacturer or consigner?
The structure of RID,as mentioned earlier is compatiiIe with the ADR structure,

and has provisions on the classification of dangerous goods, provisions for which the
consigner of the goods is responsible: packaging requirernents (incIuding the use of

packaging, intermediate bulk containers, tanks, containen and vehicles), and
requirrments for the construction and testing of packaging and consigrunent procedures
(including labeling and descriihg goods in the transport documents), and provisions for
which the carrier is responsiile, Le., mies for vehicIe and the transport operation.

The COTIF/CIM/RID is a unique congIomerate of d e s coverÏng both aspects of
[1978] L M C L Q -74-82CD& Annex I, Reguhions Concerning the Intentanonal Cmnage of Dungerorrs Goods Izy R d (RID)
(Londonr EiMSQ 1993 ed.) at xxviï@ditorid htroûuctïoa)
37
Done at Beni, Iarmary 1959,329 UN-TS-3,
30
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the transport of dangerous goods, namely private and public. Unlüce the sea transport

civil conventions, RID leaves no doubt as to the dennition of dangerous goods and the
technicd standards appIicable to their hmdhg. They are both part of the same treaty
instrument which in this way define alI relevant tenns for the transport of dangerous
goods, making it consistently applicable to the distribution of shippers' and carriers'
responsibilities for theu safe carriage and for LiabiIities for any casuaities.
3.23.

Sea transport of dangerous goods

The intemationai carriage of dangerous goods by sea is subject to a large body of
d e s , regulations, and recommended practices, embodied in many treaties, codes,
guidelines, generai principles, manuds, and the Iike, ail of which are designed to create

uniforrn standards for shipping safety and marine environmental protection. Maritime
safety and environmentai protection d e s are mainiy the result of the post-catastrophic
syndrome. The Torrey Canyon incident of 1967 provided the necessary background and

politicai pressure for states to merge the basicalIy technical concept of safety at sea with a
then newly emerging Iegd concept, the protection of the marine en~ironment.'~It is to be

noted, however, that "assimilation" dÏd not assume any kind of structurai forms. There

still exist two bodies of d e s for safety and for environmental protection embodied in the

-

--

'Supra, note 37.
" It was îhe Titmè disaster which initiated the 6kst SOLAS Convention. The MARPOL provisi011~for
tankers on the prevention of oÏI poilution in the event of collision or strandnig, were adopted Ïn the
aftermath of gmundulg of the h o n VaIda m March 1989 (MO Doc. MEPC 52/356&March 1992).
SOLAS 95 amenciments were adopted in the &ennath of the capskihg Estonia on 28& September 1994.
Jacques de Dieu, "EU Poiices ConceLamg Ship Safeîy and Poilution Prevention Versus Intemational d e
rnakÏng" Ïn H.Rii~gbomed, Competihg N o m at the Law of M i e EmiomerrfaI protecriun-Focus ort
Ship Sajiëty and P~fl'tiott PrevennOn (KJpwer Law IntemationaI, Londodthe Hague/Boston, 1997) 146-
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International Convention on the Safeîy of Life at Sea (SOLAS)" and the International
Convention for the Prevention of PoUution by Ships (MARPOL 73/78)" respectively.

The legai noms of these conventions are nourished by technical n o m , the most reIevant
to this study being the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG)." While

SOLAS and MARPOL Conventions are the global binding instruments, the IMDG Code
is a non-binding set of technicai standards that facilitate the international community's
d o m application of the obligations set out in the former Conventions. In practice, the

IMDG Code, although developed as a mode1 nilet is widely accepted and incorporated
into the national laws of most maritime nations.
3.2.3.1. International Convention for the SPfety of Lire at Sea (SOLAS)

Like its cornterparts in other modes, the SOLAS Convention sets out the d e s for
the safe transport of dangerous goods. Besides its administrative character which gives to

it public Iaw charactenstics, SOLAS rules present guidelines for the application and
mterpretation of international hability conventions, particulariy for determining the party
liable to compensate for damage caused during the transport of dangerous goods. Both

damage, and liabiIity for damages caused by the transport of dangerous goods Vary with
regard to their nature, extent, carnation and the parties involved Whatever the case may
be, the questions of liability and the bmden of proof as to which party is IiabIe for the

damage c m o t be resolved without reference to a standard of due diligence. This

"
''

Intmational Convention on the SQfery of LjCe at Sea, 1960, M O Dac. MC0 1960. The Convention
emtered into force 1965fnrenatiortal Convention/or the h e n t i o n of Poflm2n by ShipF wïth amexes and protocols (1-II), 2
November 1973, 1340 UNI'S 184;12 ILM- 1319 (1973)-Amended by the Protoc01 of November 1978,
1341UNTS 3,4(F); 17ILM 546.
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standard is forrnulated by reference to the statutory or customary d e s related to specinc
obligations of parties for the safe management of dangerous goods in transport? These

basically administrative conventions/reguIationsYtherefore, rnay be considered to amouut,
together with civil liabiIity conventions, to a body of d e s on dangerous goods transport.
The dtimate responsibility for the compensation of the costs of any accident rests on the
party which acted in violation of the d e s goveming the transport of dangerous goods in
respect of classification, packing, marking? labelling, transport equipment, or dehient
consignment.

tn comparkon with other modes of transport, the developrnent of regdarions for
maritime carriage was very late in coming.* The regulations reflected the cornmon
concern for the safety of the ship and the life of the passengers. The early Iaws and
con~entions"~
actually forbade the carriage of goods which by theK nature, quantity and
mode of stowage, were Iiable to endanger the Lives of the passengers or the safety of the

ship. While these early regulations seem to have established the principIes, it leA to each
govemment the task of detennining which goods were dangerous, and of setting forth the
precautions to be taken in packaging and stowage. SOLAS 1948 established the need for
mtemationd uniformity m safety standards, and recommended that packaging and

marking systems shouid be developed using distinctive colors and symbols indicating the

"Assembiy of M O (IMCO) ResoùttionA. 81 0,27

September 1965. Se+ ïnficr section 3 2 3 3 .
For a discussion of use of pubiic standards to define the standard of c m for the purpose of private Iaw
applications see infia, chapter 4.
"C.E. Hemy, ZXe Cmàge of Dmgerotls Gao& 6y Sen (New York; St Mar<mTsi?ress, 1985) at 94.
The fÏrst m t n n a t i o d reguiation attemptmg to govrm the -age
of dangerous goods by see was the
fntenrmonal Conv~urron the S a f i of Lijie at Sea (SOLAS) 1914, which never came h o force, See
IMO Doc- Misc. 82(2)- The 1929 SOLAS Conventionwas another attempt ta revive the earlier Convention.
The 1929 S O U S entered mto force in 1933-

"
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kind of danger presented by each Iànd of good. The recommendations issued by the 1948

SOLAS Conference were fomulated pending the establishment of IMO.'~
One of the first actions undertaken by IMO was to convene a new SOLAS
Coderence in 1960. This Conference adopted the 1960 SOLAS convention? SOLAS

1960 specificaily addressed, in its chapter W, the subject of dangemus goods. Like
previous SOLAS Conventions, the cm-age of dangerous goods was prohibited except in
accordance with the convention. Chapter W divided the various types of dangerous
goods into nine classes. Shce at that thne the bulk of chernical products was carried in
packaged

provisions of chapter W dedt with packaging, Iabeiing, marking,

documentary and stowage requirernents, and the caniage of explosives on board

passenger ships. The convention, however appiied to both dangerous goods canied in
buik and those carrîed in packaged fonn. Goods in packaged form were defhed as those

carried in limited quantities and consumer &es -drums, pallet Ioads, intermediate b u k
containers, and ship-borne barges.
Chapter M of SOLAS was supplemented by Resolution 56 of the Conference
which recommended that governments parties to the Convention shouId adopt a d o m i
international code for the c d a g e of dangerous goods by sea. Besides issues of
classincation, marking, and Iabehg of the various goods, the code dso was to take into
account m e r issues of packaging, packing, container trafnc, stowage and segregation

" See Recommen&tion

22 of the 1948 SOLAS Conference-The Conference recommended £brthermdy
on the subject wiîh the objective ofcirafting mteniational reguIatio~tSee IMO C@cfal Recordr, Doc. MSC
IULO,of30 September 1959. See a h CEHemyfmpra. note 45, a 8 at 118.
'5 Interrraionai Conference on the Scrfi of Lfe m Sea, 1960, M O Doc. iMCO 1960. The Comention
entered mto force 1965,
C. E Hemy?supra*note 45, at 93.
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of incompatible substances. Such a code was adopted by the internationai community in
1965, and is commonly referred to as the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code

@~DG)?~
Chapter W of SOLAS 1960 has since been replaced by chapter W of SOLAS
1974.5'

It is worth noting here that the 1974 SOLAS Conference took note of the

increased multimodal transport of dangerous goods whose concept pivots mund the

container. It emphasized the need to ensure the s d ' and economic hansport through the
unification of national, regional and international d e s goveming their carriage, stowage
and handling by ail modes of transport. Resolution 1-II of the SOLAS Conference
recommended continuhg CO-operationwith the ECOSOC Committee of Experts with a

view to adopthg a "self contained International Convention on the Carriage of

Dangerous Goods by al1Modes of ~ r a n s ~ o r t . " * ~

SOLAS 1974, which is based on the earrier conventions, and which has itself
been amended respectively in 1978, 1981,1988, 1989, 1990 and 1992, addresses the

49

Assembly of IMO (IMCO)ResoIution A, 81 (IV),27 Septeder 1965, See infia,Setion 3 2 3 . 3 .
See InremanonalConfetencce ort the Safety of Lifie or Sea, t 974, M O Doc. 080.75.0 1, E.
5t
It bas been recogniwd that by internationai coimmmity that containets provide an ideai havai for the
movement of dangerous, ~ O P and
S noxioos substances ia packageci f o m and dat nich havens have
the potentid to c a w senous safety and poDution pmblems. Large variety of toxic, hazardous and noxious
substances are routMeIy carried in sea containers. On the other hanci, monymity of the w g o has mcreased
and gnim room to mdetected ignorance. AU tmks of the transportation c h a (e-g, idand teminal, hiand
carrier, s q o a sea cam*a, etc) have m re@ on the respomibIe behaviom of the m e r and its
documentation,Accidents imrofving such containers might cause serions and signincant poiiution damage under ceriah circumstances even more serious than oil. K- Brtmings, " Dangerotts Cargo in Containers," In
Port Mmragemmrt Tmbook Contairrerkatron (Institnte of ShiErpmg Economics and Logistic: Bremen,
1985) 293, at 294. See a h G. Edgar, Hmàbook on M i e Pollution (Arevidai, Norweyr Assmance
ForeningenCard, 1985) at 505L
The Îdea was to eIaborate some documents dong the h e s of the Umted Nation Convention on
Intemational.Transport adopted m 1980-UN Doc, TD/MTiCONFf 16.
50
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probIem of the carriage of dangerous goods in packed f o m in chapter W, Part A.* The
1981 amendments to SOLAS 1974, for the h
t time, expressly included provisions Î n

respect of precautions to be taken in the case of incompatible cargoes.
Chapter W of SOLAS actuaily consists of only 8 regulations. In gened, these
regdations are not very precise, except for regdation 2 (~Iassification)which lists the
nine dangerous classes without definhg them. Reguiation 1 (4) of chapter W requires
the contracting States to issue detailed instructions on safe packaging and stowage of

dangerous goods. The actual standards of safe cam'age of dangerous goods are
established by reference to the iMDG Code.
Aithough the SOLAS Convention itself does not develop the detailed safety code
but rather refers to the lMDG Code, it is regarded as the most important treaty creating

uniform standards for shipping safiety. It is clear that the [MDG Code, aithough a nonbinding instrument, was adopted by M O to aid interpretation and application of the
standard setting regdatory Conventions and is now part of the regulatory regime on the
camage of dangerous goods."

This wiU be explaùied in more detail below in the section

3 2 - 3 3 . of this chapter.

1981 Amendments to chapter VII mbdMde the Iatter mto thrre patts. Part A dals with the c-ge
of
dangerou gaods m packaged fonn or m soiid form in b&
See Resoiutïon MSC.6(48), of 17 Jme 1983.
Y It i
s safie to Say that the inteniationd regdatory regmie on the eaniage of ciangemus goods by sea
hciudes, not oniy mch nitemationai treaties as SOLAS and MARPOL, but also the suppiemental and other
~ I a t c dcodes and recommendations concerning the packaging, storage, and h d h g o f such goods at sea
and ports, Those regtthtions and procedures mnain an essentid fiame of ceference''. T A Mensah,
"Intematiod Reguiatory Reghue on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods at Sea" anpubllshed papa
presented at the ~ntenrationut~ j m ~ o ~ nonnthe
n Trmqort and H d h g Dungerous Goo& 6y Sen and
hlmd Watenïays (JDG), heId in Rotterdam,the Netheria& 13-17 A p d I9m
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3.2.3.2. International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

(MARPOL) 55

MARPOL 73/78 was the h t attempt to address the problem of pollution nom
ships by establishing international requirements relating to the caniage of harmful

substances. MARPOL 73/78 and its Annexes provide the main source of the international
d e s and standards for the prevention of pollution fiom ships referred to in articles 194,

21 1,218, and 220 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNLOSC)?
-ex

III to MARPOL 1973/78 particdarly addresses the question of the

prevention of pollution fiom substances carried by ships in packaged f~rms.'~ The

regdations lay down basic requirements for packaging, rnarking and Iabeiing, and
stowing, h

m substances carried in packaged form, or freight containers, portable

tanks, or road and rail tank wagons. As with Part A of chapter ViI of SOLAS, the
regdations of Annex IIIare very generai. The basic requirements set by the Annex are to

chapter W of SOLAS 1973, must issue, more detailed requirements. Resolution 19 of
the 1973 MARPOL Conference recommended that M O shodd adopt more detailed
recommendations on the subject. The M O Assembly subsequentiy issued a Resolution

recommenduig that the method of marking the IabeI and of plachg the correct technicd

55

Intemattonai Conventionfor the Prwenrion of Pohtion by Ships w'rh annaes and protocok (1-II), 2
November 1973, 1340 UNTS 184; 12 LLM. 1319 (19'73). Amended by the Protocol of November 1978,
t 34 L UNTS 3,4(F); 17 ILM 546.
56
(Montego Bay: 1982) entend mto force 17 November 1994); UN. Doc.: The Law of the Sea: United
Nafions Conventbrt on the Law of the Sea (New York= United Nations, 1983), UN. Publications No.
E,83.V.5), regrinted (1982) 21 ILM 126157
Packed form is defnied in the Regdation 1: W e s s exptessiy provided otherwîse, the regdations of this
amex appIy to ail shigs carrying hamîüi substances in packed form,mcIudmg those in fieight containers,
portable tanks, road and raii vehicies and shipbome barges.''
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name on packages and receptacles containhg dangerous goods shouId d o w this
information to remab idensable on packages Surviving at least three monthsr immersion

Basic principles are aiso formulated for packaged substances which are

considered to present a serious hazard to the marine environ~nent.~~
These provisions of
M O L 73/78, however, reffect the fact that the IMDG Code was initiaily not designed
to take account of the pohtion of the marine environment as such. A ~ e xm of

MARPOL 1973/78 was amended in 1992 to make expiicit reference to the iMDG Code,
providùig at the same t h e , guidelines for the identification of hamifuI substances in
packaged form which set out the criteria for identifying and designahg marine
pollutants. For the purpose of the selection of packaged goods as "marine poilutants",
substances are identified by critena established by GESAMP, the recognized advisory
body of experts for M O in matters related to the evduation of the hazards of substances
carried by ships.6'

Annex III, as amended, m e r defines packaged hm as the "forms of
containment specified for hamifuI substances in the IMDG Code" (Regdation I (1.3). ui
addition, govemments of coniracting parties are requUed to issue or cause to be issued,
detded requirements on pack&,

marking and labeling, documentation, stowage,

quantity and Iimitations, and exceptions, for preventing or minnnimig poihtion of the

marine environment by h a d substances in packaged fonn (Regdation L(3). W i t b

ResoluiionA345 0,
of 12 November 1975.
-ciai recordr, Doc MEPU C M 8 ,of 19 September 1975.
See Appencüx 3 to de MARPOL.

19 IMO

'
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the context of regdations contained in Annex III of MARRPOL, reference is generdy
made to the IMDG Code.

3 2 3 3 . International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG): its legal nature
and scope of application

The International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG)Code, was adopted by the

IMO Assembly in

1965,6' as the standard setting instrument facilitating the

implementation of the safety requirements of

SOLASP~Much later,

reflectuig the

growing public coocem with the impact that the carriage by sea of such substances in

packaged forms may have upon the environment, and following the adoption of

MARPOL, the scope of the IMDG Code was extended to include marine pollutants." In
Apnl 1987, amenciments to the IMDG Code were adopted which, for the nrst thne, took

into accotmt marine pollution as an aspect of the carriage of dangerous goods. Some 600
substances were identified a s marine poiiutants, and detaiIed requirements for the*
-

6'

-

M O Assembly rcsoIution A J1(IV)of27 September 1965.

" Recommendation 56. adopted at the 1960 SOLAS Confince, recommended that govefnments shouId
adopt a uniform internationai code for the carnage of dangerous goods by sea which shotdd cover
packagiug, container aafiic and stowage, with partidar refercnce to the segregation of mcornpatible
substances. It further recommended that MO, in co-operation with the Uded Nations Committee of
Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (ECOSOC)should pursue studies on such an mternatiod
code, espeeially Î n Rspea of classification, description, iabehg, Iist of dangrnus goods and shippmg
documents. To cany out <bis mandate, the Maritime Safety Commatee (MSC) stablished a Workhg
Gronp on the Carrïage of Dangerous Goods (CDG).The Group pqared drafts for each class of dangrnus
goods. h order to make nich a code as wideiy acceptable as possible, the Group took into account the
pradces and procedures of numemus maritime couniries and ECOSOC recommendations.
Recommendation No.19, adopted at the MARPOL Confance, 1973, conceming d e Prorentiort of
Poliution by Haminu Substances Cimied by Sea in Paduged Fomt or m Fnifit Containers, Portable
Tanks or Road and Rail Tanks Wagons M e d IMO to pmsrte studies on the impact that the &age by
sea of snch substances kt packaged f o m may h v e opon the enMr,nmen~It was recommended tbat the
resuits of such studles be directed towards the revision of the scope of the Internationai Maaime
Dangerous Goods Code. T6e Marine Environment Rotedion Comniittee (MEPC),considercd how best to
ÏmpIement the req@mnents of MARPOL 197378. h a Iil, as amendeci. It agreed that they shodd be
loiplanenteci by extendhg the scope of IMDG Code to mclude Illilfme poliutpat. MEPC, in 1987, agreed
on îhe sekction aiteria for "mariLle poiitrtaats" on the bas5 of GESAMP's hazard evaimtion, and decided

carriage have been incorporated hto the IMDG Code through amendments 25

-
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89,

which entered into force on I January 1991.@ These amendments are designed to as&
states in the implementation of Annex III of the MARPOL Convention which itself
underwent amendments in 1988 to make explicit reference to the IMDG Code regading
the implementation of the regdations pertaining to dangerous goods in packaged fom.

Since its adoption the IMDG Code is regulariy amended on a biannual basis in
keeping with the United Nations Recommendations.

The lMDG Code is a simple recommendation which, while supplementing the

SOLAS and MARPOL 73/78 Conventions, does not form part of either of them, and
consequentiy does not poses thek legd force. Being no more than a recommendation of
the

iMû it has no binding character udess adopted by each individual date and

incorporated into domestic Iaw. In practice, however, for having the greatest practical
value, most maritime states have introduced the Code into their national Iegislation. Some
53 countries whose combined merchant fleets total more than 90 percent of the worldrs
gross tonnage have incorporated it into their regdatory ~~sterns.6~
Even the corntries
that have not incorporated the Code mto their national Iegislation appIy it as mandatory
customary ÏntemationaI law "relating to the carriage of dangerous goods by seab7
-

to inchde th-

- -

-

m the appendix to Annex III of MARPOL 73/78,

M O Naus,1991, No& at3,
"IMO News. 1996, N03,at6.
Whüe the Code is nota f o d convention, it is none the Iess a widely accepted and comprrhmsive set of
regdations which may Iegitmiately ciaim to have attained tbe chamcter of customuy law, The LINCLOS
repeatedy refers to "internationaILy accepted standards" and expiidy menions IMO standards- Sordnig
them the giobai and mandatory character even ifthey were not ab M o mandatory. P,W- Biink and A.EBoyIe, Intmmonai Law and Ertvrronment (Oxford; C h d o n Press, 1992) ia chapter 7, at pp, 251-99,
Sea &O Patricia Bimie, "The Status of EnvironmentaI "Soft Lawu: Trends and ExampIes with S p e d
Focus on M O Noms", in H.RÏngbom ed, Competatg N o m in the Law of the Mmnle Environmentai
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Despite the fact that the IMDG Code has been widely applied, it remains that at
present there are no buiding international maritime instruments on the transport of
daugerous goods imposing on states a uniform set of mandatory d e s . The Code was
adopted with a view to iirùfying divergent national systems. WhÎle unification was seen

as an indispensable tool for safe and efficient carnage of dangerous goods, a mandatory
instrument was not perceived to be a viable soIution for achieving that uniformity.
There were at least t h e reasons for not adopting the Code as a mandatory
instrument. First, at the tirne of adopting the Code in 1965, national systems were too
divergent and a substantial amount of work on uniformization and consoiidation that is
cruciai for any treaty regirne, remained to be completed The second problem was
associated with the need to rationalize the amendment procedure so as not to endanger
the development of the iMDG Code and its continuing relevance. And, last and most

important for this snidy, the reason for rejecting the mandatory character of the Code was
that giving treaty form to it would only hampa progress towards the harmonization of
dangerous goods regdations across aU modes of transport and, dtfmately, the adoption of
a multimodd convention. In fact, the IMDG Code was considered to be but a fint step
towards a universd system applicable to al1 modes of transport.
The new MO'S initiative to make the IMDG Code mandatory under the SOLAS

Convention disclosed that despite the remarkable Ievel o f worldwide acceptame the

IMDG Code is stiII not unifody applied by all states. The procedure to make it
Protem'on-Focur on Sh@ S a f i und Poilutfort Prevention, EL RÏugbom e d (LondonMagoe/Boston:
KIuwer Law International, 1997) at 3 1.
67
Lampe, WH. The "New" International MariOrgimhtion and irs Place in the DeveIopment of
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mandatory is presently taking place. IMO's Sub-Committee on Dangerous Goods, Solid

Cargoes and Containerst whose Working Group on Mandatory Application of the IMDG
Code has aiready M e d the nrst text of amendments ta SOLAS, chapter W. It aIso

considers amendments to Annex III of MARPOL 73/78 to make iMDG mandatory under
that ~onvention.6~
Shce the IMDG Code is designed to assist implementation of the 1974 SOLAS
Convention, chapter W, Part A and Annex IIIof MARPOL 73/78, both as amended, the
f i t part of the lMDG Code (Volume I) consists of a generai introduction to these

instruments and Resolution 56 of the SOLAS Conference. The Generai Introduction
describes, inter dia, the marking, identification and consignrnent procedum, Iabeling
and placarding, documentation and packaging of dangerous goods. It inchdes a section
containing speciai provisions for fieight containers, portable tanks and road tank vehicle,
stowage and segregation, fire prevention and fie fighthg. The fÏnai sections d e d with,
amongst other issues, the chemicai stability of dangerous substances, marine pollution
aspects of dangerous and ha-

substances m packaged foms, and transport in bulk

packagîng.
Annex 1 to the IMDG Code followuig the Generd Introduction contains

recommendations on packing of dangerous goods, and on the construction and the testlig
o f packaging. The Recommendation takes into account the mandatory requiiements on

packmg set fort. in regdation 3 of chapter W of the 1974 SOLAS Convention, as
ameaded.

The Recommendation dso cIoseIy foIIows the United Nations
-

Ilntemationai Maritnne Law", (1983) 14J1 M. LC ,at ,305-29,
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Recommendations in respect of packing of dangernus goods, as containeci in chapter 9 of
the Orange Book.

FolIowing the General Introduction and Annex 1, the IMDG Code details the nine
classes of dangerous goods, each class being preceded by an introduction which d e s d e s
the pmperties, characteristics and dennitions of the goods. F d detded advice is given to

shippers on consigrment of dangerous goods which includes classification, description,
packaging, packing, documenting, labehg, placarding, marking of containers, and to

carriers on handling and transport, and separation fiom other cargoes or fkom special
spaces or areas in a ship.
Headings used in individual scheddes again include special observations,
packing:9

stowage and segregation, labels, placards, and if applicable, the marine

pollutant rnarking. In addition, a number of recommendations on special procedures are
included in the iMDG Code in order to as& national governments to enact regulations
for the safe transport and management of dangerous goods, and for the prevention of

marine pollutioa, or as guidelines for ship operators, vesse1 and port
AIthough worldwide applicability of IMO standards, includmg the IMDG Code,

"M O Doc. DSC 3/15and DSC 4/6, of27 Febniary 1998.
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In respect of packaging of dangerous goods, Amiex I cIosely foiiows the United Nations
Recommendations (chapter 9 of the mange Book) nie dangrnus goods other îhan those c o v d by
cIasses 1, 2, 6.2 and 7 are divided mto three packaging p u p s according to the degree of danger they

present
packagbg group Ir goods presentmg great danger;
packaging g r o p II: goods presenting medimn danger; and
packagiag group lIk goods presenting minor danger
7Q
Spch recommendations refeffmgpartîcalarly to, or invoLvÏng ciangemus goods Ïn packaged forms are: L)
The Emergency Rocedints for Ships Carrying Dangaous Goods (Emmgency ScheciuIes-Ems); 2) the
IMO/WHO/E.O Medical F i Aid Guide for use in Accidents InvoLvÎag dangerous Goods (MFAG); 3)
The Recommendatïonon the Safe Use ofPdcides m Ships); The Recommendationon the safe Transport,
HandIing aad Storage ofDangaoas Goo& Ei Port Areaq 5) The MO/iLO Guidefor TrainMg in the
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is not questionable, still there is no accurate data as to the extent and the way of their
hplementation by nationai authorities.
3.2.4.

Multimodal transport of dangerous goods

The muItimodai movement of dangerous goods requires that one single unit of
transport moves nom one to another part of the world using more than one mode of
transport. As discussed previously the objectives of safe and efficient transport of
dangerous goods are attainable only if the safety and environmental standards are in place
and strictly followed by a i l the participants in the transport operation. The Full disclosure

of the dangerous nature of goods and sufncient packing on the part of shipper, dong with
suitable treatment of the goods by carriers in the course of ûansportation is absolutely
critical to achieving the task of safety and environmentd protection. Consistency of
information and technical requirements dong the entire transportation chai. makes it
possible for shippers and carriers to penonn their critical role accurately and etncientiy.

Mktakes, confiision or omission at any point in the transportation chain in respect of the
nature of goods or applicable preventive standards c m be fatal to people, cargoes, the
transport unit, and the environment. States have long recognized that the safety,
enviromnentd, and commercial interestsi cannot &or& udess scientificaily grounded,
different technicd and legd regimes being appiied as one anit of dangerous cargo rnoves

through different jurÏsdictions or uses different modes of transport, For the sake of both
safety and commercial mterests the internationai Legai, scientinc and commercial
commUZIity has mitiated efforts to harmonize the different d e s and, eventually to create
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one single set of rules capable of g o v e h g aiI modes of transport of dangerous goods.

3.2.4.1. United Nations Modei Regulations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods

Back in 1953, the Cornmittee of Experts of ECOSOC demonstrated in a =y,
the vast hgmentation and lack of d o r m i t y in d e s governing the transport of

dangerous goods in various parts of the worid, as weil as between different modes. As a
result of the work of the Committee the tirst non-binding UN Recornmendations on the

Transport of Dangerous Goods (the Orange Book) came into existence in 1953. Since

then they have been regularly amended and updated at succeeding sessions of the
Committee of Experts in keeping with technoIogicai developments estabiished by
ECOSOC, and later by UNCED.
At present, the recommendations conceming the transport of dangerous goods are

presented in the form of 'Mode1 Regdations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods". The
Model Regulations present a basic scheme of provisions that wiLI dIow d o m
development of national and international regulations govemuig the various modes of

transport; yet they remain fiexibie enough to accommodate any speaal requlrements that
might have to be met. It is expected that goveniments, intergovernmental organizations
and other international organizations, when revising or developing regulations for which
they are responsîble, will conform to the principles laid d o m in these Model

Regdations, thus contniutuig to worldwide harmonization in this fieId. Furthemore, the
new structure, format and content shouid be foliowed to the greatest extent possibIe in

order to create a more user-fiendy appmach, to faditate the work of enfiorcement

bodies and to reduce the administrative burden.

Among other aspects, îhe UN
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Recommendations cover p ~ c i p l e sof classification and definition of classes, listing of

the principal dangerous goods, generd packing requirements, testing procedures,

rnarking, IabeIing or placardkg, and transport documents. The system of classification,
Listing, packing, marking, Iabeling, pIacarding and documentation in general use for
carrien, consignors and inspecting authorities, is designated to facilitate simptified
transport, handluig and control as weU as to reduce tirne-consuming formalities. In order
to achieve the full harmonizaîion between different modes of transport, the ECOSOC
Committee has maintained a liaison with the international bodies or organizations

responsible for individual modes of transport. The UN Recommendations have achieved
almost full harmonization in respect to classification, Listing, packhg matking, Iabehg

and dangerous goods transport document, but much work remains to be done m respect
of packaging, tank containers and intermediate tank containem (IBC).

InitiaiIy the alln of the Recommendations was to achieve woridwide unifomity
of the safety standards for the various modes of transport so a s to d o w for an
imhampered mdtimodai transport operation.

Today, besides safety and transport

efnciency aspects, the UN Recommendations encompass environmentd aspects of the
transport of dangerous goods.

The Cornmittee of Experts cooperates with other organizations concerned with the
deveIopment of harmonized ~Iassincationcritena for chernicals that present health

hazards or hazards to the environment, to ensure that th& work would complemenf
rather than duplicate or cIash with, existmg agreements and msbcmnents on the sde
transport of dangerous goods- The harmonization of deria for denning and cfassifying

1O4
enviionmentally hazardous substances is undertaken with a view to overcomuig the broad

disharmony between the international classification schernes for poIIutants that are
presently employed. Under existing international Iegd systems, different schemes are
applied and with dinerent resdts for paaicular products. The rail and road regdations in

Europe have adapted the OECD/EU classincation system, whereas the IMOlIMDG Code
classifies marine pollutants in accordance with h e x III of the MARPOL 73/78

on vent ion.^'
Conceming these areas of disharmony, the UN Recommendations, which seek to

provide the basis of a common system while reffecting existhg classification schemes,

are working to develop a single set of criteria for classifjkg environmentally hazardous
substances suitable and acceptable for ail modes of transport. Furthemore, globaily

harmonized hazard classification and compatible Iabeling systems, including materid
safety data sheets and easiIy understandable symboIs, should be avaiIabIe, if fernile, by

the year 200 1.*

The Recommendations, as th& title indicates, are recommendatory in character
that is, they establish non-binding safiety and enviromnental protection standards to be
folIowed by aiI participants in a multimodd chain. Their global application, dthough
not mandatory per se. is ensured through the modd uistmments which keep pace with

The system based on criteria developed by GESAMP. For GESAMP's criten'a se+ supra, chapter 1,
section t -4.3, IL50.
O- KemeUa, "United Nations Mechanisns for the Hamionization of Transport of Dangerons Gaods
Regdations and Systems of Chsification and Labehg of Hazudous Product,**
Proceedbrgr of the IF
rntematiortal Symposium on the Transport of Dangerous G d 6y Seo ond Inlmd Waerways. heId from
26&- 28& October 1998 (SeonIr 1998).
Despite the seKcontradictorywonhg q I o y e d m Artide, which stipufates chat the Recommendations
,&di"be appEcabIeTthus ÏmpIying th& mandatory character, they Rmama non-bÏttdingset ofrtxies,

"
"
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their standards. This way they have afforded the same scope of application as the modal
instruments have. As estabiished above, while the iMDG Code is, despite their global
geographical scope of application, c o h e d to the sea mode of transport, ADR and RID

are limited to Europe. Other countrîes which have not adopted modal instruments may
apply some or ail provisions of the Recommendations by incorporathg them into their
national systems. Thus, although developed within an established international forum
involving d l States with major interests in the field of transport of dangerous goods, the
Recommendaîions do not achieve desired world wide and inter-modal UTUformity of

safety and environmental standards. The fact is that Recornmendations gain their
applicability at the national levels through the modal instruments whose standards and
geographical applicability are not consistent.
3.2.5.

International safety and environmentai standards: eoncluding remarks

This review of the international Iegal Uistnunents iIIustrates what enonnous work
has been done at the rnodai level and the inter-modai Ievel to create a uniforrn
environmental protection and safety management standards applicable to the transport of

dangerous goods and pohtants. StiU there is no singIe and consistent system to govern
the transport of dangerous goods woddwide and the redts remab Lunited to a particdar

mode of transport and to certain parts of the worId,
First, the classification, description and comiprnnent, including the transport

document is not consistent across the board. Second, the eady instruments were not

designated to take accoant of de possible environment poilution aspect of dangeroos
goods transport, WhiIe environmentai protection Iaw is fiilIy deveIoped through

L06
MARPOL and the IMDG Code for the sea mode of transport, the poliuthg materials
having detrimental ef3ect on the environment were not subject to a systematic
classincation under the RID and ADR reguiations. Some of these matends are included

in class 9 of the UN ~ecommendation." RID and ADR regdations have accepted the
OECD system of the ctassifkation of envknmentaiiy hazardous substances, whereas the
JMDG code classifies substances as harmfid to the environment m accordance with
A ~ e III
x of MARPOL 1973/78,and based on the criteria developed by GESAMP."
While rail and road regdations do not go beyond the development of criteria for
ciassincation, classincation itself, rnarking, Iabeiing and packing of environmentdy
hazardous substances, the international instruments which cover the sea transport may be

said to f o m a comprehensive body of Iaw on marine environment protection.
As more and more goods are being moved multunodaily, shippers, when

preparing and documenthg cargo for the joumey, do not refer to one single set of des,
but have to check safety and environmentai protection standards applicable to alI modes

of transport and al1 national Iegislation that wil1 be applicable to their unit of cargo dong
the transportation chain. Muitimodai transport operators aiso have a duty to ascertain the

nature of goods and the sdety standards applicable dong the entire transportation
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SimiIar systems bave been adopted by member countn-es, For exampIe, the Cimadian scheme mcIudes
of ciangerom cargo, cIass 93. king an enun.Onrnentalty hazardous substances. The German
regdations for the aansport of dangerous go& incIude envÏromneatdIy dangrnos goods in the Cias 9
"Other dangemus substances and articIes." Transport of Dangrnus goo& 6y Rot& Report prepared by an
OECD Scientific Experts Group, OEQI, 1988 at 22
7s
RID and ADR provide under c h s 9 'tmioceIIaneoiisdangerotls goods" dMnon "An EnVnomentaUy
hazardo21~sobstarices", ADR, margmnl2901, pp. 400-402; R D maqghd 900, pp 263-268 For the s a
transport, see mpra, section 32.3,
nmÉ cIasses
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chain? They also have to ensure that alI relevant information according to aii these
different standards are provided to their sub-carriers. The safety of the cargo, people, and
the environment, as weU as liability for damage, is Iargely dependent on the accuracy of

ùiformation. The UN. Recommendations have ody partidy solved the shippers' and
mdtimodal transport operator's problems.

The next chapter demonstrates that a divergent regdatory system bampers the
d o m application of distribution of civil liability between carriers and shippers for

damage
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caused

in the course of the transport of dangerous goods.

See supra, section 3.24, and i@a, chapter4, section 4.23.

CHAPTER 4
DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACTUAL LIABILITlES IN THE INTERNATTONAL
TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS
4.1.

Introduction
international regdations on the transport of dangerous goods address, fiom a

policy perspective, safety and environmental concems. In practice, these concems are
transiated hto the language of the safety and environmental standards irnposed on those
who perform the carnage. This chapter demonstrates that pnvate law concepts, despite

emerging trends to incorporate these standards, either remain immune to the
developments in international safety and environmentai protection Iaw or do not folIow
them consistentiy.

The previous chapter estabfished that the divergent technicd mies are an
impediment to the? uniform application dong the muitimodaI chain of transport and a
impediment to safety and enviromentai protection. This chapter demonstrates that a
divergent regulatory system dso hampers the tmiform application of distriiution of civit

IÏabiIity between carriers and shippers for damage caused in the course of the transport of
dangerous goods. The specinc aim of this section is to pmpoint inconsistencies and the
incongniities between civil and pubIic IiabiIity d e s in defining shippers' and carriers'
duties when shipping dangerous goods.
The analysis of the private law regmie on distniiution of iiabilities demonstrates
that these mconsistencies cause the mies on safety and environmentai protection not to be
M y effective m the civiI Iiability context In particdar, this chapter demonstrates that

such ambiguity and hgmentation between modal d e s cames d B d t i e s in d e m g
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operators' and shippers' responsibilities.

This date of a f t i hampers

safety,

environmental protection, and works against eficiency in the multimodai transport of
dangerous goods.

The argument of this chapter is that pnvate Iaw instruments not only need their
traditional concepts adjusted to incorporate the public Iaw developments, but dso that

such an adjustment requires, as a nrst step, the improvement of the public Iaw standards

In order to estabiish the areas of needed congruity among the legal instruments,
this chapter htroduces and andyzes those which aIIocate respombilities for liability
between carriers and shippers for damages caused by the transport of dangerous goods.
Then, this part of the study examines how a violation of a public regdation impacts the
apportionment of civil liabilities between contracting parties as set forth by private law

Distribution of r i s k s for iiabüities between carriers and shippen in various
modes of transport

4.2.

The disûiiution of rÎsks for liability between contracting parties &sing out of the
international transport of goods is govemed by generai p ~ c i p l e sof contract Iaw as
suppIemented with other cornmon Iaw d e s . The distri'bution of risk is approached in
private law as both one of category and as an integral pm of the larger question of
sharhg risk. In other words, the generaI regime applicable to other goods apply mut&
mutandis to dangerous goods, with the exception that the speciai provisions appIy to

dangerous goods becanse of their nature- Most modal tiability mstnirnents provide that

their generd regimes apply as long as the carrier has been fulIy informed about what it

f IO

has taken on.' Distniution of Iiability for the Ioss and damage incurred by the transport
of dangerous goods is g e n e d y subject to the negIigence d e .

This standard of

responsibility is weU estabfished in transport Iaw. However, the standard of care ciiffers
when the Iaw of negligence is appiied to the transport of dangerous goods.

The

difference is due to the influence of the public Iaw b e w o r k that requires the use of
specific precautiom for each substance that exists. It must be noted that the "public Iaw"
aspect of the standard of due care, in most of the civil Law transport conventions, is not
clearly spelled out. As a result, these conventions do not clearly aiIocate liability to the
party in breach of the specific 'public Iaw" standards.

The cennal pomt of the private versus pubüc law controversy in this matter
revolves around the shipper's 'duty to disclose," nile. A shipper is not to ship dangerous
cargo without the camÎer7sknowledge of the nature of the goods. The d e afnrms the
private Iaw position that the carrier wilI be burdened only with the risk it accepts to bear.
While this IiabiIity scheme, based on the shipper' s duty to disclose the nature of the
goods, is a cornerstone of the contractuai IiabiiÏty regime, m reality, it Ieaves unresolved
the failme of the private Iaw concepts to h1Iy defie the eIernents and extent of the
shipper's duty by reference to the public law framework This is ciear when the shipper's
duty to mform the carrier about the dangrnus nature of goods is appiied in the
multimodai transport of dangerous goods context. The situation &ses because, while the

"pubIic law" fhmework exists and can be construed to d e h e the terms of the pnvate law

modal conventions, a ''muitimodal public law fiamework" does not exist M e a d a
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myriad of modal regdations, imposing different requirements on dangerous products'

shippers regarding classification, packing, labehg, and documentation make it difncuit
for the shipper to decide what standards of information wiil sufnce dong the entire
transportation chah.

In addition to different public law requirements, private Iaw

standards with respect to the shipper's obligation to inform the carrier of the dangernus

nature of goods, is not d o m dong the multimodai chah of transport.
The foIIowing subsection analyzes these various concepts in relation to dinerent
modal instniments that which are critical for mdtimodd application. It pinpoints some
contractuai Iiability issues, the settlement of which are subject to the speciai regime of the

public d e s . The anaiysis aims to develop an understanding of the private versus public
law controversy associated with the distribution of Iiability between the parties to the

transport of dangerous goods.
4.2.1.

Civil üabüity for the sen transport of dangerous goods
LiabiIity with respect to the sea transport of dangerous goods has revolved maidy

around the carrier's achiai or imputed knowledge of the requkements needed to take
special care of the cargo and the shipper's duty to inform the carrier of such requirements.

ui other words, the generd regime of contractual iiability applies as Iong as the carrier
has been M y mformed about the nature of goods. If not, the shipper is responsiiIe for

alI the damage caused by such s h i p m d
A shipper's duty to mform the carrier about the dangerous nature of goods has
Mm-& Corn-L.Q. 36,at 44.
Intmutiortai Conve>rrosfor the Un@catrOn of Certaùt Rules Relaiikg to BilLr of L a d e Zgned at
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been established and fuaher deveioped in both civil and public transport legai
instruments. As demonstrated in the following andysis, the standards of care that
carriers and shippers are held to are not the same in public and private law. hiblic
instruments such as SOLAS,MARPOL, and the IMDG Code preciseiy define the nature,
scope. and range of information that shippers are required to cornmimicate to carriers.

These public law provisions are designed to ensure that carriers have adequate
information as to the dangerous nature of the goods so that it May take adequate safety
precautions. in contrast, while the civil conventions, such as the Hague Ruies, the

HagueNisby Rules and the Hamburg Ruies, ail require that shippers disctose the

dangerous nature of goods, they do not d e h e the scope of the duty. The question anses
as to whether and to what extent the public d e s are used to d e h e shippers' and carriers'
responsibilities for the safe shipment of dangerous goods in a civil Iaw context
Accorduig to the generaI niles of maritime law, the Iiability for damage caused by
the transport of dangerous goods rests upon the negIigent party. The question is, what

test are the courts nsuig to establish the standard of due care, and thereby determine

which party was nedigent. The following analysis of conventionai and common law
mies does not provide a uniform answer to this question.

The existing schemes for docating civil LiabiIities between shippers and carriers
wiU now be discussed in tum.
4.2.1.1. The HagneNisby Rules

The HagueNisby Rdes were intended to h d o n a s a code of d e s primarily
Brussels Au*

1924, (L931)120 L.NIuNTTS.
155; B,T.S, 17 Cm3806, eatered into force June 2, 1931, as
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goveming the nghts, responsibilities, iiabüities and immunities arising out of the
contractual relationship between the issuer and the holder of an ocean bill of lading?
Article IV (6) of the Hague/Visby Rules deals with dangerous goods as a special
category of cargo. This category attracts special d e s that are not used when dealing
with goods that are not dangerous. These special rules, however, make, no attempt to
q u w , specify, or to distinguish between "regdateci" dangerous goods, the transport of

which is permitted oniy under certain conditions as developed by technicd regdations,

and goods which are not inherently dangerous but c m become dangerous primarily to the
parties' commercial interests." Rather, the d e s simply recognize dangerous goods as a

speciai category, oniy exemplimg which goods can be considered as dangerous. It
imposes, in rather unspecified terms, an obligation on the shipper to inform the carrier of
the goods dangerous natureArticle IV (6) of the HagueNisby Rules states:
Goods of an infiamable, expIosive, or dangerous nature to the shipment
whereof the carrier, master or agent of the carrier, has not consented with
knowledge of their nature and character, may at any t h e before discharge
be landed at any pIace or destmyed or rendered innocuous by the carrier
without compensation, and the shipper of such goods shaiI be Iiable for aII
damages and expenses directIy or indirectly an-sing out of or resuiting
nom such shipment?

amendedby Protocol of February 23,1968,1412 UN-T.S, 121,
G.GiImore and Black, The Low ofAdm~uIty,(2d ecLJ979) S. 3-25 at 145.
4
The majority of maritime cases mterpreting Article 4(6) of Hague RuIes give to the exprestion "Goods of
an ïnfîa-rxtmabk, exprosive or dangerous nature4' a broader meanhg to mclude not onIy p h y s i d y
ciangerots cargo but &O cargo which is susceptibie o f caasnig Iegai detention ofthe vesseI, For example in
teolgtz Cimpmtlio de NmgumOn v, John G[ynn& Son Lrd., [1953] 2 AU EJL at 327, it was decided thrit
dangerous goods mcIuded goods which were prohtaited at the port of discharge as weU as mcludlng those
prohibited for loading For a discussion of the definition ofdangerous gooh?see supra chapter 1, section
1-43,
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A shipper's explicit duty to disclose the dangerous nature of cargo to the carrier

reflects the higher degree of cisk that dangerous goods pose. If the shipper does not
disdose the nature of the goods it is LiabIe for my damage to the cargo as a resdt of the
carrier's ignorance and consequent faiIure to apply the special precautions needed due to
the dangerous character of the goods.6 A shipper may not be LiabIe civilly if the shipper

can prove that the carrier was infomed, or was otherwise bound to know of the
dangerous character of the goods,' or that its failure to disclose is not a proximate cause
of the damage?
Shce the d e s do not define relevant tems (e.g., dangerous cargo, shipper's duty
to wam, carrier's consent with the knowiedge of their dangerous nature and character)
and do not expressly or implicitiy refer to another area of Iaw to use to determine the

'

meaning of these tems courts have had to rely upon generai principles of maritime Iaw.

The foIIowing anaiysis will demonstrate f
m that the courts have not achieved

the

desired uniformity in denning the meaning of relevant ternis. Second, it wiII show that

though courts have attempted to use the standards set out by the public mies to define the

'HagueNisby RuIes, Artick IV (6),supra. note 1.

P u b k regdations covaing the dieV and m.omnmtai protection for the ttmspon of dangerous goods
by s a ntch as SOLAS, MARPOL and IMDG Code impose the same ~ m c n ont the shippez See
supra, chapter 3, section 32.3. For a discussion ofthe shipper's duty ta disclose see i q h , secaon 4.3.1.1Tb'Tostate a claùn tmder s I304(6), P S COGSAI a p1aintiff-can5er must dege (1) the shipment of goods
of an idammabIe, explosive or dangrnus nature and (2) that the plamtiff-~a~er
had not commted to the
shipment with howtedge of the natmc and charactex of the goods. Borgshb Inc OIin Chonicai Grorrp,
1997 WL 124127, L (SD.N.Y),
8
Aithotxgh a shippds faitne to pmperly IabeI rnagncsimn phosphide as bazardons cargo breached the bilI
of ladmg, tht bteach did not rmder the shippa and consignee LiabIe f i di ciamages assocîated with
magaesinm phosphide sp4 as snch damages werc not foreseeable at the tim of the contract, considerMg
remoteness in tripe and numba of mtervaiing events. W S m u CImu1 v- Compama fiera El Nhdo. et
al, 887 FSupp, 825 @.SC 1995)
4
See- Borgship lire- v- O h Clienrical Gr-,
1997 WL 124127, L (SDN-Y).
at 7,
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civil law standards of due care, this attempt is full of inconsistencies and departs fkom the
primary public law d e .

The duty of the shipper to disclose the dangerous nature of goods is considered a
corner stone of the concept governing liability for the transport of dangerous goods. A

shipper's obligation to reved the nature of goods is not voluntary, but rather it is
mandatory and flows directly nom preemptory requirement of valid regulations."
Although this obligation appears to be strict, case law and conventions with respect to
this obligation have unfortunately tended instead to conEuse public and civil law

concepts. As a resuk the law &ers

fiom a good deai of uncertainty.

First, the shipper in U.S. law, ImIike in EngIish law, is not liable Tor failing to
inform the carrier about dangerous char;cterÏstics of the goods ifit did not know, or had
no means of kmwing, that the goods were darger~us.'~ Second, aithough both
jurisdictions apply the general d e that the shipper's faiIure to infom the carrier of the
nature of goods bears no consequences if the carrier has "consented with knowledge of
theu nature and character" to carry them, the standards used to determine the carrier's
knowledge differ.I3

In both jufsdictions, however, the standard of the carrier's

knowledge, which shifts the shipper's, otherwise strict Iiability, does not coincide with

the arnoimt and quaiity of Mormation to which the carrier is entitIed to receive from the
shipper under SOLAS,M O L and IMDG the Code. The followingsub-sectionsdeaIs

'O In Borgship Inc. the comt said that when the biiI of ladmg does not defhe the scope of the sfiipper's duty
to wam, it must look at the principies of g e n d mantirne iaw to defme the Ehippas' duty to Ïufiomt the

d e r ofthe nature and characteristicso f its wrgo, Borpliri, v- O h Clienncak, supra note 10.
Seamad ShippUg Companyv* EL du P M d e N e m m md Co. 361 F2d 833 (smCB-1966) 836.
IZ See tkjhz, GLI.3.
13
See nifia,423.E.

''

f l6
in tirm with the two points at which the civil LiabGty scheme departs nom the strict
regdatory requirement for the shipper to inform the carrier about the dangerous nature of
goods.
4.2.12.The scope of the shipper's duty to infonn the carrier about the dangerous
nature of goods

If the shipper, in breach of an express or @lied

tenu of the contract of

carriage,14 does not inform the carrier about the dangerous nature of the goods and, if
necessary, the precautions to be taken, the carrier may land and destroy the goods without

compensation to the shipper. The shipper wiII be fiable for ail damages and expenses
âirectiy or indirectiy resulting Eom the shipment.15 The scope of the shipper's obiigation

to give notice is to ensue that the cimier has consented to the carrying of dangerous
goods. Accordingiy, the carrier can take the precautions required to protect the vesse1
and cargo, and to prevent other risks incidentai to the carriage of dangerous cargo.

When considering whether the shipper is in breach of its duty of disdosure two
issues are relevant in the civil Iaw context. The nrst issue is whether the shipper has
" in Gimrls NK. it was concluded afta considering the provisions o f Article W(6)of the Bague Rules and
common Iaw d e s , that the fiability of the s w e r will be the same whether it arïses by vlrtue of an impiied
term at common Iaw, or under Article IV9r.6 of the Hague Rtties. Effort Shippnig v- Linden Management
SA (Gicnntù. N . 4 [1994] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 171; [1996j t Lloyd's Rep, 577. CA.; [1998] A.C.605.; [1998] 1
Hlioyd's Rep.337, H.L.(E).
LWiIson. CmMge of Goodt 6y Sea (2d eb 1993) 34. niis obligation has at times been chancterised as
a warrimty- "%ythe common law of England the shipper of goods imptieâiy undertakes to ship no goods o f
such a dangerous character or so dangerously packed that the shïpowner or his agent couId not by
reasonabk knowledge and diligence be aware of their dangerous character, d e s s notice be @en to the
shipowner or hi3 agent of sach dangeroas charaand he îs therefore iÏabIe to any person who is mjmed
by the sIiipment o f sach dangerous goods without notice-" W L McNair, AA- Mocatta and MMasutlIl
eds, S m o n on Chmerpmtrmtres
and B i k of L&g
(17& ed. f 964) at 104. See. me Athanasia Conminos,
[1990] 1 LIoyd's Rep, (QB,ComCt,)
1,) 2'77, at 288. "This impiied warranty does not strictly
s p d g appear to be an @lied tenn o f the contract of affieightment but rather a waffanty on wKch the
may reiy iu enternig mto that contract; if notice is givea the d e r niay tefitse the goods (niwhich
case there is no contract) or siccept them, m which case the shipper is not in breach on accownt of aeir

"

~~
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discharged his duty to inform. The second issue is whether the carrier knew or ought to
have known about the dangerous nature of the goods. Neither of these key issues can be
settied without anmering a nlmiber of subordhate but cniciaI questions.

In the situation where notice is not given, the question is whether the shipper's
liability for not doing so is strict or, or is its liability qualified by its actual or constructive

knowledge of the properties of the goods. Another question that needs to be answered in
this situation is whether the carrier's achial or constructive knowIedge discharges the
shipper nom its duty to disciose. if it does, what degree of kmwledge is the carrier

required to have for the shipper to be discharged fkom liability for the negiigent omission
to discIose.

In the situation where notice is given the questions are, what is deemed to be

SuffiCient notice. in the situation where the notice is given, but is aot cornpiete, what
amount of knowIedge is the carrier required to have to reiieve the shipper of its duty of
Ml disclosure
The precise scope of the shipper's duty to disclose has Iong been the source of
controversy in EngIish iaw. Further, Engiish and American authorities do not agree on

the scope of the shipper's duty. At issue is whether the shipper's obiÏgation is absolute or
IImited to rnatters that the shipper knew or ottght to have known.
According to English Iaw the shipper's dnfl to S o m is absolute. Thus, even if
the shipper Iacks knowledge of the dangerous character of the goods, it bears fÙiI

responsibiIity for the consequences resulting fÏom their carnage.

An analysis of
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American law shows that the shipper's duty to inform is not absohte.

Both EngIish and US. law will be discussed in turn. The scope of the shipper's duty has
been a source of controversy in English law for more than a century. It seems to have
been h d I y seîtied in the most recent case of Effort Shipping v Linden Management

SA.(Giannlî MK).16 In a unanhous decision, the House of Lords held that the shipper's
obligation is a strict one and does not depend on its actud knowledge, or the knowledge
that it codd reasonably have ascertained, about the nature of the goods.

The duty to

disclose was considered so imperative that the law generally presumed that it was doue

udess evidence to the contrary was provided. The modern ongin of such a d e in

English Iaw is fond in the case of Brass v. ~ait~and,"
and was tiilther developed in

'

A thanmia ~omninos!

This d e is based on the rnajority opinion in Brass v. ~aitland"wherein Lord
Campbell stated:
Defendants and not the plaintifEs, must d e r , if h m the ignorance of the
defaidants a notice has not been given to the pIaintiffs, which the
plaintiffi were entitied to receive, and fiom the want of this notice a Ioss
has arîsen which must fall either on the plaintiffis or on defendants?

Iudicial opinion, inspired by Mr.Justice Crompton's quaüned version of the
shipper's liability had differed since h

Athanasiia Cornninos, wherin M
16

s v. Miitland. The issue was settled m

W I. expressed the view that the shipper's duty to

Giannùr hrK, mpra, note 14.

"Brms v. bfuitIlmrd(1856) 6 E & B 470.
Conminos.,supra, note 15.
of this case in part rclcnmt tu the question of whether the mity to diselose is absolute or
quaIined, w a e rbat the shipeer bought the cargo of chioride of iime-atcadypacked, and that they had no
knowiedge, or means ofhowiedge, thaÉthe packmg was not sufficient.
" Athanasia

" The fa-
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Mom the carrier is not quaWied by either the shipper's actuai or constructive knowledge
of the dangernus properties of the goods. Thus, the view that Article IV, r.3 of the Hague

Rules, which exonerates a shipper h m Iiability when fauit is not established against it,
was rejected and the principle of absolute liability with respect to the shipper approved.
The same opinion was expressed in Giannis NK. with an additional explanation
that the majonty holding in Brass v. Maitland, regardhg the absolute Liability of the
shipper:'

and has been regarded as authoritative in most countries in what was then the

British Empire, incfuding the U.S. The U.S. adopted the d e on the basis that it assigns
loss to the par@ that generally has the best means of uiforming itself of the character of
the goods shipped."

The absohte liabirity of the shipper remained the Iegd position in the United
States u11ti.I the adoption of the Hague Rules. The Hague Rules, which were incorporated
into the Caniage of Goods by Sea Act (COGSA), states that the cargo owner's IiabiIity
is measured m terms of negiîgence under S. f 304 (3) o f COGSA but cm be hfiuenced by

the knowiedge of the vesse1 owner?

Under the U.S. position the shipper is not held to

an absdute warrant#4 with respect to the safe nature of its cargo, but rather is chargeable
oniy with that knowledge actualIy or collsfntctivelywithin its possession.B

Bruss v Maît1ottstmpm, note 17, at 486.
strongly mdicated chat ht wodd opt for a quaIified wananty?thus
detracting fÏom its absolutenes and making it dependent on whether the shipper had îhe means ofknowing
ofthe cargo's dangrnus charactr, See dissentmg judgement of Crompton, I.rd. at 489.
Parsons, A TreatrSeof the Law of Sliiwng (1869) at 265-266.
For a discussion of the Muence of the cauier's knowIedge of danger on the shipper's iiabiüty m US
Law see Mafsection42.13,
E3ut se+ the U.S. "PenasylMe'' and the "Roduct Liabdity Rufeu wnich pmvide for the strict
iiabilityof the sbipper+
Sucrest CorporatrOtfv. M N J ' e t : 455 F.Supp. 371.38485 (ND.M i e J978) (&g
The W
i

'O

" On the otha haa& Crompton, 1,

~

~
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It is cIear that Enpiish and U.S. law agree that if the shipper is aware of the danger, there

is an unequivocal duty on its part to inform the carrier, failing which the carrier bears no
responsibility for any consequences for transporthg dangerous goods. Thu is logicai

since safe carriage depends on the carrier havuig adeqyate knowledge of the propensities
of the cargo. With this knowledge the carrier can apply at a minimwn, the prescnied,
Le., the statutory requirements as to the equipment, stowage, and disposition of the cargo,

and other necessary precautions that shouid be taken with regard to dangerous cargo

This raises the following question: 1s the shipper's duty to S o m the carrier of
the dangerous nature of the goods absolute so as to relieve the carrier fkom al1 nsks
arising fiom the voyage? AIthough, the shipper's failrne to give appropriate notice is a

violation of its public Iaw duty ,such a violation does not attract absohte iiability.

The English and Amencan positions are very different with regard to the issue of

a shipper's absoIute liability when a shipper is not aware of the dangerous nature of the
goods.'6

However, the Iaw in both jurisdictions' is simila. when the carrier knew or

ought reasonably to have been aware of the dangerous nature of the goods. In both
jun*sdictionssuch knowIedge discharges the shipper nom its strict liability.

J. Q u i h , 180 F. 681, 682-84 (2d Ck), cert denicd, 218 U.S, 682, 31 S.CL 229 (1910); Ionmar
Compartia NmQVfera,
SA, v. Central of Georgra R- Co, 471 F.Supp. 942, (SJ3.C. 1979). Under admIr;rfty
Iaw, a cargo owner is under an obligation of Xo&g a carrier of de mherent dangers in the cargo which
are msonably foreseeable and of which the cargo owuer is aware or ought to be awafe and of which the
carrieris not aware and cannot reasonably be expected to be aware.
~6 Despite îhe stated de!sÎrab*cy of the harmonization of d
e
s on the carxiage of goods, Lord Sieyn m
Giannk NK did not ;tffimr the US. Coutts position argrring: "What wouid the fhmers of îhe Hague M e s
have done if coUectnrely they had k e n mnided to adopt d e step of reversing the dominant theoty of
shippers liability forthe shipment ofciangenius goods? There is o d y one realistic answec they wouid have
expressly provided that the sEiippers are only üable in rfamages for hshipment of dangerans goods ifthey
h e w or onght to have known of the dangeroumess of the goods,Giunnk N K [1998]1 Uoyd's Rep.337HL(E) at 343, See &O: L-CBdow, ''Dangeroris Cargoes: the ResponsiIb&-es and LiabiIities of the
Varioas P d e s . '(1978) Lloyd'SMantrnteand ConmerciraiLuw.Qmterfy342

4.2.1.3. Carrier's actual and constructive knowledge of the dangerous nature of
goods

The general d e is unambiguous: the shipper has no duty to wam the carrier of
hazards that the carrier is aware of or could reasonably be expected to be aware of." The

d e cleariy allows the shipper to shifi Iiability to the carrier if it can prove that the carrier
new or ought to have known of the dangerous character of the goods thereby accepting

the cisk involved in canying them. This is the case even in situations where the shipper is

in breach of a pubk d e duty to W y disclose the required information on the dangerous
goods?

The underlying private law reasoning is that by being aware of the dangerous

nature of the goods, the carrier consents to carry them and accepts the responsibilities

involved. The followuig questions arise.

F h , what standard shouId

courts use in

deciding whether the carrier had the howledge or means of obtaining the knowledge
w*threspect to the nature of the goods carried? Second, what kind of risk was consented
to when notice by the shipper was not given or was ùisufficient? The tests used to
determine the carrier's knowledge of the goods, its means of informing itself of their

nature, and if proper notice was given, are not d o d y estabfished. Again, the U.S.
position is very ciiffierait fkom the English position.

" Unda g a i d maritmie Iaw a shipper has a duty to warn the stevedore and the ship owner of the

foreseeabk hazards inEierent in the carno of which the stevedore and the SM'S
master couid not reasonabIy
(emphasis added). Ente NmonaIe Per ['Energfa Elecftn'ca v. BuIMug
N m g ~ o nInc,
774 F2d 648,655(4îh Ck-1985)("Ente Nmionaie"); Ionmar Compania N O V I - ~S.A.
~ - vOint Corp.. 666 F2d 891,904 (5thCir. 1982); Suerest Corporutton v. W J ~ è r 455
, . F.Supp. 371,38485 (NDMaine 1978)(cihg The WilIiam J. Qtdh,180 F. 681,682-84 (2d Cir.), ce* daüed, 218 US682,3I S.Ct 229 (19 10); AkiiereIskabet v- Lloyd Brmliero, 267 F. 733.736-37 (SJ3.N-Y.I9 lg), affd,
283 F. 62 (26Cir.), c e h deniid, 260 US-73x43 SCt. 93,67 L I C L489 (1922); 2 fiauth's Benedict on
Admfrafiy(7thedf977) at 9- 16- For a discussionof English cases see injFctCt6is section,
Wch mipose absolute fesponsi'bility on thsii.&qerto provide information as to the dangmus nature of
have been emeaed to be a
--

"
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In both jurisdictions courts use public Iaw regdations restnctively to set the
standard of due care that the shippers and carriers are held with respect to the carnage of
dangerous goods. Their Iiability is measured in terms of the cornpliance with their public
des,

combined with the d e s of negügence, such as, causation, foreseeability. While

courts refer to public standards, they are not used exclusively to determine the standards
of care to which they are heId for the purpose of distniuting liability. When determining
which party is at fault, civil Iaw applies gened d e s of maritime law, intermixed with

d e s of torts, whose origin date back to the t h e when the safety and envkonmentd
regdations were not developed to such a great extent as they are today.

The English position of today is based on Lord Campbell's C.J., r u k g in Brass v.
Maitland which was decided more than 100 years ago. It was decided at a tirne when the
transport of dangerous goods was not, as it is now, regulated by exhaustive scientinc

niles. In this case Lord CampbeiI pioneered the reasoning that the shipper has the best
means of knowing the nature of the goods and that it had a duty to communicate this
kuowledge to the camer. He established that the shippefs warranty of fitness was
absolute, regardess of its knowledge or means of knowledge about the nature of goods.

However, he quaiifÏed the shippefs liability stating that it was subject to the carrier's
actud or constructive knowledge. Athunma Cornninos MustiIl J, when addressing the

issue of what standard shouId be used to determine whether the carrier had notice, or
knowledge, or means of knowledge of the hazard and therefore concluding that it
goods, an obIigation pcisely defined m tems of €0- nature and kmd ofmformation For a discussion of
pubiic Iaw d e s coneanedwith hazard communication see supm. chapter 3, section 3.2.3This is particularly ûue in US Iaw. Sec Chha Union Lines. 364 F2d 769 (5L Ck.1966) at 784-86. For a

"

consented to accept the ri& stated:

I do not believe that any g e n d solution can be attempted: everything will
depend on the description of goods in the contracts, the size of gap
between the proper carriage and compIetely safe carnage, the knowledge
of means of the carrier as to the existence of this gap, and other matters
fhm which the extent of the carrier's assent to the nmning of the risk can
be inferred. AU that one can Say is that the risk must be of a totalIy
difEerent h d (whether in nature or degree) nom those attached to the
carriage of the descnbed cargo, before shipment of the particuiar cargo
c m be regarded as breach of duty. ,30

In this case the view was adopted that, dthough the iaquiry must obviously start
and end with the document and its description of the goods, in cases where the cargo had
dangerous characteristics ciiffierat in degree Eom those notoriously associated with
goods of such type, i.e., a special hazard, the danger is regarded as lying outside the area
of risk which the shipowner has contracted to bear?

He M e r stated that it has been

clear since Brus v. M d a n d , that the carrier is not expected to have the knowledge of
the expert chemist?'

In this case Musta, I., heId the time charterer (Le., the shipper)

-

shipper's and carrier's strict hbility in U.S. Iaw for a bmch of regdations see nifia. "Pennsylvania d e "
and " h d u c t liability de."
30
The Athmosia Cornniizos, supm, note 15 at 284, is an important judgement for the reason that Mr,
Justice Mustill there adopted a new approach to the probIem of docatirtg the risks rehting to the carriage
of dangerous goods. ui that case, expbsious had been catxsed thraugh the ignition of a mücttm of air and
methane gas emiaed by cargoes of "Devco" coal shipped ou two vaseh (the Athmasia Cornninos and the
Georges Chrritos Lemos). The explosions d t e d m h g e to the detriment of the shipowne~5. The
charterparty specitïcaily refmcd to the type of cargo to be cmied, Le, Devco 2 XO S t a m Coal. The
soIution adopted in n e Athanma Conninos d a t e s to docation of risks wbich M d h descriid i
n the
foIlowing words: "Inmch a case, 1 consider that it is not correct to start with an Ïmplied watfanty as to the
shipment of dangemus cargoes and try to force the fa- wnhm & but ratfier to read the contract and the
fa- together, and ask whether, on the ûue construction of the contract, the rÏsks ÏmroIved in t6is parti&
shipment were nskr which the pI;iintiffS contracted to bearW Supm w t e 15, at 284. See a h
Mediterraneun Freiglit Simices Ltd v. B.P. OffInznaritional Ltd. (The F d ) [199412 Lloyd's Rep. 506,
at 522 (CA).
31
The Athmmà Comninos, supra note 15, at 283
32
Id at 284, See a h AtIantic Oii C-ers v. Brfti3h Pemfeum Cu.,[195;rI 2 Lloyd's Rep.55; Micuda
CompanioNm-eraSA. v- T
i [196812 LIoyd's Rcp. 57; Heath Steel MineP Ltd Y.The E h Schroder.
Cl9691 f Lloyd's Rep. 370; GreatNortthem Railwoy Co v. LEP Transport und Depositazy, [ 1 9 m 2 K &B.
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fiable for ali damages to the vesse1 caused by an e ~ p i o a because
o~
he fond an implied
indemnity even though the evidence was insufncient to show fiabiIity on the part of the

shipper.
While this formula seems sound in the broader context of civil transport Iaw, in
the case of dangerous goods, which is considered to be a unique category of goods
attracting speciai and extemively developed public safety d e s , it is insunicient. A more
complicated test based on a combination of public and civil law ought to be appiied to
determine the distniution of iiability between the parties. This raises a number of issues.
What degree of howledge on the part of the carrier wiiI negate the shipper's duty to
disdose? What criteria wiII be used to define the constructive knowledge of the carrier?
What means is the carrier expected to use in order to investigate the nature of the cargo
offered for transport when notice to the carrier is not given, or the notice is insufncient?

Should the carrier rely on the information given in the notice, or does he have a duty to
investigate their accuracy and exhaustiveness? 1s uIsutficient information as to the
dangerous characteristics of a particular cargo given by the shipper enough to shift alI

risks to the carrier? Has the meaning of the "means of knowIedge" changed since Brass
v. Maitland, given today's

wide availability of international reguiations, which desmie

the dangerous properties of goods, the methods for their handIing, and conditions for
their safe carriage? Does the deheation in Bras v. MaitIcznd mean that the carrier today
is not expected to have the '%nowIedge of the expert c h d s t " ? Or, does it mean that the

carrier of today is expected to have knowledge of those parts of the IMDG Code that sets
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out a shipper's responsibility to communicate the nature of the goods before shipping the
cargo? This 1st question requires an answer in order to be able to answer the question of

whether generai description of goods, without specifying the degree and khd of hazard,

is sufficient to relieve the shipper of liability? M y after answering these questions wilI
we be able to properly determine the liabiiity of each Party.
Although crucial for detennining iiability, and ultimately enhancing safety and
environmental protection, civil law, both statutory and case law, has not provided an
adequate f o d a by which to answer these questions, nor do they make a firm attempt to

answer these questions by reference to public Iaw. WhiIe, as established above, the

English law, based on the general nile laid down in Bras v. Mizitland, does not make
specific reference to the pubIic standards, US. law considen them to be appropnate

standards to which carriers and shippers are held. However US. Iaw does not
synonymously use duties imposed on shippers and carriers by public regdations to define

the standards of Liabiiity to which they are to be held. In Borgship bc.v. O h Chernical
Group (MN ~kzzrzderbord~~
the court disthguished cases m which the biIl of lading

specincaily required cornpliance '%th aiI the statutes, ordinances and regdations of the
Department of ~rans~ortation,'"'~
fiom those which did not define the scope of the
shipper's duty to warn. Since the bill of Iading in this case did not d e h e the scope of the
shipper's duty to wani, the court dehed the shipper's duty to wani Iooking at the
principles of generai mantirne law. Then, citing Ionmar Compmia N&ercf SA. v. O h

"Bor@@

Inc. v. O h Chonicd Gmup, Wt 124127.1 (SDN.Y.1997).
llie BorgsliIp, Id, at 3,r e f a to Santo Clma,supra,note 8.
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~ ~ o r a t i o nit ~found
*
that cornpliance with DOT regdations does not necessarfiy
satis@ as a matter of Iaw, a shipper's duty to warn.

Iu I o n m CornpanUr Ntzvtëra, SA.. v. Central of Georgia Raihoad Company

36

the court held both the stevedore and the shipper Liable proportionately to thei. respective

fadts. The standard employed was a balance between the degree of information that the

shipper was expected, but failed, to provide to the stevedore and, the degree of
knowledge that the stevedore was expected to have about the dangerous nature of goods.

In this case the shipper, despite labeluig the dangerous cargo as prescribed by the Coast
Guard Regulatioas, was found 85 % fiable for faiIing to give dficient warning to the
parties in the chah of deiivery as to the propensities of the cargo and the necessity special

handling. The court ruied that, if there was an increased danger beyond the minimum
that the standards were designated to meet, it may be com*derednegligent to do more
than the standard required by the regufations. In this case, the '~eIIowsticker" sign,
required by the Coast Guard for containers of oxidizing agent, was not sufficient to shift
the entire responsibiiity to the stevedore. The full disclosure of the cargo's propensity

was required. The court aiso held the stevedores who h d e d the goods 15% Liable
because they should have hown more about the dangerous nature of goods due to theîr
long experience in handling such goods.
Against the strict position that the carrier's negIigent haudling does not destroy
the Iegal effect of the shippefs derdiction in shippmg dangerous goods without

35

Notiag defendanor' compiiance with DOT reguiations, but remandnlg <O ascertain what knowIedge was
possesed by each party with respect <O the nature of dangen,us goods shipped and to ascertain whether
carrier was chargeable with notice of the govermnmtaI and hdumy rrgrilations govmraig the stowage of
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disclosure stands the carrier's obligation to ascertain the dangerous characteristics of the

cargo it car rie^:^^ As the previous quotation h m Brass v. Maitimd demonstrates, the
obligation not to ship dangerous goods without giving notice relates to goods "which
those employed on behalfof the shipowner may not on inspection be reasonably expected
to know to be of a dangerous
Iacked the authority to inspect packages:9

Aithough, in earlier common l a . cases c e e r s
modem courts in both English and American

jurisdictions have recognized the carrier's right to inspect."

That right has existed for the

protection of the carrier's and other shipper's property. It is rooted in the d e common
Iaw principle that common carriers have the right to decline the shipment of packages
proffered in cucumstances uidicating contents of a suspicious, indeed of a possibly
dangerous nature?
The common Iaw d e as initidy estabiished in B r m v. Muitland making the

the cargo. Conmur Compania Niwiera W .v- O h Corporation 666 ~ 2897,904
~ .(sm C k 1982) at 904.
36 Ionmm Compania Nbviera, SA. v. Central of Georgio R Co. 471 F.Supp. 942. (S9.C. 1979).
in Paron v. W e k Fàrgo & Co. (1872) 82 U.S. 524,535 (U.S.S.C. 1872) the U.S. Supremt Court d e d
that the owner m u t use dI reasonabk means to ascertah the characteristic of goods tendered for &@ment,
See also Remington Rmtd, Inc. v- Amencan Export Lines, hc, 132 FSupp. f 29,136 (SJ)NYYY
1959.
"B r a ~ v
s. Maitland, supra note 17 at 470.
Carrhs codd mmly refuse carriage if the consigner wodd wt state the nature of the goods. Riley v.
Home, 5 Bingham's Rpts. 217,2 Moore & Payne's Rpts. 33 1 (1828); Brass v. Moitland (1856), 6 E & B
470 (1856); Pamtî v- IYeIk, F q o & Co. (The Nitro-Gljtcernte Case), 15 Wd. 524, 82 U.S. 524, 21
L.Ed 206 (1872). See generaiiy J.RïdIey, Tite Law of Cmnàge of Goods by Land, Sea & Ab, (Shaw &
Sons, London, 36 ed, 1971) at, 15- 17.
'O Adanrp Erprers Co. v. Comnionwealth, 129 Ky. 420, I 12 S.W. 577,580 (Ky.App.1908) (".. . i
f the
canier beiieves q o n reasonable grounds that it is contraband. . and, if an inspection is reasonabie and
practicable under the circumstances, may requiLe an inspection-") is the eariiest reported case which
recognises a right to inspect
IL
Bruskas v. Railway Express Agency, 172 F2d 915,918 (Lot6 Cim. 1949). The Comt m B m h statek
"(t)he camcamer
was under no duty to ascertain the contents of a shlpment f
k h m suspicion, or to reqyire
information as to d e contents of the package offered as a condition of transpoxtation- B was o d y when ~EE
appearance of the package or other circmnstances excited the suspicion of de carrier, that it mcnrred m y
duîy to m e concedng the contents of the package o f f i d , as a condition for d g e , Dhmzore
Louisville, FF,
593,605-606 (C.CD-Trui.1880); Tlie Buenos Ait.esf 46 F2d 69S,695(SDNYY*L93
1); State
v. Swert, 87 Me, 99,32 A, 806,809-810 (1895)-

''

''

-
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shipper strictly liabile, subject to the carrier's constructive or actual knowiedge of the
nature of the goods, rendered the strict Iiability d e in this age almost of no practical use.
Today, most shipping h e s are specialized in transporting specific cargo and are
expected to have sufncient knowledge of their propensities. Further, there is the worldwide availability and applicability of the SOLAS. MARPOL, and the IMDG Code.
These provide information on the dangerous properties of goods carried by ships in a
clear and informed rnanner. In view of this, the relevance of the shipper's and the
carrier's actud and constructive knowledge of the dangerous nature of so-cded
regdated dangerous goods, is legally outdated?

This is because the shipper's duty to

disclose the dangernus nature of goods in private law is not synonymous with its duty
under safety and environmental protection regulations, except in rare cases. Such a rare
case exists when the shipper has degedly misled the carrier with respect to the nature of

the cargo, by recklesdy or purposeMy declaring other cargo instead of the dangerous

one. In that situation a case rnay be made on behalf of shipper that the carrier has the
same accessibility to regdations which describe the dangerous nature of goods and
therefore the means of knowIedge" which makes it dso liable, The shipper's exclusive
"

Liability would then appear ody on the rare occasion when the carrier was not informed
at aLI that the goods are dangerous by their characteristics or means of packaging?

In

cases where the carrier is infonned of the nature ofthe goods in rmspecined temis. or it is

informed of the kind of goods but not of their properties, the shipper rnay avoid or share
52

In another context it has been mted " '[wbere stops the reason, tfiere stops the de." Aetna v.
Barthefemy,33 F.3d 189,193 (3rd Cù. 1994).
43
As Ïu Gimnirc NK,supra,note 14, where neither the -er
nor the catrier knew the dangrnus nature of
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liability with the c&

on the ground that the carrier has an obligation44and the rneatl~'~

to ascertain undeclared or insufficiently declared cargo.

The folIowing discussion of two rdes specific to the United States, narneIy the
product Iiability d e , and the Pennsylvania Rule, concerns Iegal concepts which tend to
introduce strict Liability and quaWied liability for the breach of a statute respectively, into

the sphere of the transport of dangerous goods by s e a Under the product iiability nile the
shipper who is dso the manufacturer of the goods is held stnctly Gable for the failure to
give adequate waming when the product shipped is extraordinary in nature.

The

Pennsylvania Rule introduces strict IiabiIity for statutory fadt. Both concepts are well
estabIished in U.S.maritime Iaw.

goods. in this case the shipper was heId fiableIn Petition of Republic of Francef ar Owner of U/Y Grandcamp. in a cause of Exoneration fiom and
Limitation of Liability. 171 F.Supp. 497 (US.Dish. Coim SD. Texas, Galveston. 1959) the shipper
declared cargo os 'Tertilizer" (FGAN)which was essentidy ammonium nitrate. The court held that the
petitioner French Line was, ''in privity ancf knowledge," aware of the unseaworthy condition o f the cargo,
in that it failed to know or to Ieam, ftom Wonnation readily availabk, the nature and character of the cargo
accepted, and negIectcd and f d e d to idiorrn the Mastn W y m connedon therewïth. The coint heId also
that as c&
French Line was tmder tE~eduty to use due care to ascertain the nature and cbaractenstics
of the cargo accepted, and, as a matter of Iaw, it was chargeable with the knowledge whkh aso on able
mQ"Y and investigation wouid have discloseh It has &O been held that the charterer of vesseI, which
accepted cargo wbich it knew or shodd have h o w u to be a dangerous article Mthout demanding fiom the
shipper an originating shippmg order contammg the shippds cnrincation that the cargo i i ~question
compiied with Coast Guard regulations, was at fattit macceptiug the cargo.
The court in the Grmdcamp. pomted that ihe owna and the operator of the Grmdcmp had a long
experience iu transporthg cargoes of nitrates. The Master of the Grandcamp, was formd chargeable as a
matter of fact and of Iaw with knowIedge that ammonium nitrate (which was declared as FGAN) is and
was an oxidaing agent; and a fke hazard; and tbat ammorriinn nitrate was a "ciangerots ar<icIenwithm the
piwiew of the statutes and Coast Guard Regrilations. The court &O pomted out that &dence showed that
prior to the disaster thm was an abundance of idionnation a d a b l e m the shippmg trade as to the hazards
of ammonium nitrate- In addition to the Coast Guard ReguIations, the corn cited other sources of
Siounation that were available, mch as "Carriage of Dangerous Gaods and Explosives m Ships" by the
British Board of Trade; Nationai Board of FÏÏ Undenwiters summazy of 6re and explosive hazards of
ammonium nitrate-Regdations of h e French Mniistry of Pubiic T'ortation (L945)and other sources.
AdditÏonaIIy, teference was made to many sources of information avaiIable *or to the disasta, dealing
with the haziuds of ammonhm nitrate, and the precautions that shouid bc observed irr ifs hadhg.
54

"
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4.2.1.4. Product Liabüity Rule

American courts have adopted a product IiabiIity d e which d o w s the carrier to
rely on the mdactrner's (usudy the shipper's) strict liability for the failtue to give
adequate waniing, when the product, Le., goods shipped, are of an extraordinarily
dangerous nature:
[Wlhen a failure to give adequate wamuig is alleged to have made a
product unreasonably dangerous, the standard for strict iiabiiity is
essentiaIIy similar to the standard for establishing negii ence; the seller or
manirfacturer has a duty to wam of foreseeable dangers.96

It has been said that the strict liability doctrine may require the manufacturer to

use reasonable efforts to bring the warning to the attention of the potentiai user. The
senousness of the consequences of an accident bears on the duty, scope, and degree of
the wamllig. Every reasonable precaution suggested by experience of the attendant
dangers shouId be taken."
AIthough this mle appears to have limited appiication in the context at issue here
(because it is not applicable to all shippers, but excIusiveIy to the manufacturer who also

"Borei v. Fibre6omd Paper PYO~UCXS
Corporuîïon, 493 F2d 1076,

1093 (5th Ci..1973). In Pm-Alaska
Fishe- fficv. Marck Construction & Desigrr Company, 565 F2d L L29 (gm Cir.1977) de Nmth C i i t
said: ' W e hoId that strict products liabfity actions have become srrfficlentiy weii-estabEished to j e its
b e b g incorporated mto the h w of admn.aIîy." That case involved a fÏre aboard a vesse1 as a &t ofwhich
she nltimatdy sa& The deasion cites the prccedents supporthg the ruic that strict iiability a p p h in
ad mir al^. On the development of products Ilability in maritime hw see the &cIe by P.S. Edelman,
(1978) XN F o m , at 230-250. "(T)he concept of "fareseeabk risEr" is universdy taken to mean the
foreseeability of a g e n d knid or type of risic, rather t h h e foreseeability of the precise chah of events
Ieadmg to the particalar i n . in qnestÏ01t'' Hall E- L DuPont De Nemours & Co., Inc., 345 F.Supp353,362 (E.D., N.Y.1972)72 CJS. Supp. &duc& LiabiIity s 28; Restatement of the Law 26 Tom s 388, at 301, 308-310;
Fmmer and Friedman, (1978) 1 Products LIa6iIity,s. 803(3), at 176,180, S. 805(3), at 186.
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happens to be the shipper)F its scope is much more far-reaching than it appears at fjrstFirst, the product liability rule offsets the U.S. court nilings that have held that the
shipper's Iiability is not an absolute one but is subject to its actual lmowiedge of the
dangerous nature of the goods. in cases where the manufacturer is also the shipper, the
carrier does not bave to go through a Iengthy process of establishing that the

manufacturer (shipper) had adequate knowledge of the nature of the goods in its
possession. The manufacturer's duty to inform the carrier of the dangerous nature of the
goods is absolute and the liability is strict.
Second, there is great potential to apply the d e to resolve iiability issues that are
specific to mdtimodai transport. The complex network of shippers and subcontractoa
involved in muitimodd transport operations may weli m a t e gaps in the communication
of relevant information. According to U.S. law this can lead to the discharge fiom
liability of aiI participants in the chah based on their c l a h of ignorance with respect to
the nature of the goods. For instance, a muitunodd transport openitor (MTO) rnay be
given inaccurate mformation as to the nature of the goods and then pass it on to other

shippers and carriers in the mukirnodal chah. Since the shippefs duty to warn according
to U.S. Iaw is not absolute, but is q u f i e d by the shipper's actud or constructive
knowledge, the MT0 couid e a d y escape Iiability for damages to the sub-carriers. The
product liability d e makes it possible for carriers who d e r damage to daim Iiability
directIy against the manafacturer based on the manufacturer's strict Iiability.

WhiIe the US. product LiabiIity d e does not explicitly refer to the public Iaw,
%mefore a sukanier cm not succeed by mvoknrg the nxie aghst a dtfmodd transport o p m r who
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the d e may be said to be the most consistent with the correspondmg p u b k Iaw duty.
When determining LiabZty both public and private d e s employ the same h e of

reasonuig: the shipper, or manufacturer, has the best means of infonning itself and others
in the transport chain, of the good's properties.

4.2.1.5.

The Pennsylvania RuIe
When andyzing the Iegal instruments that deai with the disûfibution of civil

Iiability. and their comparability to the public law standards, the Pennsylvania Rule, an
American common Iaw d e , should be mentioned. The importance of the Pennsylvania
Rule, in the context of detennining civil liability for dmages uicuned by the transport of
dangerous goods, Iies in its afnnnation of a statutory duty to look for the crucial moment
at which the presumption of liability and, therefore, the burden of proof and evidence, are
presented. It answers the question of Iiability for the breach of statutory duty. As such, it
helps to dispense with the hypotheticd a d patchwork-like method of determining the

actual and constructive knowledge of the contractuai parties.

The Pemsylvania RuIe is named for the famous admiralty case in which it was
f k t amiounced?

The RuIe provided that when a ship at the t h e of a collision is kt

vioIation of a statutory d e intended to prevent collisions, it is no more than a reasonabIe
presumption that the fault, if not the sole cause, was at Ieast a contniutory cause of the

disaster. In such a case, the b d e n rests upon the ship to show, not merely that its fadt
might not have been one of the causes, or that it probably was not, but that it codd not
assumes the roIe ofshipperagainst his sub-carner-
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have been. The statutory violator who is subject to the Pemsylvania Rule, may rebut the

presumption of the Ruie by making a clear and convincing showing that the violation
could not have been the proximate cause of the accident, or by demonstrating that the
accident wodd have occurred despite the statutory violation.'

For p q o s e s of applying

the Pe~sylvaniaRule, in cases where there is no clear Iink between the statutory

violation and the casualty, the party seelang to take advantage of the Rule must make a

showing that the statutory violation may have had some relation to the accident?
Although the Rule originally applied only to collisions between ships, it has been
reformdated in U.S. law to appIy to any statutory violator who is a party to a maritime
accident.52 In United States v. Nassm Manne, the court articulated a test for deteminhg
when to apply the presumption of the Pennsylvania Rule. The court held that three
elements must exist: (1) proof by a preponderance of the evidence of a violation of a
statute or regdation that imposes a mandatory duty; (2) the statute or regdation must
involve marine safety or navigation; and (3) the injury suffered must be of a nature that
the statute or regdation was intended to preventtB If each of these criteria is satisfÏed, a
party is entitied to a premmption that a statutory violation of a defendant caused, or at

least contributed to, the injury or damage.
The RuIe was clearly intended to aid those who were injured as a resuIt of the
-

-

The Pennsytvania, 86US. (19 WalL) 125,I36*22 LE& 148 (1873).
In the matter of the compLa.int ofNmniilur Motor T a n k Co., L t d as owner of the iW1"BT Nmtiiw for
Exonerationfromor LimitationofLiabfity, 85 F3d LOS (1996)llnited States v. N a s m Mar&, 778 F.2d ILI 1 (5th CkI985); Clfls-Neddnll v. h4VT Rich D u k , 947
F2d 83,86 (36 Ck.1991); See aLro FoCkstone Maritime vt C m Corporation, 64 F3d 1037, 1047 (7th

"9

''

CirI995)See e-g, Pennzoif Pmduchg Co. v- Wshore Express, Iire, 943 F2d 1465, L471 (5thCir.199 1).
UnÏted Stmm v. Nmsm M&ep ~ p mno
. te 5 1, at 1 116- 1I 17- Se uko, Folkrom Mmrmrrime,.
mpm*note
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statutory violation. Applied in the context of the transport of dangerous goods, the rule
allows the party who SUffers damage to define the scope of the duty of the party at fadt
by reiying on the unequivocal ternis of the statutes, in this case, safiety and environmental
protection reguiations. By pIacing the presumption of Fadt on the party in breach of the
statutory duty. thus shifting the burden of proof to that party, the d e d o w s the parties to
avoid vague conventional and common law concepts which mïx a shipper's absotute duty
to wam with a carrier's actual or constructive knowledge. Furthemore, the Pennsylvania

Rule anirms the need for the convergence of parties' public and contractual duties.

Most of the cases involving dangerous goods, whether based on the bill of lading
or in tort, building upon unreliable evidence, single out the party which had actual or
constructive howledge of the nature of the goods and ultmiateiy end up with
determining which party's negiigence was the proximate cause of the damage. As
aheady estabfished, when deciding which party is negligent the courts base the standard

of due diligence on the public regulations, but often depart h m the pubIic rules on the

subject. The application of the Peunsylvania Rule, coupied with ofncial records and
reports on accidents involvuig dangerous goods" would make it easier for the injured

52 at 1047.
The public evidence exception to the hearsay d e does aot pmIude the introduction of opinions and
conclusîoas m public reports so long as aii statements in sach a report are based on f a c t ~ dmvpsir.gation,
and uiy portion of the report tbat is admmed is safncientiy trustwoahy. Fed-Rtties Evi6Rnfe 803(8)(C),
28 U.S,CA In a tanker orner's Innitation of liabîiity sait, the district comt propedy d e t d e d that the
Coast Guard mvestigatory report regarding the pmding of an oil tanker was admissibIe rmdathe public
records exception to the hemay d e +The district court consÏdexedthe ammpriate factors regardhg the
docnment's trustw~rthhess~
indudmg timehess of f n ~ ~ g a t i o nmvestigatois
,
skill and exgdence,
whether hearing was heId, and possible bias. 46 App.US.CA. ss 181- 189. In the same mit it was heId that
a Coast Guard mvdgatory report regardmg the punding of an oiI tanker codd be admissr'bie rmda fie
public mords exception ta the hearsay d e T notwitîutanding the Coast Guard regdation stataig that
investigations ofmarine casaaIties were for the pttrposc ofpromotmg s a f a y a t sea, and were not mtmded
to
c h i l or crimmaI respom'brrity- It was heId that the government was not a party to the Mgatioa and
54
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party, and the courts, to estabIish relatively reliable evidence that the breach of the

statutory d e proximately caused the damages. Shouid both parties be in breach of their
statutory duty, such as the case where the shipper fded to disdose the exact danger of
the goods and the carrier faied to ascertain the relevant details, and both failures

contributed to the damage, the Liabiiity wouId be apportioned between them according to
the contniution of each breach to the consequences.

In State of Lowiana v. the U N Testabank. et al.," while the court acknowledged
that the Pemsylvania Rule has been applied in a non-collision context," it did not 6nd
the shipper Iiable under Pemsylvania Rule because the cargo of chemicai
PentachIorophenol (PCP)was not regdated under federai Iaw, but oniy tmder the IMDG
code?

The court's hesitation to attach liabiiity to the party in the face of its cornpliance

with detailed regulatory scheme, with exceptions discussed in relation to the Product

LiabiIity Rule and the PemsyIvania Rule. is in part expIained in the context of
intemationd rnultunodal transport. The Iack of one singie set of d e s appiicable to
shippers and carriers dong the entire transportation chah makes it difncult for courts to
hold parties to the multimodai transport to a standard of due care estabiished by a statute.

The court's hesitation to apply the sea transport international regulatory scheme in the
thus, the Coast Guard had no interest m outcorne, and the poky justification for ~e regdation's
evidentiary bar was removed, and more ftmdamentdiy, the Coast Gttard d e was f e d d reguiation which
could not tnrmp the d e of evidence- In the murter of the compIÛmt of NmtiiIus Motor Tanker Co.. Ltd as
ownw of the M T B T N d u s f o r &onerationfi.om or tiinitaholon of Lrabilïty, 85 F3d LOS (L996), at 106.
55
State of hwanu v- the M/Y Testahonk, e? aols 546 F.S~pp.729~.S.D.C.Loas.1993).
56
Cirng Cmdiie~Towing Co. v. W B & C E r m a n , 673 F.2d 9 l(5' ciir.1982)n ~ e r eis nothing in f e d d regdatory scheme that mdicates that optionai coqliance with the IMDG
Code in the transportation of reguiated substances which d e s cornpliance wÏth the iMDG Code
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context of the private law is çurprising given, as it appears in this study," that the IMDG
Code is a d o m and giobaliy accepted regdatory scheme. However, the fact is the
national implementation of the international regulatory scheme is not r m i f o r ~ nand
~ ~it is
diflicult to appIy a statutory d e in the context of strict Liability. This problem was
clearly identified, but not resolved by delegates who negotiated the Hamburg Ruies in
1978,

The negotiating bistory of the Hamburg ~uled"shows an intention by delegates
to catch up with the regulatory and other developments in the fieid of dangerous goods
tran~~ort.6'The international Chamber of Shipping, for example, proposed that in order
to achieve safiety at sea, it was important to, (1) impose a strong obligation on behalfof

the shipper to inforni the carrier of the dangerous nature of the goods, and (2) provide
that the shipper could not easily escape üability by aileging that the carrier had

howledge of the dangerous nature of the goods." Furthmore, delegates from Tmisia,
Austria, Buigaria, Yugoslavia, Mauritius, the United Kingdom, B&l

and France were in

favor of imposing on the shipper a duty to mark or label dangerous goods as dangerous in
a mamer that compIies with the regdations in force and with the paaicuIar practices
observed m the carriage of that type of good. Again, the proposai was advanced that the
-

mandatory as to nomegulated substances as PCP? nie Testbank,supra, note 55 at 739.
58
Set mpra, chapter 3, section 32-33,
As for example in the case of an expiosion of the cargo on the board of M N Te~bunk,when the US.
f e d d regdations and IMDG Code diffefed m respect of PCP cargo and the court fomd that the
Pentl~yivatilaRuie was (in addition to other reasons) not applicabie.
60
Umfed Notions Convention on the C m a g e of Gouàs 6y Sea, 1978, done at Hiunburg, Marcfi 3l,f 978,
U N Doc, AICONFNF89/13;
(1978) 17ILM 608.
" United Nations Conference on îhe Cartïage of Gao& by Sea, Hsmbm& 613 Man& 1978, m
ciai
Recordc Documents of the Conjèrmcea d Summmy recordk of the PImmy Meetiïtgs mrd of the meetnrgs
of the M e Cornmittees(United Nations, New York, 1982) at 58-

"
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Rules should inchde a d e e t i o n of dangerous goods by reference to existing
international regulationsf Both proposals were rejected, on the ground that regdations
M e r Eom one port to another and that a problem wilI arise as to which port's regdations
were applicable. Furthemore, it wouid impose on the shipper the onerous task of
learning ail the rules and regdations applicable at the various ports ~oncerned.~~
AU
proposais to make reference to the IMDG Code were aiso rejected on the ground that it is
not a mandatory instrument, and therefore such mention might cause problems in regard
to the ratification of the Convention being prepared. Although the delegates were fulIy
aware that the provision, without making refaence to international noms conceming

dangerous goods, did not give much direction to the courts in deciding what the shipper
should have done to compIy with the obligation to inform the carrier of the nature of the

goods it was taking over, Article 13 of the Harnburg Ruies remained vague. Article 13
(1) imposes a duty on the shipper to mark and label dangerous goods Ui a suitable

manner, but no penalties are imposed on the shipper for not doing so.
Dangerous goods covered by specid public law mies make up the largest part of
the category of dangerous cargo.

The allocation of civil liabiiity in intemationd transport

based on regdations goveniuig the carriage of dangerous goods, requkes these standards
to be ascertainable by courts and the contractuai parties.

Parties shodd know before

cornmitting themseIves to a contract of carriage what standard of care they wiII be held
to-

6Zfd,
at 93.

" The delegation of Wuritias propsed the foIlowing tcxt :" o h e n the shippa han& over ciangerots

4-22.

Inland Transport by Road and Raü

The d e s with respect to the distrifiution of Iiability between shippers and carriers

in international inland transport have been subject to international codincation in Europe,
but onIy where the Convention Conceming International Carriage by Rail (COTIF):'
applies to the international rail transport, and the Convention on the Contract for the

International Carriage of Goods by Road ( c M R ) ~ ~to, international caniage of goods by
road. The mies are in many ways broadly similar to those that apply to carriage by sea,
since many of the issues involved in al1 three modes of transport are the same. These

provisions have generated far iess case Iaw than the carrîage by sea d e s . This is
probably because they are more recent, and the p ~ c i p f e shave been worked out in the
older carriage by sea cases. Furthemore, carriage by sea is considered to be inherently

more dangerous and more Iikely to give nse to Ioss than other foms of transport.
AIthough the two essentially commercid conventions contain the same generai
principles pertainmg to the m o r t of dangerous goods, they differ with respect to some

specific legal arrangements. h this way they add to the hgmentation of Iaws with

regard to the internationai transport of dangerous goods.
4.2.2.1. Position under CIM~RID"
goods to the carrieror actud carrier, as the case may be, the sbipper shaii mform hàn of the dangerous
characier of the goods, namely by reference to prevailing Intemationai norme id., rit 94.
64 rd, at 276,
ConcIuded at Bem May 9, 1980, entered mto force May 1985, (1978) B.TS. 1 (Cm.4 1) (Fm (1993)

"

BTS S2(Crii123 12) (consolidated text).
Commtiori on the Contract for the Intemational Chwiage of C o o k by Road,. 19 May 1956, 399

66

U.N.T.S. t 8967
ReguIiztiOlrs Concerning the internattonal C'age of dmgerom Gook by Rail 0,
done at Beni,
Ianuary 1959,329 UJLT.S. 3.
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There are notable differences between CMR, HagueNisby, and Hamburg Rdes

on the one han& and CIM/RID on the other, with respect to their legal nature. Sea and
road transport conventions do not expressly refer to public law standards when definhg
the meanhg of provisions estabIishing the responsiiilities of the parties, but rather resort
to the generai contract and common law principles.

C M , however, defines the

responsibilities of the parties that transport dangerous goods by rail by explicitly referrïng
to the public-Iaw regdations ( RD).
Article 4 (1) of CIM provides that the railway shaii aot accept dangerous goods
for carriage except in cornpliance with the conditions laid d o m in the EüD. Under RID
Article 13, the shipper has a duty to fumish a generd description of goods in the
consignment note and to provide al1 the information regarding the shipping name, hazard
class, compatiiility group, packing methods, marks and container nmnbers and any
specid precautions regardhg the cargo. Further, a declaration that the content of the
consignment is fully and accurately descnbed and classifie& packed, marked, and
IabelIed according to international and national regdations is reqyired.
It dso appears, h m reading Artide 18 of CIM, that the shipper wiII be

unIimitedIy Liable to the carrier for aLI consequences in the event those particdars are
irregalar, incorrect, or mcompIete. In particdari, the consigner s h d be IÎabIe for a i l the
consequences of the absence of the packing, or the defective condition of packing, and

shaU make good any loss or damage SUffered by the rdway h m this cause?

In

addition to its Iiability for aIi Ioss and damage to the railway, the comagnowiII Iose its
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right to compensation for its own Ioss or damage resuiting fiom, the insufficient

description of the articles Listed in RID, or its failtue to observe the prescnbed
precautions."

Furthemore, when a railway establishes that the damage could have

arïsen fiom these reasons, there is a statutory, though rebuttable, presumption that it did

so arise.'O
AIthough CIM uniquely imposes strict liability for the breach of statutory rules, it
does not solve other problems that c m aise in the course of the transport of dangerous
goods when damage occurs. For example, the Convention is silent on the issue of the
redistribution of risk from the consignor to the railway when the consignor does not
inform the railway about the dangerous nature of goods, but c m establish that the railway
knew or had the means of knowing that the goods were dangerous.
However, CIM does not provide any formula for the distribution of Iiability
between the railway and the consignor when the deficiencies in packing are apparent to
the raiIway. Neither does it deai with raiIway7snght to d o a d or destroy the dangerous
goods if the consignment does not correspond with the particulars in the consigrment
note, or when the raiIway discovers that the cargo is in fact dangerous. In the absence of
conventionai provisions and case Iaw specincaiIy dealing with such issues, it appears
Iegitimate to assume that the common Iaw d e s applicable to other modes of transporthg
dangerous goods, or the generd pmiciples of Iaw wodd apply in such cases.
At common Iaw, the carrier, whether common or private, is not obliged to carry

"CIM, Article 19(4).
"RID,Article 36 (3) (g)
"RID ArticIe 37 (2). Note the shdady of thiP conceptto the concept afnrmed Ïn the United states in the
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dangerous goods without the protection of a compensatory w m t y of fitness by the

shipper? The shipper will therefore be LiabIe if it coasigns goods that contravene the

common law warranty of fitness, and the carrier has no reason to anticipate their
dangerousness."

C M affiords wider protection for the railway than does the common

law, as the carrier will [ose the protection of the common law if it is established that it

h e w or ought to have known of the dangerous nature of goods. CIM takes a more ngid

approach to d e m g the extent of the consigner's duty to provide appropriate
information. niese requirements for mformation are established, and the responsibilities
of contractingparties are made, by explicit reference to the safety regdations of the RID.
4.2.2.2. Position under CMWADR

Like the HagueNisby and Hambrng Rules, but unlike CM. the CMR approaches
civil liabiIity for the transport of dangerous goods as a category and creates a separate set

of d e s to govern it.
Article 22 of CMR provides that:

When the sender hands goods of a dangerous nature to the carrier, he
s h d S o m the carrier of the exact nature of the danger and indicate, if
necessary, the precautions to be taken. If this information has not been
entered in the consignrnent note, the burden of proving, by some other
rneans, that the carrier knew the exact natme of the danger coflSttCtuted
by
the carriage of the said goods shalI rest upon the sender or the consignee.

(1)

(2) Goods of a dangerous natme which, in the circumstances referred to in
paragraph 1 of this article, the camer did not know were dangernus, rnay at
any time or place, be unloaded, desûoyed or rendered harmless by the
canier, without compensation; M e r the sender s h d be fiable for aII
Pemuyfvmà Rule.
See Paton=BaiIrnent in the Common Lcnv (Londo~Stevensand Soons, 1952) at 262,
72
See G&R v. LEP, Transport Ltd, [ 1 9 q 1L Lt L, Rep, 133; F-t
vLBmnes (1862) I I CJ3- (N.S.)
533 at 563.

ft
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expenses, Ioss or damage arising out of their handing over for carriage or of
theû caniage.

AIthough the CMR does not expressly refer to public regdations that set detailed
standards and conditions to be foilowed by carriers and shippers, Iike the CIM/RID, it
nevertheless indicates in a more elaborate manner than the HagueNisby Rules, the terms

and principles to be foiiowed by the parties to the contract.

CMR stipulates for that the shipper has a duty to S o m the carrÎer of the exact
nature of the danger and requires it to enter such information into the consignment note.

Thus, CMR defines both the extent of the knowledge that the shipper should
communicate to the carrier and the method of disclosure. The consigner's fdure to enter

the required information in the consignment note creates a rebuttable presumption that
the canfer did not know the exact nature of the danger. This provision must be read in

conjunction with other provisions with respect to the consignment note and defective
packing. Article 6 (1) (f) requires the shipper to enter on the consignment note the
method of packhg and a generaIly recognized description of the dangerous goods. in

practice, this requires careful adherence to the provisions of ADR in documenting the
consignment, classifykg and desmiing of the goods therein?

The Convention aIso

provides that the sender is uuIÏmitedIy Iiable for ail expenses, Ioss or damage sustained
by the carrier through any inaccuracy in snch informatiod4 It aiso provides for damage

to penons, equipment and goods, and for any expenses due to the defective packhg of

" Se+ DJHin, CMR- Contrac~sforthe I n t e d o n a l Ciumkge of Goo&
Press Ltd= London, 1984) a t IB-LZ6,
Article 7(1)(a)

''

by Road (Lloyd's of London
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the goods.'5

In addition, the sender may have to shouider the risk of damage to the cargo
themselves, since CMR Article 17(4) relieves the carrier of liability for loss or damage to

the cargo due to speciai nsks uiherent in some situations, one of which is defective
packing. When the carrier establishes that ioss, damage or delay could be attnbuted to
one of the special risks referred to in Article 17(4), it wiil be presumed that it was so
caused?' It should be noted, however, that the sender would avoid üability where defects

in packaging, or the exact nature of the goods was apparent or known to the carrier at the
t h e when it took over the goods, without reservation?

However, in practice, this plea

of the sender is Likely to be of Iimited value since in the case of goods listed in ADR, a
transport document is mandatory?

AccordingIy, it is apparent that if a sender fails to

declare goods which are subject to ADR, and to ensure that they are correctiy packed, the
carrier will be exonerated fiom Iiabiüty and the sender will instead be unrestrictedIy
Iiable to the carrier under CMR.

In concIusion, one can note that, dthough ADR is not concemed with the
distniution of civil Iiabilities, but rather is concemed with the distniution of
responsibilities between parties with respect to ~Iassincation,marking, Iabeling, pack@,
documenting, Ioading. handling, stowage and transporthg of dangerous goods, CMR and

ADR are indeed compIementary in their effect The compiiance with ADR recpkernents
wilI be reIevant, aIthough not concIusive, as to IiabiIity under CM.. Furthennoce, the

''CMR, Article 10*

CMR, A m d e I8(2).

Amcles ?,IO, and Z(2).
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wide protection created on behaIf of the carrier in view of the presumptions contained Ï n

Article n(l)"and Article 18(2),8* cIearIy indicate the relevame of cornpliance by the

shipper with ADR
4.2.3. Multimodai Transport
The hgmentation of public safety and environmental protection rdes and the
kgmentation of pnvate Iaw concepts between different modes of transport., coupled with
the Iack of inteption between the private and public Iaw d e s , is most obvious when

dangerous goods are transported multimodaiIy. Although the United Nations Convention

on Intemationai Multimodal Transport of ~oods" was an attempted to respond to the
aeeds of the modem door-to-door transport system, by integrating the different modes'
liability schernes into a single set of d e s applicable dong the entire joumey,"

the

Convention did no more than the modal regdations of the Hamburg Ruies. Thus, the
MuItimodai Convention retains ail the prevïously mentioned legd arnbiguities and the
mixture of different concepts."

In addition, there is no

single set of safety and

environmental protection d e s that can provide a n?ime of reference for determining the
liabiIity of the MT0 dong the entire transport ch&.

The conSigurnent note wüi be accqtabk as such, provided it contains the information requirrd under
ADR For a disscussion of its reqyirements see supra, section 3 2 1 .
79
Under 22(1) of Cbd& if the mfarmation on the exact nature of the goods has not been entered m the
consignment note, the burden of proby sorne otha means, that the carrier h e w the exact nature of the
danger constituted by the cmiage of the said goods s6allr a t upon the sender or the consignee.
%O
Article 18 of C M .-tes
a pfesmnption that, when the d e r estabIishes that m the cinmmkmces of
the case, the Ioss or damage codd be atîributable to speciai lisLs referred to in aaieIe 17 (4)(discpssed
above), it shaii be presmned that it was so cause& See supra?note 7?UNCTAD Doc TD/MT/CONF6, repmâuced Ïu (I98O )I 5 E.T L 1980, at 8.
a For the convention, see Nasseri, K,, "The M u i t i m d Conventionu (1988) 19 J3U.C; Siz a h , De Kt,
RaIph, Muiriinodal Transport, (LIoyd's of London Ras: tondoniNew York/sambmg/HongKong, 1995)

''

at 5,
Se+ supra, chapta 3, setion 3.1.
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The Article 23 ofthe Mdtimodai Convention, which faithfully follows Article 13
of Hamburg Rules, provides:
1. The consignor s h d mark or label in a suitable mamer dangerous goods

as dangerous.
2. Where the consignor hands over dangerous goods to the muitimodd
transport operator or any person acting on his behalf, the consignor shall
inform him of the dangerous character of the goods and, if necessary, the
precautions to be taken. If the consignor fails to do so and the muitunodd
transport operator does not othenvise have knowIedge of their dangerous
character

(a)The consignor shaII be fiable to the multimodd transport operator
for al1 Ioss resulting fiom the shipment of such goods; and
@)The goods rnay at any time be udoaded, destroyed or rendered
innocuous, as the cucumstances rnay require, without payment of
compensations.
3. The provisions oFparagraph 2 of this articIe rnay not be invoked by any
penon if dlning the muItimodd transport he has taken the goods in his
charge with knowledge of their dangerous character.

4. [f, in a case where the provisions of paxagraph 2 (b) of this article do not
apply or rnay not be invoked, dangerous goods become an actud danger to
Iife or property, they rnay be rmloaded, destroyed or rendered innocuous,
as the circumstmces rnay require, without payrnent of compensation
except where there is an obligation to contriiute in general average or
where the muItimodaI transport operator is [iabIe in accordance 6 t h the
provision of article I 684
Artides 23 (1) and (2) should be read in conjunction with Articles 8 (1) and (2),
which impose an obligation on the shipper to fiirnrfiirnrsh
the multimodd transport operator

with, and to guarantee the accuracy of. the particuiars stating the dangerous nature of the
goods. It appears nom these arkIes that there Ïs mconsistency between them in respect

8+

MuItfmodaI Convention, supra, note 8 1,

23.
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of the consignor's Iiability for resulting damages. On one han& ArticIe 12 creates the
presumption of accuracy of particdars Furnished by the shipper regarding the general
nature of the goods, leadhg to the consignor's unlimited liability to the mukirnodal
transport operator for loss resulting fiom possible inaccuracies or inadequacies of such

particulam. On the other hand Article 23 defeats the guaraatee of the consigner by

making its liability subject to the multimodal transport operator's knowledge of the
dangerous nature of the goods and its taking of the goods into its charge with such
knowledge.
Furthemore, aIthough Articles 8 and 23 stipulate that the consipor has a duty to

mark and label the goods as dangerous in a &able manner and a duty to inforni the
carrier of their dangerous chmcter, it is not cIear what is meant by "suitable manner" and
what amount and type of information is considered to be suffïcient to fulnlI these
obligations. Converseiy, the question &ses as to what amount and kind of knowledge
the multunodai transport operator shouid evidentiy possess to be deemed to be aware of
the dangerous nature of the goods.
The increased number and complexity of dangerous substances on the market has
made the identification of theK dangerous nature, and the communication of adequate
idormation absoIuteIy cruciaI to safeguard ag&

the risks they entail. The duty to

idenw, and to mfom of the risks that dangerous substances pose in generd, and m the
corne of transpoa m pârticdar, has developed withm a reaIm of both public and pnvate

Iaw. These two sets of law seek to achieve different objectives. W

e the pubIic Iaw

mtends to prevent harm to the generai public, the private law seeks to hdividnaIize and to
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remedy the hanu inf2icted. But7as this study argues, the conceptual discrepancies of the

two Iegal approaches do not jus*
iden-

departure h m the basic pubIic law standard which

the boundary between the shipper's and the carriers responsibilities for the safe

caniage of goods.
According to private law a carrier who contracts to carry goods of g particular
descri~tioncontracts to perform the carnage in a manner appropnate to goods

@

descrbtion, and thereby assumes ail risks of accidents attributable to a fdure to carry in
that manner.8' The information, required by both public and private law to enable the
carrier to perform the carriage in a safe manner, shouId, as a minimum,contain the public

Iaw requirements related to the hazard communication because they are scientificdy
rnost creditble.
As estabiished in chapter 3, the hazard communication cequirwents are not, in

public law, limited to the generd description of goods but dso inchdes the specific

hazards, markkg, labehg and pfacarding and certification as to the appropriate
packaghg and stowing of packages into container, and, if needed, instruction as to
speciai precautions to be taken in the course of transport. The hazard communication
requirernents are pdcdarIy important for the muitimodd transport of dangerous goods
since the carriers mvolved in the mdtimodal chah detamine the proper method of
carriage entireLy re1ying on idionnation communicated to them by the MT0 and the

~ h i ~ ~ eTherefore,
r?~
the public Iaw standards of hazards commimication should be

85

TheAtitmama Consninos, [Pl901 L LIoyd's Rep, (QB.
ComCt) (MustiIi, J.) 277,at 288.
ai K. Nehrnzow, "The Ri& of Daugerops Goods Container Transportation and P o ~ s ù b ~ of
e s RTÎL
Reduction" in Proceedings of the II" Intemutionai Syntposium oir the Tro~~port
of Dmrgerous Goodr by

incorporated into the private Iaw standards of due care and shoufd be consistent dong the
entire transport chah.

The spirit and the Ietter of the Convention indicates that, because the mdtimodal
transport operator assumes responsibility for the entire transport chah, the consigner is
expected to fumish information on the nature of goods covering the entire transport

chah, and dso to mark, and labeI the dangerous goods as dangerous, ui a mamer suitable
for al1 modes of transport involved. The mdtimodal transport operator, on the other haad,
accepts al1 the risks atiached to the moving of dangerous goods dong the entire transport
chai-, Iogicaiiy under the assumption that the operator is aware of the risks attached to aiI
modes of transport.
Keeping in mind the previously established Iack of uniformity in both the Iiability
concepts of the modal private-law conventions and the public Iaw regulations, it is not
difficuit to see the practical and legai hardships that consignon, MTOs, and
subcontracting carriers wiU have determining the content and the scope of their
obligations m a maltimodal chah. It is Iikely that m the absence of there being any

binding regdations appficable to a i i modes of transport across the board, the courts d,
when deciding on the distribution of KabiIities, have to resort to the network of modal
private law conventions w6ich expIi'citiy, as CIM, or only impIicitiy, as CMR,

HagireNisby, and Harnburg Rdes, refm to the pubIic regdations which set standards for
that mode of transport. As estabfished in prwious chapters, even the modal provisions do
not provide a common grormd for Ïnterpretation of shippw' and carriers' responsibiIities
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for each respective mode of transport.87

However, one has to note that, despite all the confiision and hgmentation in
applying civil concepts of IiabiIity for damage incmed in the course of the transport of
dangerous goods in a particdar mode of transport, the public d e s applicable to that
mode, no matter how imperfect they are, still rnight be invoked to determine the meaning

of the former. The inadequacies of the concepts remain within this particular mode, and,
rnay eventuaLiy be solved relying on d e s available in this particular

mode.

The

Mdtimodai Convention provisions on dangerous goods cannot be bolstered in a like
manner, since there exists no nich W o r m set of regdations applicable to the entire

transport chain. In addition to this problem, the question w i U o h arise as to who is the
consignor, and who is the carrier, in a complex network of transport operatioos, suice

MT0 may subcontract part, or ail, of the carri-age and thus assume the role of shipper

"

The Gimnis NK case may mdicate resolutions for iiabüity questions. The concept of the "absolute duty
to warn" as estabrished in Giamis E/K, when appiied mutai& mutandis in tae mtxitimodai transport scenario
wodd mean the MTO's bears an absolute duty to provide idormation to the sub-carriers, regardIess of his
actual or constructive knowledge of the nature of the goods. The same concqt applies in the reIaîion
between the MTO and the consignor/shipper a g a which the MT0 appears to be a carrier. The concept,
however, has a k t e d scope of application to the mtdtimodai transport operation. F i i the concept of a
shippcr's absolute Iiability is not accepted worIdwidtC Accordmg to US faw, the shipper is not heId to the
absolute duty to infonn about the dangerous nature of the goods shipped. In a dtimodai contract, this
means h t the MT0 wotdd not be llabk to otherr c&ers M the cbain agamst which it appears to be a
shipper, if it did not bave the a d or constructive lmowledge of the dangerous nahm o f the goods. G h
the anonymity of goods packed mto the conîainer by the consïgnee, this might often b e the case. In this
simation the
becausc the MT0 has a good defence as to a i l sttb-camers, is Ieft to sue the consignor
with whom h has no contract, Second, the niIe ciiffi Eom Iegai concepts accepted in otber modes of
uanspo* Therefm it is not applicable dong the entire chah of transport Third, even if the concept was
applieabIe dong the entire trampomtio1ichain, stiü there is a vaguemess, and differences betwnn d i f f i t
modes of transpozt and berneen jmisdictions as to the qystion of what is deemed to be appropriate
information about dangrnus goods, Fart6erxnore9t h a ha.not been unambiguons resolntion of the issue
of w k t constitutes a ~ob-car~er's
(to which the MT0 appears as a shipper) and MTO's (bemg a carrier
towards the s6ipper) constractnte and a d howledgc, whicit shatp che shipper's mict liabiIity. The same
arguments of micertain?yappIy m the reIatioabetween MTO and tEte consÏgnor.
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towards the actuai carriers for those parts of the joumey.8'

These probfems are partly remedied, but by no means settled, through the UN
Mode1 Regdations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods. The UN Recommendatioas,
although developed on a woddwide Ievel, do not have the Iegal force of a convention.
They are not binding for states, but are applied by states on a voluntarily basis.8' In any

event, the probIems addressed above wodd not appear so extensive if an International

Convention on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, drafted dong the iines of the

LTN

Multimodai Convention, had been implemented as pmposed more than twenty years
ago.90
4.3.

Distribution of risks for liability between contracthg parties: conclusions

In my opinion, shifting iiabilities for damages f h m one party to another, based on
vague concepts of statutory and generai maritime law

91

amounts to hgmentation,

disorder, and inconsistency in the distrÎÎution of responsibiIity for safiety, envkonmental
protection and iiability.

This study argues that, rather than deteminhg the constructive knowIedge of
either Party, the cruciai test for ailocating IiabiIity should be based on which p a t y was
assigned, according to safety and environmentai protection Iaws, the duty to ascertain and

a

For the relationsfiip between consigner and MT0 and MT0 and its sttb-contractors, see g e n d y D e
W ï supra, note 82,
89
On the regai status of the Recommenciationsee supra,chpter 3, section 32-4-190
See nrfia, chapter 6 IL 25-30.
9' This section i
s W e d to expIoring the respective rightr and iïabiiities ofthe vesse1 owner and the cargo
mterest for the ttansport of dangrnus goods as set forth by the biit of iading and generai rules of maritime
law as opposed to thek public Iaw responsiiiIities-However one has to note that the "mtemkbgof tort
and contract principIes appears to occur fkqpently in compIex admidty cases. MNSanta Clara 1. supra,
note 8 at 834 (cÏiing S u s AIS Gylfe v- Hynran-Mr'chaeii Co., 438 F2d 803,805 IL 1 (6th CkI971;
Polkkrk Line Oceanicare v. Hooker C h e Corp, 499 ESupp. 94 (SDN-Y.l98O)-
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be informed about the daugerous properties of cargo shipped. When denning the scope
of the shippds notice and the carrier's knowledge, or means of knowledge for aiIocathg
nsks between them the standard shouid, as a minimum, reflect the lange of information

prescribed by the public des. That is, whether the party asagned the task of disclosure
had disclosed d prescnbed information. Only based on the knowledge so acquùed,
could it safely be determined that the carrier accepted the nsk to perform the carriage
safely.
Such a formula would benefit, in particular, the safety and certainty in the
multimodai transport of dangerous goods. The muitimodal transport of dangerous goods

is an extremely hazardous undertaking. This is so because aii participants in multimodai
transport chain reIy on the information provided by the shipper and have no means of

investigating what is inside the container. Thus, enhancing the shipper's responsibility

for giving sufncient waming to dl parties Ï n the c h a b of transport, as to propensities of

-

the cargo and the necessity of special handling, is of critical importance so that al1
participants coordinate and take appropriate measures to ensure safety.

The argument can be made that if ail public regdations

enforced with an

uItimate aim of making some order of the distribution of responsibilities among aU
participants m the transport of dangerous goods, the safety and protection of the
envhmnent wodd dso benefit Furthmore, because of the paramount importance of
the safety of people and the protection of the environment a great ded of work has been

done to concIttde mtemationd agreements that requb the use of the best technicai
practices and scieniSc schemes to set up safety standards, and to establish
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responsibilities for obeying these standards. Private law cannot ignore these specific
d e s when establishing civil Liabw for damages.

Rather, 1 wodd argue, its

requirernents should be supplementary and supportive in the implementation of the public
standards,

Fault in private bansport law is not synonymous with fault as dehed by public
regulations. In Light of the foregoing discussion of civiI liability, it is safe to state that the

violation of regulations by either the shipper or the carrÏer does not necessarily remit in
Liability. Both parties are potentialIy iiable. Much depends on factual circumstances.
Because of the unpredictable interpretations by the coirrts as to the n a t w and extent of
the shipper's duty to inform, and the carrier's knowledge or means of knowledge, both
the shipper and the carrier have to maintain full famliarlty with the international and

national regdatory scheme. WhiIe this would be ideal, the question &ses as to whether
it is realistic given the hgmented nature of reguiations, to expect the carrier in a

muItimodal chain, who was not given proper information, to detemillie the nature of the
goods. This study answers this question in the negative. It is not reai to expect the

carrier in the transportation chah to have the knowIedge of the shipper about the
hazardous nature of goods d e s s infionnation is readily available. OnIy a single set of
mdtimodd regulations, applicabIe dong the transport chah, can provide shippers and
carriers the 'keans of lmowledge."

Therefore, the appmach proposed in this chapter r e m e s a consistent statutocy
n o m with respect to hazard detennination, hazard commdcation, and hazard prevention
governittg the Cransport of dangerous goods through the entire transportation c h a h The
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reality is that shipper's and carrier's duties are subject to a cornplex and inconsistent
network of regdations whkh establish the standards for the safie transport of dangerous

goods. As established in Chapter 3, the regdations goveming international transport are
unified to a certain extent at the modal Ievels. The international reguiations governing
specific modes of transport are implernented nationaily with the consequence that not ail

jurisdictions through which the muitirnodal movement takes place implement them
unifomily.

in addition to the problems addressed above, inconsistencies in the definition of

the shipper's and carrier's duties are not justifiable for three additional reasons. First, the
h m that dangerous goods might cause is not measured in individual ternis, but in the
broader social context: regulated dangerous goods are a specifk category of goods,

which, potentidly, might cause harm to subjects other than the shippers and carriers. As
such they attract speciai d e s that need to be consistentIy enforced at al1 Ievels,
regardIess of the Iegd sector (public or private Iaw) involved. Second, it is well accepted
that the right to safety and the nght to a healthy environment, which are put at risk by the

transport of dangerous goods, f d within basic human rights and are of ovemduig social
importance.

Therefore, aiI Iegd instruments dealing with identified and regulated

dangerous substances must support each other towards achieving the common ends of the
safiiety of people, and the protection of enviionment Third, the principfes of sustainabIe
development, n d y mtegration, cooperation and coordination, caD for aLI le@

Ïnstruments and environmental agencies to cooperate and not to cIash and over~ap?~

or a discussion ofpriacipIes ofsas<amabIedmIoprnent se+ supra, chapter 2, section3.
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Overail, the argument of this part of the study is that with respect to regdated

dangerous goods, shigper's and carrier's strict cornpliance with the duties imposed on
them by scientincally infiormecl technical regulations, must serve as the basis for the
diçtniution of civil iiabilities between the two parties. In other words, the comerstone of
the civil liability, and the safeîy and environmental protection regimes, Le., the shipper's

duty to disclose and the carrier's actual or constructive knowledge, must be consistently

approached in both legai sectoa. The criticai device to achieve this task, particularly in
international multimodd transport, is consistency across the board of the safety and
environmentai protection standards.

AIthough this approach wouid require courts to refer to a very complex system of
technicd regulations, this system provides the Iegd certainty to the party that complies
with the pubric standards, and therefore inmeases cornpliance with them.

THJRD PARTY LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE CAUSED DURING THE
INTERNATIONAL, TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS
5.1.

Introduction

The transportation of dangerous goods is a commercial activity that benefits, and,
at the same h e , exposes to extraordinary risks, shippers, carriers, the goods being
shipped, operating vehicles and equipment, their crews, and the general public. Because

this activity entails such a variety of extraorduiary Bsks in an extended social context,'

the distniution of nsks between parties to the camage and the generai public has dways
been of prime concem for poficy and Iaw makers. Policy and Iaw makers have had to

answer the question, who is to bear the nsks, and to make a decision either: (1) to enjoui

the conduct of certain activitie~;~
(2) to let the costs fdl where the injury falls; (3) to
prescnie that certain activities c m only be conducted under certain predetemimed safety
rneas~res;~
or (4) to tolerate the activity on the condition that it pays its way regardess of

t

To exempüfy the above staternent it is helpful to draw up a Iist of categorîn of damages. mjunes?and
cIasscs of mterest that may be afFected by a transport accident mvolving dangerous goods: Ioss of He;
persoual injury; injllry to bÙ&? anmiais, fish, damage tu breeding grounds; damage to benches, clins,
CO&
siri&
which need Rmstattment; Ioss of subsistence: Ioss of catches of wiId firhnoss of profits;
tiitme Iosses because of damage to the eco-systrn; Ioss of damage to food processors, whoIesaiers; damage
to stocks; rnovbg of stocks; protection of stocks; Iocation a d recovery of packages, m a b g them safe and
their disposai; safeguarding of popuiatioa; damage to shore cmpslgrazing; evacuation of livestock; Ioss of
eaming of tourism; ioss of tourism reputation; Ioss of amenity.
States have aevn donc a n . gto chailenge the acceptance of the position that the Carnage of dangernus
goods is a Iegitimate activity, since ït is considered, h any event, to be essential for irade Nor is it commcm
pntice to weight rip the advantages or otherwise of the aety
m reiatïon to the potmtiaI costs to soeiay
as a wbote- See Cirrriage of Dangerous Guo& and Pollmmftr &y S e c the Sofety Aspect (Emopean
ParIiament, Directonte Generai for Research, 1994) at 13.
TbiS concept of Iiabüity assnnies that the system of techicai regalations becomei a décisive factor, and
the carriage of dangernos gwds is thus phibited whm it ip not performed Ïu accordimce wÏth the
provisions set out by the s a f i des. UdawfPlness reiated to the above ban, as weU as a standard of

'
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the marner in which it was conducted.

The f h t alternative was found hpracticd and mcompatiible with fkee democratic
society and its economic and industrial policies. The second idtemative was considered
incompatible with the principle of equity and with the social justice sptem.' The third
alternative, although problemaûc because it requires the application of fault or negligence
Liability and Ieads to a proMeration of safety statutes and d e s and Licensing systerns, bas
for Iong been adopted by courts as an tmderlying concept for goveming liability issues.
Accidents involving dangerous goods in a machine age, which exact a large and fairly
reguiar toiI on life, property and the environment, and in generai affect the interests of
innocent thkd parties, cannot be significantly reduced by the standard of conduct that can
be presmied and enforced through the operation of fault based tort law!

Furthemore,

the flood of tort claims has overburdened the courts with complicated iitigation, and

forced the courts to determine whether or not there was fauit or negligence with respect
to highiy technical and cornplex activities. That Iaw has inevitably operated in favor of
the person conducting the activity which caused the injury, because the mjured party
bears the burden of proot7

düigmce on the part of shippers and &ers,

stems h m faiiure fo comply with technicd pmvinons, t h
is, fiom an infiingrnent ofderived hw7 Europm ParIament, supra note 2, at.35.
'J-G.Fieming, Tie Lmv of Tom, ((8thed L992) 328.

M.at 315-316.
6

In the absence of specinc Iegisiation on compensationand IiabiIity for h g e s mvolvkg hazaxdous and
noxious substances, the courts, deaIing with ciaims advancedby third parties, apply cornmon iawprincfpies
found in toa Iaw. Ton clamis for mjanons consequences of the transport of dangerous goods have been
iiabÏiïty deses
based on negiigence, nuisance, trtspass or cornman Iaw
Even if a cIaimant is abk to establish a fadt on the part o f the tortfior, Ït wiiI stüI face the h d e in
respect ofthe extent to which itp damages w rec~verabIeat cornmon Iaw. The mdedying prhcÏpIe of the
tort iaw is to compensate the victnns for Ioss or damage to persons or propaty caused by the fauit of the
responsiiie paty. The tort of negiigence is tradib'oaaily fïonmdated in tmm of a dnty of carc Whm
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The fourth alternative is the concept of strict liability, which tolerates the activity
on condition that it pays its way regardless of the marner in which it was conducted. The
person whose activity causes the injury is held Iiable not for any particdar fault, but for
the inevitable consequences of a dangerous activity which could be stigmatized as
negligent on account of its foreseeabie h d I potentialities, were it not for the fact that
its generaily beneficiai character requises us to tolerate it in the interest of the community
at large. This realization has given rise to the more recent adoption of the strict Liability

approach.8

The newly emerging international third party stnct Iiability regimes are the
reçponse of modem society to the need for the effective delivery of justice to victims of

the accidents involving dangerous goods, victims who have long been exposed to an

btiaging the negligence claim, the ciaimant, besides proving îhat th= has been actud loss, mut establish:
that the defendant had a Iegal obligation to exercise care for the claimant's interest; the standard of care
and its breach; the Iink between the actions or omissions of the tortfeasor and the Ioss suf?fiied by the
ciaiman~causation as between the l o s and defendant's duty: in determinhg the standard of care in any
incidents mvoIving the carriage of bgerous goods, the courts must examine the statutory regime
reguIatMg the transport of dangerous cargo. Although the breach of statutory requitement is not negIigence
per se it is stiiI considered by the courts to deterriIine the duty and standard of care that wotdd bc expected
in the carriage of dangerous cargoes, Since transport accidents hvolving dangerous cargo can do a great
deai of damage, such accidents givt rise to a varïety of types of cIaimst somt of hem acceptabIe under
common Iaw and some of them not. Moreover, the cIaimant bas to overcome a nmnber of hurciies in order

to estabiish his claim based on negiigence: the carrier can plead non-negiigence and compIiance with
regdatiom, or negate the Iink between the loss or damage and his negfigence; cornpiex Iitigation on
technid and regdatory questions can take place; a v e n the variety of national regdations appIicabIe to
Werent modes of transport, the question of Iegal duty of care can be complicated m tort law. Even w h a
Iack of due care k estabhhed, not aIi riamages may be attriiutabfe to this cause or are too remote to be
compensabIe. An additionai probIem can arise in acceptmg a cIaimantTslocus standi m respect of some
cIaMisaMis
Besides, the -er
fiequentIy c
h Cimitation of his IiabÏIity- Finaiiy, the amornt of money
a d a b I e to pay vaxious cIaimants may not cover a11the damage kcurzed See Fiemhg, supra, note 4.
'"lest a s a major 'publie ben- flouhg h m a hazardous actMty (Iike nucIar power stations and other
public ufities) is no Ionger a good reason for Ieawig it unbtlrdmed bnt rather remforces the wisdom
of dishniuting the Ioss arnong its benefickies, so the very fact h t it is widespread and exposes the
community to a typicai hazard mqr fituüsh a suffiCient mason for toierating kWFlemingt suprcz note 4,
at 317- See also LFE. Goldie, "LiabGty for Darnage and d e Progressive Development of International
Law," (1965) 14 IntY and Cimp. L Q.,a t 120%
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unjust and ineffective operation of tort law or nationaI statutes? It has been reaIized that

an increasingIy giobalized economy, dong with the global nature of hamiful
consequences that c m occur in transporthg dangerous goods, require the existence of
internationally consistent Iegislation aimed at combating and mitigating these hamiful
consequences.
To protect defenceless victims, a strict liability scheme channels iiability not to
the party that acted negligently, but to the party whose dangerous activity creates the

hazardI0 and benefits fkom the activity.
This chapter nIst briefly identifies the third party strict liability concept and its
underlying political and iegai premises. Then it examuies the newly ernerging liability
concept for damage caused by a third party by transporthg dangerous goods in packed

fom, and assesses the roIe that the safety and enWonmental standards play in a
distribution of the iiability. FinaIIy, it argues that these conventions, despite thek
underlying objective of detaching IiabiIity h m fauit, eventudy introduce fauit based
elements of the private and public d e s . The introduction of these des, inconsistent and
hgmented as they are, open the possibility of a Iengthy detemination of the party at

fault. An examination of the chameIIing of iiability Ui the two conventions clearly
demonstrates the inconsistency Ïnherent in the modaI conventions' definition of shippers
and carriers and their respective IiabiIities, the consequences of which will be discussed
9

Most ofthe jiuisdictions chat believe that the traditional "huitLiabiiity" based on tort priucipIes codd no<
S o r d adeprotection to innocent victiÏns, enact statutes to deai wiîh <be daims of the hocent third
parties at the nationai IweL The Iegal Înstruments deaIÏug with third parties cIamis vary profoundly in
respect ofthebases ofliability or datuages recoverabIelaTheburden wiii be put upon the one of the two innocent parties whose acts mstigated or made hami
posslbIe? Sl'egkr v, Kuhlmm, 81 Wa& 26 448,502 P2d at 1185.

5.2.

Strict liability for damage caused to third parties

The concept of strict liability for the damage caused by the hansport of dangerous
goods is built upon the notion that the one engaged in an unusudy dangerous activity
shouId be held strictiy IiabIe for the resultiag injury. A strict liability action, unlike an
action in negligence, does not require that the damage be attributable to the defendant's
duty. Two underlying reasons for adopting strict IÏability shodd be emphasized. The
k t is the

k t e d knowtedge of the adverse effect arking nom the application and use of

the endessly developing scientific facilities and t e c h n ~ l o ~ ~The
. ' ~ second is the
difficulty of establishing which conduct is negligent, and the difficulty of presenting the
evidence necessary to estabiish negligence.[2
It has aIso been suggested that strict LiabiIity is another aspect of negligence and

the basis of both concepts rests on the responsibility for creating an abnormal risk.

I3

While negligence is primady concemed with an improper maMer of dohg t h g s which
are "safe

... enongh, when properly can5ed out,"

strict Liability deais with activities which

remain dangerous despite aiI leasonable precaution.t4 The core of strict liability is
therefore to impose liability on lawful, not "reprehensible" conduct. What distinguishes
negIigence h m strict iiability, however, is that strict Liabirity censures the extraordinary

risk of harm to others, either because of the seriomess or the fiequency of the potentid
" GoIdie eIaborates on this issue by statmg that m the present 3taî.e of the aa" of new industries, no
amont of foretight or f e a ~ l i kmeasmes may avert mjmies. See Goidie, U h t e n i a t i ~ dLiabiIity for
Damage and the Progressive DeveIopment ofIntemîtionai Law," supra,note 8 a t 1203.
I2 GoIdk, id
'3
Prosser, Selected T i k s on the Law of Torts (1954.) CEL 3.
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The activity in question has been pennitted on the condition and the

hm."

understanding that it will absorb the cost of its potential accidents as part of its

overhead?

The strict liability concept is ako an outcome of the reaiization that the
application of fauit for activities that are subject tu extensive preventive prescriptions
have overburden the courts with compiicated litigation, f o r h g them to detemine

whether there was fault or negligence involving highly technicd and complex activities.

This situation inevitably operates in favour of the person conducting the activity that
caused the injury, for the hjured party has the burden of proo£t7 Thus, the strict LiabiIity
concept cm be said to be an atternpt by industnalized society to distribute the cost of

industrial progress, fiom those less likely to be able to prove fa& with respect to any
particular individual, to those who benefit fiom accident-produchg activity. Otherwise,
the effect of denying compensation to the victim is "to take much fiom few, and

something from alI, in order that a specid group may pay ~ess.""~

Th the common Iaw, the principle was nnt stated m the English case of Rylmtds v.

etch cher.'^ This theory of IiabiIity, now known as the doctrine of Ryiands

v. Fletcher,

has been utilized by U.S. courts to develop the rationde for imposing strict IiabiIity in

14

-

FTemÏng, supra. note 4, at 329
oLiability
~
and I . c e w(1959) 3 Scmd StudLL, at 213-218.
See R Keeton, "ConditionaiFauIt m the Law of Tons"(1958) 72 H m L Rev. at 40 I.
17
FIemhg, supra note 4 at 3 18fd at 8-9.
" Rylmh v. Hacher (1865) 3 HL. The d e of tbai case, as it has developed h m subsegucnt Engkh
cases, has been sucCmdy stated by Prof, Prosser to be: The &fendant wilL be iiabk when he damages
anather by a thmg or activity tmduiy dangerous and niappropriate to the place where it is mahtaineh in
the Iight of the character of this place and its smroundingsCWC
[n regard to mtpiicatian i
n United States
Iaw, see Prosser and Keeton, Tom, (5th ed, 1989) at 545-559" Strahi T

'

other cases. In Green v. General Petmleum Corp

the court explained:

Where one, in the conduct and maintenance of an enterprise Iawfur and
proper in itself, deliberately does an act under known conditions, and with
knowledge that injury rnay resuit to another as direct and proximate
consequence of the act, however carefulIy done, one who does the act and
causes the injury should, in ail faimess, be required to cornpensate the
other for damage done.
Aithough the actor's conduct is not so unreasonable as to constitute negiigence it is
sufncientiy anti-social so that, as between two innocent persons, the actor and not the injured
should pay for mishaps. Relying on its decision in Green the court in Margarh Chatez at ai.
v. Smthern Pacifc Railroad Ca.et al..'' the court while relying on the Green case, jusbfied

its decision by reference to an imspecined public policy:

[Tlhere can be no doubt that that the case of Green v. Generai Petroleunz

Corp., enunciated a principle of absolute liability which is appiicable to
the instant case. It is not àgnificant that a property damage, as
disthguished nom personai injury, was there involved. The important
factor is that certain activities under certain conditions rnay be so
hazardous to the pubIic generally, and of such relative infrequent
occurrence, that it may well c d for strict liabiIity as the best public
poiicy.

Further, the court explained that one public policy now recognized as ju-g
the imposition of strict üabiIity for the miscarriage of an ultra-hazardous activity is the

social and economic desllability of distn'buting the losses, resdting h m such activity
among the generai public.u
205 CaL 328,270.
Mqarito Chavez et ai-v. Soutiient Pa@c Rniuoad C.D. et al., 423 F. Sapp- 1203 (1976).
hfessor Prosser Stnnmarizes the rationaie for the imposition of strict iîability :"me problem is dedt
wfth as one of alIocating a more or Iess mevitable l o s to be charged agamst a cornpiex and dangerous
civilizatio~and kbility is piaced upon the party best abie to shouider ik" Prosser, Law of Torts, (26 e d ,
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As in Smith v. Lockheed PropuIsion Co., the risk distn'bution justification for

miposing strict liabiIity is weU suited to cl-

arising out of the conduct of ultra-

hazardous activity. The victims of such activity are defenceless and losses suffered as a
result of such activity are likefy to be substantiai and overwhelming misfortme to the

person injured. Therefore operators of such activities must be in a position to admuiister

the loss so that it will ultimately be borne by the public?
The American Restatement of the Law of Torts,estabfished by the Amencan
Law Institute." adopted the principle of the Ryfandr vJIetcher decision, but confined its

appIication to ultra-hazardous activities.
A number of jurisdictions, by statute, provide for strict liability for damage caused
by unreasonabfy hazardous activities. They are dl based on two commody held

premises: the activity is necessary and it cames high nsk to scciety and individuds.
These premises have determined the political and IegaI Iandscape that govems the
transport of dangerous goods, n d y that the activity is perrcütted under prescribed
safety measures, and that it must pay its way regardless of the failme to comply with the
presded meatmes. Furthemiore, they are afI based on smiilar public policy objectives,
1955) at 3 18,

By inditectiy 8nposing liabiEity on those that benefit h m the ciangemus activity, risk disûrbotion
benefits the socid-economic body in two ways: 1) the adverse impact of any par'&
missfortune is
Iessmed by spreading itp cons over a greater popdation and o v a a iarga tmie period, and 2) sociai and
economic resources can be more efficiently docated when the actud costs of goods and services
(mcIudmg the Iosses they entaiI) are rdected m their pnce to the co~l~mnerSee Caiabresi, Some
Thaughts on Risk Distribution and the Law ofTorts, (1 961)70 Yak LJ.499.
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that is, the innocent v i c h s must not d e r because of fadt based Iiability regmies which

force them to get invoived in a long, expensive, and often unsuccessful legal process.
The next section wiII demonstrate that international conventions, that develop
international compensatory regime for damage caused the third parties by the transport of

packed goods, are not capable of achievhg this task. The reason Lies not so much in
these conventions' strict liability concepts, but in the fact that they require d o m safety

and environmental standards to support their efficient application. This part of the study
suggests that the limited defences afforded to carriers by these conventions provide

unlunited options for them to prolong or avoid their liability. This is due to the
ambiguities that encurnber a consistent distriiution of risks between contractua1 parties,
where they affect third party liabiiity in a similar rnanner.

Third party üability conventions for damage in connection with the carriage
5.3.
of dangerous goods in packaged f o m
There is not yet in force any straightforward international regime based on the
strict IÎabiIity concept, covering packaged cargoes and ail modes of transport that wodd

be appIicabIe to the mdtimodd transport of dangerous goods. Convention on Civil
LiabiIity for Damage Caused Duruig Cam0ageof Dangerous Goods by Road, Rai1 and

Inland Navigation Vessels (CRTD)is an attempt to estabIish uniforni standards of strict
liabiiity for damages caused d u ~ the
g carriage of dangerous goods by road and r
d in
24 Seaion 520 ammerates factors to be considacd m determining whether a
n actnnty is a b n o d y
dangerous: (a) Existence ofa high degree of risk of some h a m to the persou, land or chattels of othm;
(b) LikeIihood that the harm that d t s h m it wiII be grea; (c) fmpos8Ibw of ehhating the risk by
the exaxïse of reasonabie tare; (d) Extent to which the actMty is not one of cornmon usage; (e)
[nappropriateness of the aetMty to the place whae it is curiedon; (0 Extent m which h d u e to the
commtmity is ontweighed by its dangerous attn'butesesSee Am&can Law rastitute, Amencan Restatement
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~ u r o ~ e ?For the transport of dangerous goods by sea the International Convention on
Liability and Compensation for Damage in Connection with the Carnage of Hazardous
and Noxious Substances by Sea, (HNS Convention) was recently adopted? These two
conventions, which present very important deveIopments, are indicative of hture trends
toward the internationd unification of strict liability d e s for dI modes of transport.
Neither of them, however, is yet in force. Working nom the concept of strict iiability
developed in the CLC~?convention, the CRTD convention provides that "the carrier at
the time of an incident shail be Liable for damage caused by any dangerous goods during

their carriage by road, rail or inland navigation

several Iiability for

vesse^."^^

This establishes joint and

The same approach to liability has been adopted by HNS.

The foIlowing subsections discuss the implications that international public rules
might have on the application of the two conventions.

54,

CRTD and HNS Conventions
Muftilateral treaties touching on the issue of thÏrd party tiability for the transport

of packaged dangerous goods and, therefore, for their muitimodai transport now indude

of the L a w of Torts (Washington, D .C.,1938). VOL III, Chap. 2 1, s e a . 520-524Convention on CM[ LWilily for Damage C i e d During Cmage of Dangerour Gooûk by Road Rail
md Infund Nmgation Vasek, IO October 1989,UN, Doc. ECEITTRANSI79, 1989, not yet m force, A
large majority of the governmental delegations at the uegotiations msisted on the introduction of a system
of "stnstnct"
or "no fa&'' iiability. For Convention see Revue De Droit Unifouu (UMDROlT)), 1989 0,
at, 280.
3~fnfemationa1Co~t~entlon
on

Lrirbility and Compens~urforDamage in Comtecn'on wiih C a m e of
Hàw-dous und Nox~kusSubstances 6y Sea, 2 May 1996, IMO Doc* LEGiCONF/L0/8/3, reprinted in
(1996) 35 IL,M 1506-1436.
Ever since the CLC Convention was concludeci, the need for a IiabiIity and compensation regÏme for

damages resnlting h m dangeronssubstances0 t h than 02had been recognized
* CRTD, srcpra, note 26, ArticIe 5 (1).
L9 CRTD,nipm note 29 Artide S(2) and (3).
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the HNS and the CRTD

convention^?^

The CRTD was enacted in Europe in 1989, to

deai with Iiability for damage caused by dangerous goods during idand carriage. The

CRTD specificaily excluded deep-sea vessels because it was expected that there wodd be
an international iiability and compensation convention deaihg with the sea-mode of
transport. The HNS Convention, adopted seven years Iater, in 1996, closely fobws

concepts developed by CRTD. These two conventions have some cornmon featitres.
Neither of the^ provides a definition of, or creates its o w n Iist of hazardous and noxious
substances by nference to specified criteria. instead, they both refer to public regdations
in force.-"

The main benefit of this approach lies in the fact that the shipowners,

shippers, cargo agents, insurers and mariners are alnady Camiüar with these conventions

and codes, and are used to dealing with substances covered by them?' Another benefit of
this approach is that it dIows that the amendments of the instruments referred to by

CRTD and HNS have an automatic effect on the implementation of the HNS Convention.
This ensures that both conventions keep Pace with relevant technical deve~o~rnents?~
Other cornmon featlrres of the two conventions are that both provide for strict
ch-ded

~ i a b i l i t limited
~ ; ~ ~ groimds for exoneration2* Stnngent conditions to break the

-

Io The oOgh of CRTD date back to 1974 wben the subject of civil iiabiiity for h g e caused as a
conseqaence of the d a g e of bazardons goods duiy entered mto the Work R o p of the International
Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNDROIT). See Report on the 53 session of the Llitidroit
Govenuhg Corncil, p20,
CRTD refas m itr ArtikIe 1 (9) (O tùe ADL The EINS, inArne1 I(5) (iv)refap to different codes+and
regardMg packaged goods to the tMDG Code,
was not much doubt that it wodd be mipossiile to corne up with a generai defidion of HNS
which wouid give fiCient guidance as to whether or not a parti&
substance wodd faIl mder
Convention's scope of appiicahoe Magnus GOransson: 'The HNS Convention" (1997) 2 Unjtorm Law
Review, at252a CRTD defines its scope of application by reference to ADR and relies on the pmcedme &r updatmg the
[ist provided for m these mstnmients.
s (1). ms,M C I ~ O).
Y mm,

"
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Iimit or to re-chan.net ~iability?~
compulsory insurance; and the right to recourse against a

party whose fadt gave rise to the damage.

37

WhiIe these features g e n d y and conceptually b d d on the same set of
principIes, some notable Merences in denning 'kanier" and "shipper" appear to make

the muitimodal transport operator's position unclear in ternis of its responsibility. Both
conventions Ieave the door open for carriers and shipownen to shift their Liability to the
shipper in cases where the shipper failed to funush proper information as to the
dangerous nature of goods. In addition to the difficulties in estabfishihg fault in cases

where iïability is re-chamelle&38it is dinicult to detennine the identity of the shipper

and the carrier in a cornplex multimodai chah. Both must be done in order to re-channel
the third party Iiability. This examination will demonstrate that if performing carrier the

re-channels IiabiIity to the shipper it may allow MT0 to escape liabiIity, despite his
cmcid role in a mdtimodal c h a h For exampIe, if the performing carrier Ui its defence
pleads that the shipper failed to Iliform it of the dangerous nature of the goods, the
fo110Wmg question must be answered: Who is the shipper with respect to the operating
carrier and who was responsibie for providing adequate information dong the transport
chah?

One important tool and

the

first step to avoid such a scenario would be an

intemationally binding set of d e s that unify the standards of hazard assessment, the

hazard communication, and the safie method of carriage of dangerous goods dong the
--

-

'* C D ,Artide 5 9(2). BNS, Article 7 (2).
C D ,ArticIe IO(1). HNS ArticIe 9(2).

* 0Article
,
5(9). BNS.Artide7@).
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entire trausport he. These two particuiar points with regard to these conventions are

anaiyzed below in more detail.
5.4.1.

Incompatibility of definitions of camer
The CRTD channels LiabiIity to the carrier, while the HNS channels liability to the

shipowner. The carrier, according to the Article t(8) of the CRTD means, with respect to
carriage by road and by inland navigation vessel, the person who at the time of the
incident controls the use of the vehicle or vessel, on the assumption that the owner is in
control. The owner can rebut the presumption by proving that another person, IawfuIIy or

ImlawfulIy, had use of it and that he couid not reasonably have prevented such use.
When the vehicle onto which the dangerous goods have been Ioaded onto is moved by
another vehicle or vessel, the person who controls the use of such other vehicle is deemed
to be a camer.

Conversely, the HNS Convention makes the registered shipowner

excIusiveIy Gable, regardess of whether he is operaihg as a carrier or not.
When constnicted upon these definitions the MTO, although the carrier vis-a-vis
the shipper, wilI not be IiabIe except in cases where it happens to be in control or it is the

registered owner of the idand vehicle or vessel, or it is the ship owner transporthg the
dangerous goods. In the cases where the MTO, is not a penorming carrier, but a b contracts the MT0 appears to be a shipper towards them and assumes no third p w
iiabrlity save in the case where the carrier's strict liability is re-chamieIed to the shipper
by operation of exonerataig provisions of the Conventions.

AIthough the mdtimodal transport operator pIays the mIe of carrier toward

''A ~ ~ Ï thk
u , hisvoLves the uuseüied botmdary between shipper's and c a m d s duties.
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consignors and the role of shipper with its subcontractors, neither convention seems to

see that MT0 is not a ship owner or an operator of the inland vehicle or a vesse1 and at

any point, Iiable for third party damage. This means that the non-vessel owning
mdtimodal transport operator is, not requUed to obtain insurance. According to the HNS
Convention a MTO. which is not a shipowner also does not contniute in any way to the

HNS ~ u n d . 3 As
~ a r e d t MTOs will be

strictiy fiable for damages ody if they aiso

happen to be the carriers in tems of CRTD, or ship owners Ui ternis of HNS. Furiher,

HNS d o w s for the re-channehg of the strict Iiability of the shipowner to the HNS Fund
in cases where the shipper has failed to provide appropnate information about the nature
of the goods, while the CRTD in similar circumstances, redirects the carrier's strict

liability to the shipper. Thus, unless the MT0 clearly perforrns the carnage, owns the
vessel, or is clearIy dehed to be a shipper vis-à-vis the performing carriers, for the
purpose of providing necessary information about the nature of the goods, under both
Conventions it escapes liability aitogether if it faiIs to supply appropriate mandatory

information about the dangerous goods.
It appears that the BNS and CRTD concepts of strict liabiIity depart Grom the

basic rationde and objectives of the notion of strict LiabiIity for the operation of
hazardous activity. By creating provisions whereby strict Iiability may be re-chanueled
to the shipper, or other person not perfomning its duty to disclose, the two conventions

have created the possibility for [itigation in which contractuai and common Iaw concepts
of contractual warranty, and common Iaw impIied warranty, respectively, are to be
- -

"The CRTD does not pmvide a second tier ofcompematioa
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determined and appiied mutatis mutandis in the strict liability context

Given previously estabfished uncertainties in d e m g the scope of the shipper's
du@ to disclose, and the carrier's actuai knowledge, and the Iack of coincidence between
civiI law tests applied to detamine these terms and public regdations on these issues. the
scope and rationale of strict iiability. as estabfished in the two conventions, are subject to

radical challenges. This is explained Ï n the coming sub-sections in more detail.

5.43. Re-channeilhg of iiabüity
Under HNS and CRTD conventions, the carrier can be exonerated fiom the
IiabiLity imposed on it by third party liability conventions. Under HNS the carrier's
Liability is re-channeiied to the HNS Fund if the shipowner proves that: (1) it was not
given the appropriate information about the dangerous nature of the goods by the shipper;
(2) such failure on the part of the shipper has caused the damage; and (3) neither the ship

owner nor its servants or agents knew or ought reasonably to have hown of the

dangerous nature of the goods?

ThÎs particuiar ground of exoneration of the carrier

Eom its strict IÏabiIity, because it is identical to HagueNisby and common Iaw mies
applicable to allocation of contractuaI risks for the safe transport of dangerous goods7
imports aH the ambiguity of the Ietter into the third party IiabSity concept. Unda

HagueNisby and general d e s of maritime Iaw, the shpper's duty to cornmimicate the
characteristics of cargo and the carriers' actual or constmctive knowledge about them are,
while cnticai to decidmg the Iiability question, the subject of Iegd controversy. If the
carrier pteads in its defence to a thrm party daim ignorance with respect to the nature of
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the goods, aU of the issues discussed m Section 4.3.1. of chapter 4 must be considered.

The CRTD also relieves the carrier of Iiability ifit proves that "the consignor or
any other person fded to meet its obligation to inform it of the dangerous nature of the
goods, and that neither it nor its servants or agents knew or ought to have known of their
dangerous

In these circumstances, no IiabiIity attaches to the carrier. By

operation of Article 7, the consignor, or other persod2 are deemed to be the carrier for
the purposes of the Convention and, as such, are Liable. While the shipper's and carrier's

duties in road, particularIy in rai1 transport, are more settled in tems of public law

standards, than in the sea transport, the probIems that occur in these two modes of
transport are different in the ADR and RID remes?
Neither of the convention defines the term 'shipper' for the purpose of application
of this provision or define the scope of the shipper's and the carrier's duties which are

used to assess fauit. Nor do the conventions make adequate use of the public standards
that define shippers' and carrien' duties. Lacking jurisprudence on the point, one can

only predict that the determination of third party iiabiIity will be IargeIy based on civil
Iaw d e s and relevant modal conventions, where, as previously established, the boundary

" HNS Convention,ArticIe 7(2)(d).
'' C R ' , Article 5 (4)( c ).

"Besides the consignor, the CRTD stipdates that "otherpersoris" can be responsible for not mformhg the
carrier ofthe dangerous characteristics ofthe cargo. WIiiIe there is no jrrnsamdenct on the point as to what
was meant by "other personsTTT
one can corne this term to be any person responsible to wam about the
ciangemus nature of goods. Sttbseqaentiy, madditionto the shippm of goods, the other w o n s refnrrd to
m Artide 7 of the CRTD may weii be MTOs who subcontracted to the idand carrkr..
Fersons other than
the canier who becomes Iiable under this pmvisiou arc, however, deprived of benefits accorded to the
carrier under the Comentioq with the consecpence tbat they may be q s e d to ciaims for compensation
otherwise than in accordance with îhe Convention, and to amornits in excess of the tmiits of iiability

stiprrfatedunder the Convention,
For a &-*on
of FüD and ADR regimes see srrpm, chapter 3, sections 321.1, and 3.2.2-1-
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respectiveLy.
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between the extent of the shipper's duty to disclose and the extent of the carrier's
reasonable howledge has not been cleady and consistently settIed. Ag&, in order to
docate third party Liability without resorting to unsettled civil law d e s , one has to appIy
public law d e s . Public law d e s which define shippers' and carriers' duties with respect
to hazard communication shouid be applied as a minimum standard in order to le-channel

Liability fiom the camer to the shipper. This, theoreticdy ided solution in reality cannot
be applied without having consistent and intemationally applicable public Iaw standards.
Consistent public law standards are particulariy important for the aiIocation of Liability in
the international muitimodal transport.

The fact is that most cargo moving multimoddly involves goods in containers that
have been packed by someone other than the MTO. AccordùigIy, the MT0 has no meaas

of inspecting the goods to ascertain the accuracy of the particulars fimished by the
shipper for insertion into the transport document. Furthemore, the tests applied by the
courts to assess the shipper's duty to disclose the dangerous nature of the goods and the
quaIity and extent of the carrier's howledge, diffa between jurîsdictions and depends on

the mode of transport. The public Iaw technical regdations, which are suppose to use the

best scientinc practices and are to as& the private law in determinhg the parties' duties.

are hgmented and not consistent. Accordmgly, MT0 can play multiple roles m the
muitimodai transport cham: it can be the super, carrier, consoIidator of goods, container
provider, packer etc. Or it may be none of these, and mereiy be the non vesse1 operathg
cornmon c&

(NVOCC), a c a n k r that has no controI over any part of the jonmey.

Both scenarÎos wouId require the court to establish a cornpiex set of facts about

(a) causation between the faiIure of the shipper, which can be the

MTO, to fumish

information to the actual carriers and the damage; and (b) the actual or constructive
knowledge of the performing carriers, who may weU happen to be the MT0 at a certain

point or dong the entire mdtimodai chain, or his servants or agents, of the hazardous
character of the shipment Furthemore, if the shipowner or CRTD inland p e r f o d g
carrier, who is not the MTO, successfhity establishes the fdure of the MT0 to inform
about the dangerous nature of goods, Liabüity shifts to the shipper, or to the second tier,
respectively, where the MTOs pays no contniution. Having attached strict Iiability

solely to the shipowner, and havuig given him the opportunity to avoid such liability by
proving ignorance of the dangerous nature of goods, HNS a prion' discharges the MT0
fiom any third party strict Iiability. This is dso the point where Iengthy Iitigation initiated

in recourse actions uivolving insurance, the Fund, shipowners, MTOs, and shippers can
be generated.

With the muitimodal transport involving road, r
d and inland carriers, the
situation cm be even more confusmg since the C R 'extends LÏabiIity to the carrier who
controls any other vehicle by whÏch the vehicle with the dangrnus goods is moved The
effect of channehg liability to an easily ascertainabIe carrier can be radicaiIy

diminished, since the definition of the carrier, and the carrier's ignorance of the
dangerous nature of goods can be mterpreted differentiy dependmg on the mode of
transport Furthmore, mistakes in communicatmg relevant information from the
consigner via the MTO, to the MTOs' subcontractors are more EeIy to arise. For

exampIe, a road carrier for part ofa joumey can often be someone hired by the principal
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road carrier (who is sub-contracted by the MTO) for the sole pupose of the moving with

his truck the semi-trailer already loaded with dangerous goods. in a muitimodal scenario,
aithough this actual inland carrier rnay perform onIy one srnail segment of the transport

chah, preceding other modes of transport, the proper communication of the dangerous
nature of the goods is stiU a decisive factor in determining his right to discharge his strict
iiability.
5.5.

Third party Iiabüity: conclusions

The close anaiysis of the concepts and provisions of thud party liability
conventions shows why public law standards are essentiai in effecting the thkd party

Liability regime. It highlights the inabiüty of public law standards to inform civil d e s
with respect to shippers' and carriers' duties to disclose or to ascertain the nature of the
goods. The inability of civil law d e s to incorporate public Iaw standards and the
inconsistencies of these standards may be detrimentai to the efficiency of the thkd party
liability scheme. This situation has the potentid to undermine the very purpose of third
Iiability concepts. ThÏrd party u'ability instruments foxm part of pollution prevention
regime that should act as an efficient scheme of compensation for innocent victims, and

as a deterrent to potentid violators of public standards. Because they Iack the consistent
inter-modal or a sin& set of mdtimodai safety and environmentai protection standards,
third party Iiability rnay prove to be ineffective in the context of muitimodai transport

AIthough developed to be an important device to protect common values, third
party liability eventuaify compromises them by alIoWmg the re-chameIling of IiabiIity
without def'ming rninimmn standardsta govern the nature and the extent ofshippm' and
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carriers' duties. They entail application of fauit based civil d e s , which themselves have

not settied the issue of appropriate standards of shippers' and carriers' duties with respect
to dangerous goods.
To remedy this situation the pubIic standards to which shippers and carien are
held to shouid be consktentiy incorporated into the civil law definitions of shippers' and
carriers' due care. The adoption of an intemationdy binding instniment, establishg
uniform safety and environmental protection standards for alI modes of transport, is not

the only step that needs to be taken, but it is the first step toward achieving this objective.
The conclucihg chapter ~ummarizesother considerations addressed in this study
which advocate binding international standard setting instnrment applicable dong the

multimodal chah of rnovement of dangerous goods. It demonstrates that it is possible to

un@

the private Iaw with respect to the shippers and can-iers responsibility by setting the

technica.1mies into a consistent Iegd framework around one fimctiond phiIosophy of nsk
aIlocation.

TBE NEED FOR A MULTIMODAL CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATTONAL
TIUNSPORT OF DANCXROUS GOODS:Y
S
AND
CONCLUSIONS

An examination of the poticy, safety, environmental protection and liability
considerations attached to the international transport of dangerous goods reveais that the
Iaws or legal regime governing the activity needs improvement.

According to the Rio principles of sustainable development, d l pieces of
Iegislafim on the transport of dangerous goods should form one interrelated and well
coordinated system strivhg to achieve the common ends of safety of peopIe and the
protection of the environment. The achievemait of these common objectives should be
baianced with industry interests, thus making for sustainable development. The
examination of the intemationai Iegd noms concemed with the transport of dangernus
goods operating within different legai disciphes and modes of transport, leads to the
inescapable conclusion that, despite ail the harmoniPng measures adopted at the
international Ievel, the niles govemhg the carrïage of dangerous goods are anythmg but
consistent,
Having amived at such a conclusion, based on the andysis conducted in the
previous parts of this study, the issue to be addressed is how to remedy this situation. The
shpIe solution offered in this stndy is to bring dl the d e s into a phiIosophicaIIy and
IknctionaiLy harmonious system centerd aromid the welI defmed core principtes of hrtman
safiety and protection of the environment. The common denominator and the dnving force

ofthe system wouId be the concInSion of a wortd -wide bmding convention
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on the transport of dangerous goods. As projected in this study, in addition to enhancing
human and materid safety and environmental protection by managing its own risk

prevention standards, the convention would nourish other Iegal n o m belonging to the
same system. The convention would, for example facilitate the ailocation of risk for
LiabZty based on fdure to comply with the standards it establishes.
The question is how to arrive at the world convention. According to Dr.-hg.
Bernard Shultz-Forberg's statement' the United Nations Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods (Orange Book) need oniy to be transferred over into a
convention? His conclusion is based on an analysis of the potentid of the existing modaispecific and modal- independent technicai d e s to reduce risk to hmnacs, physicai assets,

and the environment.'

Unlike his study, which is based on nsk reduction analysis h m

the perspective of engineering and technicai standards, this study bases its conclusions on
a comprehensive anaiysis of the policy, normative, and institutionai Iegal structures

surrounding the international transport of dangerous goods.

This chapter first summarizes and pinpoints the drawbacks of the existing system,
and shows why the existing d e s cannot form the integrated Iegd system required to

'

Shuitz-Forberg. B. Yeflow Paper Modelfir a Worldwide ReguIationr /or the Transport of Dangernus
Goodr by all Modes. (KIO. (Storck Veriag: Hamburg, 1996).
This is the solution he &ed at &er diagnosing that the cuuent state of regdations is deplomble. Id., ai
3.

The aim of a ~gulatorysystem amio oc of course, be to provide a condition of absolute safety. because no
part of hwnan existence can be desmbed as bemg risk-fixe: Akhough the German "Gnmdgesetz"
(Constitutionai Law) commits stak authorities to protect the constitutionai righîs of its citizens, Le= to
prutect Ki and hedtb as abjects subject to protection by iaw ( p r e d o n a r y ptnicÏpIe), it does not thereby
gaarantee the rigbt to a risk-fiee HeeRather, the aim of the IegaL system is to prevent "avoidab1e" risks or
to at Ieast reduce t h to a sociaIIy acceptaôk IeveL 'Thepmpose of legai regdations is tEmsnot to "ban"
but to "control" nsks (with the mtaition to minimise dm).The fanctionof envlromnentalasd technoiogy
Iaws is to separate "pemiitted" h m 3miawfW risk Of course this ais0 means that no approvai mut be
gîven to any ïnadeqpateiy controllablensk" Shdtz- Folberg9supra note 1, at 6.
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regulate multimodd transport desirably. SecondIy, it explains the way that the proposed
convention might reduce these shortcomings.
WhiIe a iist of arguments in support of the world convention c m be endlessly
developed, this study limits its arguments to the fundamental concepts of this solution. It

is not the aim of this study to elaborate on the finalized solution. Furthermore. the idea of
developing a new convention, as addressed in this study, is not based on entirely new
concept. It simply rationalizes the need, and takes into account the work already done on
world-wide harmonization of the d e s on the transport of dangerous goods and of the
existing orgaaizationai structure within which this harmonization of the d e s takes
place.
Safety and environmentcd protection d e s

The transport of dangerous goods in packaged form at sea is regdated by chapter
W of SOLAS and AMex

III of MARPOL 73/78. WhiIe containhg

the basic

requirements with regards classincation, Iabelling, marking, packaging, and the
documentation for the transport of dangerous goods and marine pollutants by sea, both
refer to the iMDG Code for detaiied requÏrements! The IMDG Code sets out the detded
~Iassificationof dangerous goods and the requirements conceming their packaging, use

of IBCs, and tanks, labeiling, docamenting, rnarking, placardxng* and the transport
operation Le., stowage and segregation of dangerous goods on board ships. In addition to
the worIdwide applicabiIÎty of the two conventions, the requirements of the IMDG Code

are hcorporated h t o the national Iaws of mbst maxitirne nations. It is a h clear that the
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lMDG code, Lüce most other IMO standards, are considered binding by the operation of
the UNCLOS provisions through the notion of uitemationally accepted d e s and

practices? Maritime safety d e s are weiI harmoaizcd and applied internationdy through
the application of the IMO standards!

Furthemore, maritime safety and marine

enviromnent protection n o m s have already acquhed an encompassing normative quality
as more than pureIy technical standards.

international d e s on safety and environmental protection in the carnage of
dangerous goods by road are harmonized only within Europe, and for carriage by rail
within Europe, the Middle East and North Afiica The Provisions of RID are completely

hazmonized with those of ADR and made applicable to domestic tratFic in the European

Union countnes. There is no instrument equivaient to ADR or RCD outside Europe. The
legd nature of ADR and RID differ. The ADR is a fkee standing binding public Iaw
convention, white RID foms part of the civil convention, namely COTIF, which
ailocates liabilities between parties to the contract of ceage

of goods by r d

There is at present no binding Iegai instnunent equivaient to the modal
instruments goveming the muItimodaI transport of dangerous goods. The UN
Recommendations which have been developed for multimodaI application are indirectIy
applicable through their voluntary incorporation into modal instnmients. As estabrished
above, the modaI Însîruments are not ai1 harrnonized to the same extent with the UN
Recommendations. Furthennore the^ geographic scope of application is different- The
4

For the IMDG Code, see supra, cfiapter3, section3.233,
Seempra, chapm2.
d
See supraFchapter 3, section 3 2 3 3 .
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IMDG Code is going through hamonkation with the UN Recommendations as a part of

MO'Scornmitment to UNCED's Agenda 21, chapter 19. This chapter endowed the UN
with the mandate to coordinate work on estabüshing a common set of standards

applicable to modes of transport currently in existence. The process of harmonization
cequires updating the requirements of the

IMDG Code every two years to reflect the

deciàons taken to amend the UN Recommendations.

The provisions of RID are

completely harmonized with those of ADR, and both are being updated with those in the

UN Recommendations.
The UN Recommendations themselves are hplemented through national
legislation. In cases of sea transport they are implemented through the IMDG Code, and

in case of rail and road transport, through ADR and RD. In some countnes where ADR
Ïs

not applicable, Govemments have adapted their systems to the UN systemO8The UN

Recommendations' structure is being reformatted in order to better organize the
information and to make it easier for shippen, carriers, forwarders, packers and other

participants in the transport chain to understand and cornply with it. Based on the "mode1

d e " format, the modal organizations are aiso reformatting the existing requirements of
their respective instruments.

7

See supra,chapter 3, Section 32.1. and 362.
The application of the Mode1 Reguiations axmexed to the UN Recommen&tions is under consideration Éo
North Amerka, for mtefnaîionrrI transport between NAFTA countries; M South Amerka (=der
MERCOSUR) and ni Asia, mder the auspices ofthe Unfted Nations Economic and Sad Cound for Asia
and Pacific (ESCAP).Obier KerveIIa, "UnitedNations Mechmians for t k Hannonization of Transport
of Dangerous Goods Regdations aud Systems of Classification and Labem of Hazardous Product," In
The 13* Intmattond Symposium o>r the Transport of Dungerour Gooh by LH?o und hhtd Wotenvays
Pruceediags, 26&- 28* Octoba 1998, Seoui, Rorea,
8
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The international 11fstnrmerttsDisrnbuting Liabilityfor Damages
Accidents that happen in the course of the transport of dangerous goods involve
not o d y the cargo and the shipowner's commercial interest. More often than not, those

accidents cause damage to abjects whose interests are now being protected by a vast
number of international instruments?~heseinstruments are developed on the philosophy
that the regdatory system deveioped to prevent accidents cannot provide a condition of

absolute safety, because no part of human existence can be descnied as being ~sk-fkee.
Rather, the aim of the Iegal system is to prevent "avoidable" risks or to at least reduce

them to a sociaiIy acceptable ~evel.'~
While the function of environmental and technology laws is to separate
"permitted" fiom "unlawfut'risks by defining dangerous goods and their properties and
kposing relevant requirements on participants as to their behavior relating to the

operation of the activity, Iiabiiity Iaws recogmze that there is no absolute safety and that
damages happen regardess of specified compulsory detaiIed regdations to prevent it.
Private Iaw conventions such as the Hague, HagueNisby, the Hamburg RuIes, the C M ,
CMR, and the Muitknodai Convention, do not specificaiIy govem regulated dangerous

goods Le., dangerous goods for which the public law framework ern'sts. Instead they

define dangerous goods in a generic and rather rmspecified mamer." In the same way,
these conventions descnie responsibiiities of the contracting parties ushg tmspecined

9

See supra, chapter 5, k 1,
[*''The p q o s e of Iegai reguiaîiotls k thus not to 'ban' but to bcontroi'rkks (wÎth the intention to nimmiise
them). Of course this &O means that no approvd must be @en to any ïnadequateIy controIlabIe ijsk"
Shdk -Forberg,supra note t at 6.
See supra,chapter 1, section 1-43.

''
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and undefined terms such as "exact danger" and "dangerous nature" of goods. The degree
of flexibiIity achieved in this way is, however, at the expense of legai uncertainty. What
protective rneasures are required in a specinc situation are not aiways derived from the
normative regulation. Instead, their substantiation is left to the discretion of the court
d e a h g with the individual case. As established in chapter 4 courts, when deciduig the
iiabilities of the parties, in the absence of contractual definitions, resort to comrnon law
standards of due care which do not aiways foUow regulations goveming the carriage of
dangerous goods. This is understandable since the private law Uistniments have been
developed to balance the interests of the contracthg parties. in this way, the failure to

comply with duties imposed on the shippers and carriers in the transport chah often does
not coincide with their ~iabilities.'~

This situation begs the question whether the failure of private law to define and
ailocate risks for damages to the parties in breach of pubiic regdations is attniutable to
hgmentation of the technical reguIations and to difficdties of detennining which
regulatious apply m international Iaw. Examination of the IegisIative history of the
Hamburg Rdes reveals that delegates recognized the need to establish a . expIicit
reference to the public d e s in denning shippers and carriers duty. The Hamburg
conférence aîtempted to link the standards set out in the safety and environmentid d e s to
the d e s govemhg docation of risks to the contractual parties, but this soIution was

eventudy dropped due to the hgmented regdatory structure, and its inadeqnacy to be

expliciüy incorporated into the

des." The problem of hgmentation
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of minimum

standards by which to detemine due care in international multimodai transport is even

more obvious due to the number of links and actors, They alI have to apply the mode or
the activity specific d e s . In addition to inconsistency of standards in the modal specific
public instruments, there is incongru@ among the modal speci6ic private d e s , making
them inapplicable throughout the entire transport c h a h In addition to this, in the

containerized transport of dangerous goods it is hard to determine the elements of the
carrier's constructive or actuai kuowledge of the dangerous nature of the goods, because
the carrier does not have any means of inspecting the goods packed in the container. For
the same reason, the shippers "duty to warn" and the "carrier's knowledge of the nature

of the goods" should be dehed in ternis of public law d e s regdating the shippers duty
to fully descnie the content of the container, the properties of goods within it, and
precautions to be taken. Thus, it becomes obvious that a single set of public niles
covering the entire transport chah is needed for the shipper to perfomi its duty to

disclose and for the carrÎer to perfom the carriage in a mamer appropriate to goods of a
particuiar description. I4

The third party strict iiabilay instruments such as HNS and CRTD, d e r n o m t e
the same fdures, primariIy due to the re-channelling of IiabiIity. The re-channeLing of

liability eventudy imports fadt elements, based on the notion of the contractuai or
common Iaw w m t y , which, as established above, re@es
established public law standards.

nmiIy and consistently
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Poiicy and iltstfltStftutionul
structut-e

As established in chapter 3, the transport of dangerous goods is an activity bearing
extraordinary risks for both individuais and society. Because it benefits society at large,
the activity is given conditional legitimacy. The a c t i w is permitted under the condition

that it is perfonned accordkg to the regdations governing technical, safety and
environmentai protection standards." and that it pays its way regardess of the manner in

which it was performed.t6This formula ailows sustainable development of the activity
which requires bdanchg common and commercial interests." It is clear nom the above

anaiysis that this conditional legitimacy, as explained, has been weil accepted worldwide.
Most states have prescribed detailed standards to govem every single stage of the transport

of dangerous goods, have fixed enforcement mechanisms and have established criteria for
compensation in case of damage. Fruther, market globalization, followed by the
redefbition of safety and environmental rights, has resulted in, and wiII M e r augment,
general recognition and acceptance of the pruiciptes of sustainabIe development in the Iaw

making process.
The anaiysis of the mode-specific instruments and the work on their
harmonization shows that there is a multitude of instruments and authorities mvoIved m
the rule making process in the field of transport of dangrnus goods. AIthough their
relationship has improved in terms of cooperation, interrelation, and cosrdination, they

stiU work at different rnodaI and phiIosophical leveIs. As a resuIt a hgmented system of
-

-

"Seesupm chapterb
* See sqm, chapter1
16

See supra, chapter 5, section 5.1.
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d e s which produces different outcomes continue to govem the activities of the chemicai

and ûansportation industries.
In light of the foregoing, the question phrased in its most radical form tums on
whether a deficient system of noms reduces, or even removes the legitimacy of the

activity of the tnuisport of dangerous goods.18
Except in some rare cases where accidents and damages occur despite fuiI
conformity to d e s , most accidents happen due to hadequate consignment or transport
procedures. For example. by shipping the cargo without documentkg it in a rnanner
prescnied by the public d e s , the shipper jeopardizes the safety of the carrier's and other

the cargo's interests and must accept the risks that such faiIure mates, The carrier, by
accepting cargo which is not fully documented despite its duty not to do so, dso accepts
part of risks. Both the shipper and carrier create an uniawfùl situation and jeopardize the
public's interests. Private law must refiect this situation when ailocating IiabiIities to the
parties involved.
However, the Iack of world-wide uniform regdations makes this system of d e s

hard to apply and sometimes unenforceable across the board because of differences in
hplementation or additionai niles at the nationai or modal Ievels.

In Light of the poricy and regdative premises, which prohibit û'anspoa of
dangerous goods udess perfomied in a presmied manner combined with the Iack of
adeqnate mtematÏond d e s appIÏcabIe to the mdtimodai transport, the questÏon of
"se+ strprtrFchapter2, nithe Rio principIes ofmsîahibie demiopment

The transport ofdangerous gmds is uitrahazardo~~~
actinty wbich is, as estabIished in chapter 5, section
5.1, alIowed oniy 1) i
f conducted under presmied safety condition; 2) pays it's way regardes of the
I8
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tegitimacy of the multimodd transport of dangerous goods arises. The fact that the

multimodd transport of dangerous goods is governed by modal instrument does not
satisfactody solve the problem. Shippers have to prepare dangerous goods for the safe
transport over the entire transport chai. and often lack particulars on different national

and modal regulations. Carriers are usually weU infomed only about their mode's safety
standards. In addition, they have no means of checking the goods packed into a container.
Therefore, the present d e s , Iackùig world-wide and intermodal homogeneity, neither
meet the needs of today's global economy which is dependent on multimodal transport,
nor guarantee the basic sdety and environmentai rights of the public. Dineremes not
only impose on carriers and shippers a lot of regdations with which to comply, but more
often lead to their incorrect interpretation, commrmication and application across the
board.

Furthemore, this study establishes that public-Iaw technical safety and

environmental protection regulations are not adequate with regard to the distrÏÏution of
liabilities between contracting parties, nor to the distribution of risks between contracting
parties and third parties since the divergence of regulations does not provide a cornmon
basîs for the mterpretation and application of these n o m s and d e s . On the other han&
convergence of both the rules themselves and their interpretation and application is
essential to avoid confuson and senous problems, especiaIIy when the IiabiIities of the
contracting parties need to be established.

manner in whïch was coadncted Seesupra,chapter 5, section5.1,

3-
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The needfor a new convention on the muitirnodal transportof dangerous goodr

The divergences in the system of d e s dealing with the transport of dangerous
goods are the remit of the fiagmented way of Iaw m a h g in

field. Although it can

not be denied that a sïgnificant improvement in coordination and harmonization of
standards has been achieved since the 6rst SOLAS,the industry oriented philosophy has

long been responsible for the absence of coordination between individuai national and
international instruments and organizations. The scientinc and IegisIative approaches of
various countries and organizations have been and are still modally, and sometùnes
IocaIIy centered.

The unification of regdations for the carriage of dangerous goods by all modes of
transport wouid demonstrate the determination and ability of the world's chernical aud
transport industries to pursue the principles of sustainable developrnent. This means that
there would be no need for participants m the production-transport chah to comply with

different requirements imposed on them by international and nationai regdations but
rather there would be a single set of d e s appIica6Ie across the board. As a resuit, safety
and environmental protection wouId be enhanced. This resdt would aIso facilitate
uniform interpretation of carrier's and shipper's civil liability mies regardless of the
mode of tramport and the goveniing jksdiction.

In addition, tm3orm world-wide regdations would enhance economy in the
transportation of dangerous goods by eiimhating many of the administrative barriers
hposed on shippers and carnets by merent national and international regdations.

Instmitionai and legislative integration of d e s wouid, firrthennore, give rïse to the
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rationaikation and concentration of the diffused scientSc potentids of various countries,

international organizations and scientific bodies, thus making for the CO-ordinationof

their efforts to secure the best informed set of rules,

The history of the idea to develop a worid convention reveals that the economic,
legai and social setting in the field of transport of dangerous goods has been Ieading

towards such a convention. The idea to develop the world convention is not a new one.
What is new is the historicd, Iegal, institutionai, social, and economic developments that

have given rise to the new phitosophy surrounding the transport of dangerous goods.
While the whoIe subject area is still undergohg a cornplicated phase of development, the
emerging new trends have set up the appropriate scene for the convention to be
negotiated.

InitiaiIy, because the quantity of dangerous goods moved by aiî modes of
transport was relatively IQnited, there were no attempts to harmonize the eariy regdations
For transport of dangerous goods. Rather, the earIy instruments invited each
administration to determine its own iist of dangerous goods and the precautions to be

taken during theu transport.'9
The increase in the production and transportation of dangerous goods by aU
modes of transport, brought about by the globalization of the worId economy, r e m d

some degree of collaboration of the d e s and standards goverring these transport
modes?' The harrnoaization of divergent national and international reguIatÏons took the
--

"CEX-, the C d g e ofDangerousGoods by Sea (New York; St Martin's Press. 1985) at 94.
" Sec 'Transport of Dangeroas Goo& A Compilation of the Recomendations -and by the United
Nations Committee on the Transport of DangerousGoods," (Geneva, 1981)-
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form of recommendations to the modal organizations and the industry, when, more than

forty years ago, the fkst of the United Nations Recornmendations on the Transport of

Dangerous Goods (Orange Book) were developed? However, the idea of a world-wide
binding convention was raised repeatedly. Almost twenty-five years ago, in 1974, the
development of a world-wïde binding and self-contained International Convention on the

Transport of Dangerous Goods was proposed as an instrument to remedy diffemces
between various national, international, and regional des.

Resolution 1 4 of the

SOLAS Confernice, 1974, recommended continukg CO-operationwith the ECOSOC
Cornmittee of Experts with a view to adopting a

"Self Contallied international

Convention on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by ali Modes of ~rans~ort.'" The
United Nations Social and Economic Councii repeatedly, by its Resolutions No
1975(LIX) of 30 JuIy 1975, and No.2050 ( L X 'invited the Cornmittee of Experts on the
Tmsport of Dangerous Goods, in conmltation with other bodies conceniedu and
regional commissions,

to pursue the midy on the possibifity of drafting of an

international convention on the transport of dangerous goods by a11 modes of transport-

The resolutions referred to the SOLAS Conference ResoIution No.1. The idea was,
previously, aIso elaborated by the Experts of the Soviet Union

"and My2'and generalIy

" Se+ supra,chpter 3, section324-1.
" The idea was to eIaborate sorne documents dong the lines of the United Nation Convention on
Inteniationai Transport adopted Ïn 1980. United Nations Doc TDIMT"CONF/I6In particuIar, the United Nations Conférence on Trade and DeveIopment (UNCTAD), the MO ,The
internationai C M Aviation (ICAO), and the intemationai Air Transport Association (IATA). See UNDoc- ST/SG/AC-1013,1980,
'4
Proposhg the draft of the two-part convention= îhe convention proper containhg g e n d obIigatiom,
definitrfinitrom,
procedd question, appIication, rehtionsfiip with cher conventions, and cnril iiabiüty for
damage cawsed as a resuit of the tiansport o f dangrnus goods; and annexes wiîh techicai regdations
wkch are conmion to aII modes oftransport and based on the UN Recommen&tions and modal regdations
23
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accepted by major international organizations, such a s IMCO, 26 UNCTAD,
and DEA?

" ICAO,

28

Despite generai agreement that the worid convention is desirable, the

Cornmittee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous goods decided to accept the
proposal of the Group of Reporters 'O to give preference to the barmonkation of the

existing d e s and recommendations over the idea of developing of a world convention
until more conformity between existing niles and the Recommendations is achieved?' ui
1992, Itaiian experts once again proposed a world convention to be developed, stressing

that the cnteria contained in the UN Recommendations are now used intemationaily
through their adoption by MO, ICAO, ADR, and RID.Furthemore, the Italian expert
stressed that the question of a worid convention shouid be treated as a topicaI subject in
the Iight of the chapter 19 of Agenda 21, which gave direction for global harrnonixation

of hazard classification and labeling to be achieved by the year 2000."
Assuming that the above short history of the idea of a world convention evidences

a favomble politicai environment, the next issue is the Iegîtimacy of the convention

kom the Iegd point of view. The right to safety and the right to a heaithy environment
drawn up by CM ECC and by IMCO. UN. Doc. No. EICN.2.CONF5/R439, 2 December 1974 and
E/CN~CONF.S/R.531,25 Mar& 1976.
* Ai30 pmposÏng the draft convention coqrismg îwo parts: the convention proper and ~o annexes
covering sequitemats common to a i I modes of transport and Ieaving it to the modal conventions to
reguiate ail o t k questions not covered by the worid conveutions. UN Doc. E/CN2/CONFS/iU98, 3
November 1976.
GmeralIy w e I c o ~ gthe idea but emphasizmg the desirabthat an evennral convention for the
tramport of dangerors goods shouid cover oniy ciangenius goo& in packed and aaitized fôans and
stresshg the fact that sea transport Ïn c
e respects wodd need différent regPiremen& h m those

id,

"UN. Doc. EICN.2fCONF.S/R49?/Add.5., 20 Febnrary, 1976.
"UN. Doc. S/SG/AC-1OfC.26, quoted m UNDOC.STiSG/AC.lO/S, Decernbar 1980.
LI' Sessionof the UN Cornmime of Experts UN Dac. ST/SO/AC.lO/S, of L-IO December 1980, at 4.
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have now received international recognition. Improvement in safety regdations and their
transformation fiom technical noms into Iegd ones is viewed as the cnïx of this process.
Furthemore it is generally agreed that the subjects of internationai safety and
environmental protection, presently dedt with in separate bodies of d e s , are interrelated
and require an integrated highly UILiform system of safeguards. This approach provides,
as a matter of principk, €or 'îworld partnership" and involvement so as to avoid the
existence of inconsistent and overlappuig norms and activities, thus making for
sustainable deve~o~ment?~
The requirements Iaid down in such norms must be developed and enforced as fa.
as possible on a world-wide basis, keeping Pace with technologicai progress. In order to
implement d e s fbily and consistently, not only do technical and envirommtd Iaws
have to be consistent, but the reqiIirements imposed by them on shippers and carriers
have aiso to be consistently apphed and interpreted by civil-law instruments.

Environmental and safety Iaws, Like a.ii topics that encompass severai discipIines, should
disregard traditional distinctions, m particdar those between public and pnvate Iaw. This
c m be achieved by incorporation of the proposed worfd-wide convention, dong with its
definÏtions of dangerous goods and shippers' and carriers' respom'bilities, into the
alIocation of liabiIities applied in the mdtimodal transport of goods.
Not ody wilI the consistent interpretation of pubIic d e s by civil law nistMnents

benefit safety and environmental protection, it will dso elimmate uncertainty about
Liability arrangements which are prîinarily derived, h m an ever inaeasiug nimiber of
UN. Doc. STfSGlACC101R354o f 16 S e p t d a 1992.
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international conventions covering limited abject areas. This will elimuiate any

piecemeal approach that f d s to simdtaneously take into account a l l aspects of
responsibility for the transport of dangerous goods.
In order for civil conventions to contribute to the integrated system of noms, they

have to impose duties and liabilities on the conhacting parties by reference to the public
law regulations, and by assessing the risks a pnon in tams of causes and post-hoc in
terms of effects. This would elhinate the belief that these conventions are there merely
to make good the damage inflicted, and in this way they wouid contribute to the
consistent implementation of the precautionary principle. Such thinking, which wodd
probably be opposed by the proponents of private Iaw who have prefened to link liability

in tems of relationship of cause to effects, can be justified by placing the iiability
mechanisms in a broader social context,
Viewed in a broader social context "dangerous goods" is a speciai category of
goods which presents hazards to cornmon interests. As such, it has to be approached as a
distinct category and its legd treatment must differ from the normal m. Consequentiy,
responsibiIity for the varkty of damage mflicted by the transport of dangerous goods can

no longer be viewed in individuai terms. It must be considered, fï.rst and foremost, h m
the social point of view when devetophg a system for apportionhg the binden imposed
by damage. Redenning individual risks in social ternis suggests that the entire sector is
increasingly being brought within the prwiew of pubiÏc Iaw. Shce the damage caused by
the transport of dangerous goods most often is not quantÏfÏabIe, and aiways carries risk of

See Chaptez 2-
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harm to common interests, the l i a b w scheme m u t stridy incorporate requirernents for
the prevention of damage as a leading test for aüocating Iiability. This way the liability

mechanîsn would operate as an additional stimdus for operators of the activity to
comply with safety and environmental standards.
A Iegal concept of safety is not rnerdy a technicai cnterion; saf'ety is a value that

underpins the rights revolving around the fkeedorn of contract. Furthemore, the fact that
the existence of public safety d e s consolidates the nght to engage in the activity, thus

making the activity legal and possible, requires civil LiabiIity to depart Eom its general
concepts and give fidl ammiation to the conditions under which the activity is considered
to be Iegd.
From the economic point of view market globalkation rnakes a global regdation
of transport of dangerous of dangerous goods imperative. Not only do disparities
adversely affect safety and the environment; they also cause the intemationai market to
become t'ragmented, ieading to cornpetitive disadvantages on accotmt of technicai

barriers and different certification procedures. Furthemore, the hgmentation of niles
adversely affects the mdtimodd transport system m t m s of the performance of
individual modes and carriers, the capacity for interaction between modes, and operation,

due to limits an efficiency Snposed by the standard of the weakest links in the system.
Individual modes need to be readiIy avaiIabIe, reliabIe, flexible, and rapid with any

adverse impact in ternis of safety, the enviromnent or tiability restncted to a minimum.
Mer examination of the curent state of Iegîslative and institutionai strttctmes on

the transport of dangerous goods, one must conchde that two dennite elements that
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already exist that codd serve as prerequisites for achieving the task of developing a
binding convention. First, the UN Recommendations, which codd be easily transformed

iÏom mode1 d e s into a binding convention and second, the UN organizational and
working structure which codd aiso easily be reshaped into a solmdly corresponding
system with changed tems of referaces deked according to the new task.

The UN Recommendations as restnictrued in 1996," should serve as a nucleus
for, and be considered as a £ïrst step towards deveIoping a world-wide mandatory
instrument. The existing UN bodies, introduced in chapter 3, which developed the UN
Recommendations as supplernented by theu sub-bodies at the modal level, are valuabIe
and established organizationd structures within which the work of developing the new

convention c m take place.

The UN Mode1 Regdation now has a structure comsponduig to a binding

instrument?* While the UN Recommendations are capable of behg hpIemented
directly, or being taken up by the modal organizations in charge of dangernus goods
regdations, these are not sufncient ground on which to tramfer the UN Recommendatioo

into a convention. The üNRecommendations,whüe containing weU developed technical
noms, Iack the necessary procedural structure, which is yet to be developed. This
procedurai structure wodd have to define target goals, definitions of terms, scope of
application, procedurd matters, relationships with 0 t h international conventions such as

SOLAS, MARPOL 73/78, ADR, CIMMD etc., responsibiIÎties and enforcement.
Annexes w W contain technicd regdations and are welI developed and mder

The structure ofthe reformattedU N Recommendations is appendedto thizstudy as Appaida 3.
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permanent revision, may remain almost identical to the UN Recommendations, the h t

Annex being concemed with technicd reqttirernents common to aH modes of transport,
and the second Annex being concemed with difEerent modal requirements related to the
specific condition of the transport operation and vehicles.
An alternative to th*s soIution rnight be the retention of the distinctive modal

requirements under the mandate of modal authorities. But, because it might generate
merences between modal requirements, this solution is not favorable.
Whatever form the technical regdations assume, the new convention would bring
about the standards of behavior both applicabfe and enforceable world-wide and to ail
modes of transport. It wouid drastically reduce the compiicated and overlapping
procedure of having to harmonize rail, road, and sea transport d e s on dangerous goods
with each other and with the üN Recommendations. Transposition of the UN

Recommendations into modal regulations and then into national regdations requires
repeating and rethecking work by diffuse international and national authorities. WhiIe
transposing them,these national authorities often modiQ the original d e s or give them

ciifTerent interpretations. This in turn generates a number of instruments with aimost
identicd regulations, while not guaranteeing full harmonization and worId-wide

appiication.
One sinde set of world wide binding d e s covering standards woufd require a

number of modal and regionai authorities to redefhe their mandates to a modal scientinc
expertise and enforcement de. hdbiduai states, instead of examining what has been
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done at the UN level and than taking or not taking steps in terms of updating their

Iegislation to comply with requirements set out by them, c m simply refer to the new
Convention and keep Pace with it in üght of technological developments. At the same

time, transforming the UN Recommendation nom indirectly effective recommendations
into directly effective le@ noms will require widening and arnpIïfj6ng the UN
organization as the guarantor of its effectiveness?

The question of organizationd and working structure within which the new
convention should be developed and updated is interrelated with the question of the
compatibility and relationship between the existhg conventions and the new convention.
As established above, the provisions of exÏsting conventions which are common to dl

modes of transport and which have already been harmonized, or wilI be shortly
harmonized through the üN work program, such as classincation, labehg, packing,
marking, transport document, wodd lorm the body of the new convention. Questions
specific to each mode of transport, such as transport equipment, loaciing, stowage
requirements, and vesse1 equipment for the sea mode can remain within the sphere of
these modai conventions or annexed to the new convention. Both solutions provide

SuffiCient working background for achieving the principal task: to uni@ and enforce
worldwide the d e s on the transport of dangerous goods to the maximum possible extent.

Fmm the procedwl point of view thae is no IegaI obstacle to the revision of
these conventions: AmcIe 14 of ADR m a k a provision anticipakg the concIusion of a
-

-

xi''(T)akmg into considerationthe prniciple thaî ody a imnrersdy accepted and commimaI M o n wiiI
enabIe the Recommendations to d e whole worid to acEüeve a direct effect, the qtrantitative step iu this
direction mast be discussed and agreed won, as it is dechive for future actiodbDr-B a d , Shrrlîz, supra

worldwide agreement by stipulating:
In the event of the conclusion of a world-wide agreement for the
regdation of the transport of dangerous goods any, provision of this
Agreement which is contrary to any provision of the said world-wide
agreement shall, Eom the date on which the latter enters kto force,
automaticdy be replaced by the relevant provision of the said worldwide
agreement.

In the case of RD,there are aiso no procedural obstacles to its revision: RXD
constitutes an Annex to CIM and codd be amended without revising CM."

Lastly, the new convention would not oniy be compatible with chapter W of SOLAS,
but would also clarify questions which SOLAS Ieaves to national govemments to
regdate. The IMDG Code regulations that presently supplement SOLAS in most
countrïes, wodd fom a part of the new convention, whereas provisions which form a set
of strictiy maritime regulations wouId either remah within the scope of SOLAS or
constitute a separate Annex to the new convention. SOLAS itself would not require
revision. The IegaI position of MARPOL 73/78 is similad*

In any event the Conference of the parties to the new convention would have to
work out the question of its relationship with existing agreements. A number of other
questions such as common defkitiom, generai principles, and objectives would also have
to be agreed. Generai p ~ c i p l e sand targets should be clearly stated, thus clari@hg
which cIass of subjects the convention was mtended to protect This would firrther make
note 1.

* Aithough it must be recded that the CIM expiîcitiy nfm to RID when estabfishing the corisignor's and
the rdway's obligations in respect of dangerous goods- Iiiterc~mi~on
between CIM and RID thoagb the
consigmnent note wodd probabIy r e m some rcuinon of CIM, See, supra, chapter 3, section 3.2.2.
38
ifthe fÏrst dteniative were to be accepteci, Le, to retain the modai conventions mamtaniingstrictiymodaI
reqLnrementsf the mitiative to maice the IMDG Code IegaUy part of SOLAS does not affect the idea Ifthe
second alternative Is accepted, Le., to amex distmctive modal recphmmnts to the new convention, the
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legally possible consistent interpretation and appücation of the new convention within

difftrent Iegal fields that are, in one way or other, concemed with the transport of
dangerous goods. These disciplines include the administrative, criminal, envimnmentd,
commercial and contractual aspects of the transport of dangerous goods. Furthemore the
convention has to arrange for the possibZty of an efficient amending procedure of
technicd annexes with the aim of keeping Pace with the advancing developments in
technology and science.

The fate of the conventions Iargely depends on the acceptance by the major
interests groups, nich as, m o r t , chemicd and related interests, that there is a need for
multimodai mandatory safety and environmentai protection standards.

AIthough

industries have traditiondly weIcomed the harmonization of different modes'
requirements, they have opposed a buiding instnmient. Their opposition is based on their
position that 1egÎsIation is needed onIy when self-regdation and voluntary comxrtitments

The industries generally contend that their own ngimes
do not achieve the objecti~es.)~

and present systems are more than adequate? Some do not see a priori the need for an
additionai convention. It is maintained that the harmonization of regdations with respect
to the transport of dangerous goods is sufEïcientIy handed by the UN.
Recommendations. Udess, it is asserted, contmy arguments are provided that a bùidmg

initiative to make h e iMDG Code part ofSOLAS appears to be obsdete,
Ettropean Chexuicd Industry Comd ( CEFIC), Stutement on m htegrated qproach t o w d
sustainable deveIopment, Positt'orr p q e r ,
December 12,
1992.
hternet document
http~f~~~.cefi~.be/lposition/IIad/pp~taOf3~
accessed on August 19, 1999. See a h , Hubrechts, M,
%e Intemationai S a f i Management Code h mHuman Fadine to AchÏevement,* (1999) 34 E-TL at 20Shaw, & R,Histoncal Background of the ISM Code.(1999 ) 34 ETL. at UXuropean Chernid Iiidustry
C o t m d ( CEFiC), Statement on mt mtegruted approacit towmk ~t~~tain(16Ie
devehpmenr; Position paper,
Id. See uko, Haybrechts, M., Id
39

"
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international convention will better meet safety and environmental objectives?'

The

Iessons of the past provide the most convincing argument against this position. It is ody

after disastrous accidents that the intemational cornmunity realizes that voluntary codes
were not sufncient.

Only after such disasters are the codes made mandatory and

conventions are adopted so as to prevent future accidents."' Why should the international

community wait for another "convincing" accident?

This study has estabfished that

there are enough indications that existing codes are not suniciently implemented in the
container transport of dangerous goods. There has been numerous accidents causing

deaths and enviromental damage arguably due to the lack of irnpIementation of safety
codes:'
The globalization of markets, and the foilowing the redefition of safety and
environmental rights, have certainiy brought about, and will continue to develop a
general recognition and acceptance that world-wide binding regdations for the tramport
of dangerous goods are absoIutely necessary for the sustainable development of the
transport and chernical industries. Resumably this acceptance will eventuaily create
sufficient political wilI to develop a new convention, thus eIiminating the separatism of
the dif5erent working and organizationai structures which presentiy deal with the

presentiy existing multitude of regulations.

I t

This opmion was expressed by P-e
Deroisy, counselIor at the Department of Trade and
Enviromnent ofCEFICCConversationvia eIectronic means, of August 16,1999,
42
See chapter 3, section3.2.3- ~ 4 0see
, also Huybrechts, M,. supra note, 39.
See Appendix 2. Sec ako. W S ' CIam I Loss of Hmmdous MatmàL fit the Athmrric Ocem Wthe
Nav Jmey Coart on 4 J m - y 1992, (United States Ports and Waterways Safiety Act Board of hcruiry,
1992) at 1.
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The nrst step has already been taken through the UN mode1 Recommendatiom,

and m e r m o r e that Rio h c i p l e s have afnrmed the integration of envkonmmtal
protection process. Thus it appears entirely possible to work towards such a Global
International Convention on the Transport of Daugerous Goods by AU Modes of
Transport.
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APPENDIX II
SHIPPING INCIDENTS INVOLVLNG CHEMICALS IN PA=

FORMS

HaMax explosion, 1917
FoUowing a senes of navigationai errors the M N Mont Bïank, Ioaded with 2,600 tons of
explosives, coKded with another ship the Imo, and caught fie. Shortiy afterwards the
ship exploded in the biggest man-made explosion. As many as 3,000 people were killed,
9,000 were injured. 6,000 homes were completely destroyed.

Sinbad, 1979

The h q i vessel Sinbad lost 51 cylinders of chlorine gas during a heavy storm off the
Dutch cost. Only 12 cyiinders were recovered shortiy after the incident. Remaihing
cylinders after being caught incidentaDy by fisherman in 1984, were recovered and
destroyed.
Traugutt, 1979
The generd cargo vessel Traugutt, as a r e d t of fie and grounding off Pakistan Coast,
lost packages of sulphuric acid and calcium carbide.

Aeolian Sky, 1979
This generai cargo Greek vesse1 sank off the French coast and lost 32 canisters of arsenic
tnchlonde and 10 drums of Iiquid hollering.
Cavtat and Clearkos, 1981,
These two vessels, Yugoslav and Greek, sank off Sardinia The preventive recovery of
the Cizvtat's 900 drums of tetraethyl Iead cost % 6 million. The packages camied on board
of KIemcos mchded arsenic, which caused serioos damage to fishmg grounds and the
local tourist industry. The KIemcos clean op bill was nearly $10 million.

This Cypriot containership lost one fieight container of dimethyI suiphate waste.
Europenn Gateway, 1982

British roU-on roU off ship Iost various toxic chernicals in drums offthe British coast.
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Forum Hope, 1984,

The Greek vesse1 loa overboard, near Bay of Biscay, 200 drums flammable liquids.
Mont Louis, 1984
French rolI-on rolI off containership, because of collision and sinking, Iost 450 tonnes of
uranium hexduoride in 30 steel flasks,
Dana Optima, 1984

Danish cargo vesse1 on her way from New Castie, England to Denmark encountered a
heavy storm which resuIted in a number of container/trailers stored on deck being swept
overboard. Amongst those Iost were 80 drums containing a highly toxic weed Glier. It
was estimated that the amount of the chemicaI could &II everything over an area of
perhaps a square kilometre on the seabed. Fortunately most of drums were recovered. A
considerable nurnber however were leaking.
Menga, 1984
A barge capsized in rough seas while it was being towed nom Port Moresby to the Fly
River. Fifteen containers with a total of 2.700 drums containhg sodium cyanic, a toxic
substance were Iost overboard. Sorne 94 d m s washed ashore and were recovered. The
majority of drums were not recovered.

Ariadne, 1985

Panamanian containership grotmded in the port of Mogadishu. Somalia, causing h e . The
ship carried 665 containers on board, some of them contained different dangerous goods,
mcIuding tetraethyI Iead. Some of them contained at least one of 62 diffefent daagerous
substances Iisted on ship's manifest. Due to the Ioss of 2,000 tons of packed dangerous
cargo including pesticides, serious sea and air poIIution occurred, necessitahg
evacuation of some peopIe m the port area

Panamanian cargo ship ran amund on the noahwest of Spain. It carried over 1,000
tonnes of dangerous goods mcluding aniIine oiI orthocreas01 and dipheyhethane. When
seawater penetrated drums of sodium they exploded Only 8 out of the 31 crew were
saved. 20,000 residents of a nearby t o m were evacuated-

French contamership Iost overboard (jettisoning) varions dangerous goods and marine
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